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BANKS McFADDEN — CLEMSON LEGEND
None Can Compete
When You Compare
Batson is the exclusive U.S. agent for
textile equipment from the leading textile
manufacturers worldwide. Experienced
people back up our sales with complete
service, spare parts, technical assistance,
training and follow-up.
DREF 3 Friction Spinning Machine
—
Excellent for Ck>re Yarns and Multi-Component
Yarns. Count range 3.5c.c. to 18c. c. Delivery
speeds to 330 yds/min.
Van de Wiele Plush Weaving Machines—Weave
apparel, upholstery, and carpets. Compact, high-speed
machines guarantee high productivity.
Dornier Rapier Weaving Machine—Versatile
enough to weave any fabric. Also ideally suited
for short runs. State-of-the-art monitoring and




Yarn & Fabrics Machinery
Home Office:
BOX 3978 • GREENVILLE, S.C. 29608 U.S.A.
TEL. (803) 242-5262 • TELEX 216918
Fehrer—Needle looms with
speeds to 2300 strokes/min. and
widths to 257". Nonwoven web
forming plants with widths to
213".
Hacoba—Sectional warpers, direct
warpers, beamers and creels—Guarantees
high efficiency and high quality warps.
Knotex Warp Tying Machine—Speeds to 600 knots per minute. Ties
knots with tails from Va" to 214". Tying methods include lease-to-
lease, lease-to-flat and flat-to-flat. Ties all fibers.
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Two Top Coaches Meet
Fans will be treated to a coaching battle bet-
ween two of the top 10 winningest active
coaches in America when Clemson and Georgia
do battle. Clemson's Danny Ford has won 73.7
percent of his games in his nine seasons at
Clemson (68-23-4), while Vince Dooley ranks
eighth with a 71.4 winning percentage
(185-71-10).
Barry Switzer of Oklahoma is the winningest
active coach at the moment with an 84 percent
winning mark, followed by Joe Paterno of Penn
State and Tom Osborne of Nebraska.
Name School Pet
1. Barry Switzer Oklahoma .839
2. Joe Paterno Penn State .814
3. Tom Obsborne Nebraska .809
4. Bo Schembeckler Michigan .773
5. LaVell Edwards BYU .747
6. Danny Ford Clemson .737
7. Herb Deromedi C. Michigan .722
8. Vince Dooley Georgia .7142
9. Pat Dye Auburn .7138
10. Terry Donahue UCLA .7061
11. Bobby Bowden Florida State .7055
A Clemson win can cause a movement in the
rankings, however, and there are some ironic
twists to it. Pat Dye of Auburn can move ahead
of Dooley if the Tigers best Georgia. Dye has
the day off while Clemson is playing Georgia.
Dye has won 71 .38 percent of his games, while
Dooley is at 71 .4. A Dooley loss would move him
to 71.1 percent. The unusual twist of course is
that Dooley is an Auburn graduate and Dye is
a Georgia graduate, so they coach each other's
alma mater and rank eight-nine in the winningest
active coaching fraternity.
Perry Off to Award Winning Start
Michael Dean Perry is off to an incredible start
with seven tackles for loss and 4.5 sacks in just
two games. He has 14 tackles overall to lead the
Tigers in that department and he has done it
while playing just 55 snaps over the first two con-
tests, certainly a Lombardian effort if there ever
was one.
He might have had his best performance and
the finest all-around showing by a Clemson
defensive player when he had eight tackles, in-
cluding a career-high four for negative yardage
at Virginia Tech. The tackles for loss included
three sacks for negative 30 yards, and he also
had a caused fumble and an interception.
Clemson's senior defensive tackle is now
fourth in ACC history in quarterback sacks and
is all alone in third place in tackles for loss. Perry
now has 44 tackles for loss and he went ahead
of former Clemson linebacker Randy Scott into
third place last week. He needs just three sacks
to go ahead of his brother, William Perry, for the
ACC record in terms of quarterback sacks.
Michael Dean is now all alone in second place
in Clemson history in sacks, so the Perry family
ranks one-two in that department.
ACC Career Tacl<le for Loss Leaders
William Perry, MG CU 1981-84 60
2 William Fuller, DT NC 1980-83 57
3 Michael Dean Perry, DT CU 1984-87 44
4 Randy Scott, LB CU 1975-78 43
5. Pat Swilling, DE GT 1982-85 37
g Mike Corvino, DT UM 1979-82 36
Jim Stuckey, DT CU 1976-79 36
ACC Career Sacl< Leaders
1. William Perry, MG CU 1981-84 25
2. Mike Corvino, DT UM 1979-82 23
Pat Swilling, DE GT 1982-85 23
4. Michael Dean Perry, DT CU 1984-87 22.5
5. Charles Bowser, DE DU 1978-82 22
6. Lawrence Taylor, DE NC 1977-80 21
7. William Fuller, DT NC 1980-83 20
8. Mark Duda, DT UM 1979-82 19
9. Jim Stuckey, DT CU 1976-79 18
Bruce Mesner, DT UM 1983-86 18
Bruce Palmer, DT UM 1976-78 18
Clemson-Georgia Rivalry
This is just the seventh time since 1954 that
Clemson and Georgia have come into this game
with a perfect record. It is the first time since
1981 that both teams have been 2-0 and Clem-
son would love a repeat of that afternoon's ac-
tivity. The Tigers do have one thing in their favor
as the 1981 game was also played on
September 1 9 and the Tigers walked away with
a 13-3 victory in a game that took 2 hours and
35 minutes to play, the shortest game in Clem-
son history.
The series has been a close one in the last
10 years as Georgia holds a 5-4-1 lead since
1976. Overall, Georgia has a 36-15-4 lead in a
series that dates back to 1897. In games played
at Clemson the series stands 7-7-2 and in games
at Death Valley it is also deadlocked 5-5-2. Eight
of the last 10 meetings have been decided by
a touchdown or less, and two of the last three
have been decided by a field goal in the last 10
seconds. Clemson won last year on a 46-yard
field goal by David Treadwell as the final horn
sounded.
Georgia Update
While Clemson has been outstanding at the
tailback position in the last decade, Georgia has
a tradition of its own. Since the days of Herschel
Walker, Georgia has been gaining hugh chunks
of real estate from its ground game. The Dogs
average 388 yards per game on the ground and
a 6.4 per carry average coming into this game.
Lars Tate is the leader of the offense from the
tailback siot. The senior has 350 yards and a 7.0
average in two games to go with six touchdowns.
The All-SEC runner had 954 yards in 1986 and
caught 22 passes to go with 102 points scored.
James Jackson is one of the finer option
quarterbacks in the nation. So far this year he
has hit 12 of 23 passes for 208 yards and has
98 more yards on the ground. His favorite target
is Cassius Osborne, who has five catches for 84
yards. Troy Sadowski is one of the most improv-
ed players on the team according to Clemson
coaches and the three-year starter will be one
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By Tim Bourret
of the top blockers on the field today.
It seems Georgia always has a talented
linebacker or strong safety and this season is
no exception. John Brantley is a senior who was
the team's top tackier last year with over 100
stops. Tyrone McClendon is a fine defensive
lineman, as is Richard Tardits, who led the team
in quarterback sacks in 1986.
McFadden on the Loose
When Clemson lost all three of its top tailbacks
last year to the NFL (Terrence Flagler to San
Francisco, Kenny Flowers and Steve Griffin to
Atlanta), most felt the Clemson running game
might be down in 1987. But, thanks to an
outstanding offensive line, and the progress of
some young tailbacks, Clemson has not skipped
a beat.
It has taken only two games for Wesley
McFadden to reach a single game yardage total
Flagler, Griffin and Flowers never could attain.
All the sophomore did last Saturday at Virginia
Tech was gain 226 yards in 21 carries, the third
highest single game rushing total in Clemson
history.
Included in the yardage was an 89-yard
scamper in the fourth quarter that put the game
out of reach. It was the third longest run in Clem-
son history, even longer than Flagler's 88-yard
jaunt last year at Wake Forest. Thus McFadden
had the third longest run and the third best
rushing performance in the same game.
One further irony is the list of longest runs in
Clemson history. Two of the top three runs have
been by someone named McFadden. Further-
more, both will be in the spotlight when Clem-
Vince Dooley and Danny Ford are both among
the top 10 winningest active coaches.
son meets Georgia Saturday: Wesley as a
tailback for the current Clemson team, and
Banks, who will have his number (66) retired at
halftime of the contest. Banks McFadden had
a 90-yard run from scrimmage against
Presbyterian in 1939 and it is still tied for the
longest run in Clemson history. Buck George
had a 90-yarder against Furman in 1951.
Tailbacks Excell
The tailback position gained 294 yards rushing
at Virginia Tech, the third highest tailback total
by a Clemson team coached by Danny Ford.
Terry Allen added 68 yards to (VIcFadden's
226-yard total and the duo combined to average
7.9 yards per carry. Clemson coach Danny Ford
got 218 yards and five touchdowns out of the
tailback position in the Western Carolina game,
and overall Ford-coached teams have gone over
200 yards at the tailback position 18 times
The record is 347 against Duke in 1982, a
game in which Cliff Austin set the Tiger in-
dividual single game record with 260 yards.
Against Western Carolina Joe Henderson led the
way with 80 yards, while Terry Allen had 75 and
Wesley McFadden had 63. This was just the
third time under Ford that three tailbacks had
over 60 yards in the same game.
Phillips, Lancaster Off to Knockdown Start
Offensive guard John Phillips and fullback
Chris Lancaster are involved in quite a battle In
the knockdown block category, a statistic that
is receiving more and more attention even
though it has been kept by coaches ior many
years.
Last year Phillips led the team with a record
100 knockdowns, while Lancaster was second
with 61, quite an accomplishment from the
fullback position. In the game at Blacksburg last
Saturday, both were at their blocking best as
both at least equalled the previous knockdown
block record.
Phillips and Lancaster both played every snap
in the swamplands at Virginia Tech and com-
bined for 35 knockdown blocks in the 75 plays.
Phillips established a new overall record with 18,
while Lancaster set a new running back mark
with 17. Phillips had the previous record with 17
at Virginia last year and Jeff McCall had the old
running back record with 16 in the 1982 Duke
game when Cliff Austin had 260 yards rushing.
Phillips now has 26 for the year, while Lancaster
has 25.
Defense Record Setting
Since Danny Ford has been the coach at
Clemson there have been only two games in
which the opposition has failed to rack up at least
140 yards in total offense. Incredibly, both in-
stances have taken place in the last two weeks.
Western Carolina gained only 109 yards in total
offense at Clemson on September 5, then the
lowest total against a Danny Ford coached team.
Last Saturday the Tigers played "Can you top
this," and allowed just 60 yards total offense.
23 rushing and 37 passing. You have to go back
to the 1963 Clemson-Virginia game to find a
lower opponent total offense figure as the Cavs
gained only 40 yards in total offense that day.
The all-time record is -12 yards by Furman in
1948 in a 41-0 Clemson win in Death Valley.
Clemson racked up seven sacks and 16
tackles for loss last Saturday, the tackle for loss
total was an all-time Clemson record. The 1979
Tigers had 15 tackles for loss in a loss to
Maryland
So far this season the Clemson defense has
allowed just 0.5 yards per rush, i.5 yards per
play and 2.5 yards per pass attempt. The longest
drive against Clemson this year is just 42 yards
and there have been just two drives over 20
yards against the Clemson defense in the first
two games Three times Virginia Tech had the
ball inside the Clemson 20 and could not score.
Treadwell 6-7
Clemson placekicker David Treadwell must
have mixed emotions at this stage of the season.
He is off to his best start in three years in terms
of field goals with 6-7, but he saw his extra point
string snapped at Blacksburg Treadwell had
made 64 straight extra points and was just six
away from Bob Paulling s record of 70 before
he missed at Virginia Tech The snap was not
the best and the hold a little off as Treadwell
made his attempt.
The senior from Jacksonville, FL now has 35
field goals in his career, good enough for second
place in Clemson history in that department. He
went ahead of Paulling last Saturday and trails
only Obed Ariri, who had 63 for his four-year
career. Treadwell is also third in kick scoring and
fourth in career PATS at Clemson
Film Available
The Clemson Broadcast Group has produc-
ed a one-hour video tape highlighting the
1986-87 Clemson Sports Year. The tape concen-
trates on football and basketball, but covers all
18 sports in what in many ways was Clemson's
greatest sports year ever. To receive your tape,
send a check for $29.95 to Clemson Broadcast
Group, Box 1446, Clemson, SC 29633.
1987 Clemson Statistics
(2-0 Overall)
Rushing Att Yds Avg TD LG
McFadden, TB 31 289 9.3 4 89
Allen, TB 35 143 4.1 2 11
Henderson, TB 15 80 5.3 1 13
Lancaster, FB 11 29 2.7 4
J. Johnson, FB 8 19 2.4 6
R. Williams, QB 13 13 1.0 9
CLEMSON 117 533 4.6 7 89
Opponents 61 33 0.6 12
Passing Cmp Att Int Yds TD Pot LG
Rd. Williams. 12 25 1 177 .480 41
Anderson . . 2 3 19 .667 12
Morocco 3 .000
CLEMSON . . 14 31 1 196 .452 41
Opponents.. 21 55 3 136 0.382 21
Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD LG
Cooper, WR 5 122 24.4 41
Allen, TB 3 13 4.3 9
Jennings, WR 2 22 11.0 12
J. Williams, TE 1 13 13.0 13
B. Taylor, WR 1 12 12.0 12
Hooper, WR 1 7 7.0 7
Davis, WR 1 7 7.0 7
CLEMSON 14 196 14.0 41
Opponents 21 136 6.6 21
Tackles No TFL-Yds
Perry, DT 14 7-48
J. Johnson, Ban 12 2-14
V. Taylor, LB 11 0-0
Beasley, 88 11 2-7
Hatcher, Ban 11 2-11
Haynes, LB 10 0-0
Earle, LB 10 1-4
1987 Results
Date Site W-L Score Opponent
Sept. 5 H W 43-0 W. Carolina
Sept. 12 A W 22-10 Virginia Tech
Sept. 19 Georgia, 2.40 PM, CB8-TV
Sept. 26 Georgia Tech, 12:05 PM, JP-TV
Oct. 10 Virginia, 12:05 PM. JP-TV
Oct. 17 Duke, 1:00 PM
Oct. 24 N.C. State, 1:00 PM
Oct. 31 Wake Forest, 1 :00 PM
Nov. 7 at North Carolina, 12:05 PM, JP-TV
Nov. 14 Maryland, 12:05 PM, JP-TV
Nov. 21 at South Carolina. 7:37 PM. ESPN
1987 Georgia Statistics
(2-0 Overall)
Rushing Att Yds Avg TD LG
Tate, TB 50 350 7.0 6 44
Hampton, TB 14 141 10.1 1 21
Jackson, QB 24 98 4.1 1 12
Ellis, FB 12 64 5.3 16
Berry, FB 6 46 7.6 18
GEORGIA 121 776 6.4 8 44
Opponents 54 176 3.3 1 20
Passing Cmp Att Int Yds TD Pet LG
Jackson, QB 12 23 208 1 .522 36
Johnson, QB 1 6 17 .167 17
GEORGIA 13 29 225 1 .448 36
Opponents . 48 76 2 590 3 .632 56
Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD LG
Osborn, Flk 5 84 16.8 27
Hampton, TB 2 47 23.5 1 36
Thomas, SE 2 38 19.0 25
Sadowski, TE 2 17 8.5 9
GEORGIA 13 225 17.3 1 36
Opponents 48 590 12.3 3 56
Kickoff Returns No Yds Avg TD LG
Osborn, Flk 3 99 33.0 37
Hampton, TB 1 52 52.0 52
Lewis, SE 1 27 27.0 27
B. Smith, CB 1 11 11,0 11
GEORGIA 6 189 31.5 52
Opponents 9 164 18.2 2i
1987 Results
Date Site W-L Score Opponent
Sept. 5 H W 30-22 Virginia
Sept. 12 H W 41-7 Oregon St.
Sept. 19 at Clemson
Sept. 26 SOUTH CAROLINA
Oct. 3 at Mississippi
Oct. 10 LSU
Oct. 17 at Vanderbilt
Oct. 24 KENTUCKY
Nov. 7 at Florida
Nov. 14 AUBURN
Nov. 28 at Georgia Tech
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Sitting and talking with Clemson's star-
ting cornerback Donnell Woolford, you get
the impression that his humble attitude is
closer to that of a determined walk-on than
a preseason Ail-American. Rather than talk
about specific achievements and lofty
goals, as it would be perfectly acceptable
for a great athlete to do, the topic that
keeps popping up with Donnell Woolford
is hard work.
In all honesty, Woolford realizes what it
means to be a starting cornerback on one
of the country's finest defensive units, but
he is also fairly certain that without
countless hours of hard work his natural
talent would not take him very far.
A 1987 Sporting News preseason All-
American and one of 29 nominees for the
Jim Thorpe award (given annually to the
best defensive back in the nation) Woolford
is coming off a sophomore season that saw
him accumulate 12 passes broken up, the
second highest total in the ACC behind
teammate Delton Mali's 14. He was also
fifth in the league in punt returns and
started every game for the Tigers except
the Citadel contest, which he missed
because of a pulled hamstring. In fact, on-
ly elder teammates James Earle and All-
ACC cornerback Hall played more downs
on defense than Woolford last year.
Coming off a season like that, it wouldn't
be surprising for Donnell to set some fair-
ly high goals for the upcoming season. In-
stead, he says quietly, "I just want to try
and do better than last year, maybe get
more interceptions and more passes
broken up. I'm just going to work at it, but
you can't tell if maybe the other teams will
try to play to the other side of the field from
me. I'll just work hard and try to make
things happen."
Where he refuses to be even remotely
boastful personally, Woolford clearly ex-
pects a high level of success for the team
in 1987. "I'm looking for good things from
this team," he says. "We've been working
hard for a good while now, making a lot of
improvement, and I think we're ready."
THORPE AWARD CANDIDATES
Chuck Cecil Sr. Arizona
Anthony Parker Jr. Arizona State
Steve Atwater Jr. Arkansas
Kermit Kendrick Jr. Alabama
Kevin Porter Sr. Auburn
Rodney Thomas Sr. Brigham Young
Donnell Woolford Jr. Clemson
Mickey Pruitt Sr. Colorado
Jarvis Williams Sr. Florida
Deion Sanders Jr. Florida State
Riccardo Ingram Sr. Georgia Tech
Gordie Lockbaum Sr. Holy Cross
Chris Carrier Sr. Louisiana State
Bennie Blades Sr. Miami (Fla.)
Todd Krumm Sr. Michigan State
Steven Moore Jr. Mississippi
Brian Washington Sr. Nebraska
Derrick Donald Sr. North Carolina
William White Sr. Ohio State
Ricky Dixon Sr. Oklahoma
David Vickers Sr. Oklahoma
Lavance Norlhington Sr. Oregon State
Gary Richard Sr. Pittsburgh
Mario Mitchell Jr. San Diego State
Markus Paul Jr. Syracuse
Kip Corrington Sr. Texas A&M
James Washington Sr. U.C L A.
Ernie Pernsley Jr. Wake Forest
Terry White Sr. West Virginia
Woolford, for one, has been doing his
part to help ease the freshmen defensive
backs into the groove of major college foot-
ball. He recalls the hard work that took
place in preseason during the dog days of
August, when, as an upper classman, he
had to be concerned not only about his own
performance, but also about the example
he might be setting for the freshmen.
"It was always real hot at practice, and
at scrimmages it was always up around 100
degrees because there's no wind in the
stadium. But I just tried to put those things
out of my mind as much as possible. It's
impossible for it not to get to you a little bit,
but you've just got to work hard anyway
and try to set an example for the younger
players."
Donnell also recalls the lessons he learn-
ed as a younger player from leaders like
Delton Hall, saying, "I learned a lot from
him in terms of working hard in practice.
He had been through a lot of adversity as
a younger player because he almost lost
his job at one point. So he was real good
about not letting anything bother him.
That's what I tried to learn from him."
Defensive secondary coach Bill Oliver
says the sky is the limit for Woolford. "A
defensive back has to do a lot of things,"
Oliver says, "not just pass defense. Don-
nell is able to play zone coverage, man
coverage, and combinations of zone and
man. And he supports the run as well as
any defensive back I've ever been around.
He has good awareness, he knows how to
read trick plays, and you never see him
miss a tackle. He whips blockers in pursu-
ing the football, and he doesn't get block-
ed — if he does, he doesn't stay blocked.
The thing I notice about him is the fact that
he realizes what's at stake for him, not iust
at Clemson, but hereafter."
And is an NFL career in the offing for
Donnell Woolford? "That's not something
I really think about," Woolford says,
"because you can be the absolute best and
never get a chance. So many things could
go wrong. I just try to take things day-by-
day and not look too much farther ahead
tnan that. I just want to graduate. I figure
if I work hard and do my best every day,
the other things will take care of
themselves."
That seems like a great attitude. With
Woolford taking care of things day by day
and play by play in the Tigers' defensive
secondary, Clemson opponents might do
well to steer clear of his corner of the
field.
Woolford might not be as active statistically in 1987 as opponents probably will throw to
the opposite side of the field.
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Quick.
When you put your money with First Union, we
know you want superior service in return. You
want the power to get things done, quickly, easily.
And we make sure you have it. Our commitment
to superior service begins with new ways to
speed up your banking. Shorter teller lines.
Faster procedures. Quicker answers. We know
you want to get in, out, and on your way without
needless delays.
Uncomplicated.
And while making our service quicker, we're find-
ing new ways to make it easier, too. We're
streamlining systems. Reducing paperwork. Mak-
ing it simpler for you to choose the best accounts
for your needs. In short, we're making banking a
simple business of putting money in and taking it
out in ways that work for you.
Convenient.
We're giving you new banking power in more than
700 locations in North and South Carolina, Geor-
gia and Florida. You can handle much of your busi-
ness simply by calling on the phone. And when
you add the convenience of our 24-Hour Banking
Machines, you'll see that First Union gives you
more service than you'll get from any other bank.
Anywhere.
Personal.
Whether you call or stop by a First Union office,
you'll get individual attention. That is rare in
today's business world. Everyone in every First
Union banking office is ready to serve you with a
smile. Because when you get right down to it,
fast, personal service is what banking is all about.
Come in. We'll put new banking power to work
for you.
First Union National Bank
ofSouth Carolina
©1987 First Union National Bank ofSouth Carolina Banking Offices Statewide MemberFDIC
By Annabelle Vaughan
What exactly is success?
For every person, in every occupation,
there are different measures of success. In
some occupations, these measures are
quite obvious, while in others, they are not
quite as visible.
The obvious way to measure a football
coach's success is his team's record. For
an assistant coach, it may be measured by
the performance of the individual players
he coaches.
In both of these areas, Clemson's runn-
ing back coach Chuck Reedy has
measured up to be a big success. But,
Reedy knows that success as a coach is
not only determined by numbers ahd
statistics, but by how he deals with his
players and the positive effects he has on
their lives off the football field.
With the exception of Head Coach Dan-
ny Ford, Reedy has been on the Clemson
coaching staff longer than anyone else. He
came to Clemson in July of 1978 from Ken-
tucky. For one year he coached under
Charley Pell and when Ford was named
head coach, Reedy became the full time
running back coach.
Reedy says that he feels he came in on
the "ground floor". The freshmen that were
on the team during his first year at Clem-
son were eventually the seniors that led the
Tigers to the Orange Bowl and the National
Championship in 1981.
Reedy has indeed been here from the
beginning of what has been a sort of new
Golden Age in Clemson football. Since he
came to Clemson in 1 978, the Tigers have
gone 78-24-4, the eighth best record in col-
lege football. The Clemson rushing game,
led by Reedy's running backs, has averag-
ed 237.2 yards per game.
And, on top of all these impressive
statistics, look at a list of some of the run-
ning backs Reedy has coached, see if any
of these names ring a bell — Chuck
McSwain, Jeff McCall, Cliff Austin, Stacy
Driver, Kevin Mack, Kenny Flowers, Ter-
rence Flagler. All have NFL experience,
and all but one of the backs that have
started under him have been drafted. All
three tailbacks off last year's team made
NFL clubs in 1987.
But Chuck Reedy does not like to take
much credit for his players' success. "1
don't pretend in any way, shape or form to
develop someone without talent into a
great football player," he said. "I've just
been fortunate in that I've had excellent
talent to work with."
It sounds simple: Get talented players to
work with and you're likely to be a suc-
cessful coach. But getting this talent is not
quite so easy. A talented high school
athlete has innumerable schools vying for
him. Therefore, fielding a successful team
requires successful recruiting.
Recruiting seems to be Chuck Reedy's
strong suit. He recruits from South Carolina
to Miami. (He used to recruit all of Florida,
now he just has the Eastern part.)
"Recruiting for Clemson is not as difficult
as at some schools because of everything
Clemson is," said Reedy. "With the peo-
ple, the facilities and the tradition here, we
have a great product to sell."
For years. Reedy has won prize recruits
from his territory. His success in recruiting
is no surprise after the hard work he puts
into it. "It takes a great deal of patience and
it can be very frustrating," said Reedy.
"We identify prospects as early as their
ninth grade year and then work to establish
a relationship with them. Then, by the time
they reach their senior year, we're ahead."
Establishing that relationship is what
Reedy feels is the key to successful
recruiting. "I have to get as close to that
Chuck Reedy
young man and his family as I possibly can
and earn their trust."
Reedy doesn't see recruiting as a job
that ends once a player signs, but as a
commitment that lasts for many years.
"I've made a commitment to that young
man and his family and I feel responsible
for that. If he's in trouble or not doing well,
I feel responsible. If he's unhappy or
homesick, I try to remedy that. And by the
same token, if he's successful at Clemson
and later in life, I take pride in that."
Besides feeling responsible for the
players he recruited. Reedy also feels a
great amount of responsibility for the
players he coaches. Over the past five
years. Reedy has had a unique situation
in that he coached two running backs that
he had also recruited: Kenny Flowers and
Terrence Flagler.
"I strive every day to be fair to every
player I coach regardless of who he is or
where he's from," said Reedy, "but when
you recruit and then coach someone you
have a special feeling toward them."
Kenny Flowers, Clemson's all-time
leading rusher, says that he will never
forget all that Reedy has done for him.
"Out of all the people that have influenc-
ed me in my life, I look up to him the most,"
Flowers said. "He was always there, even
when I first got to Clemson.
"I've always been a good athlete but I'm
not the smartest guy in the world. Some
schools didn't want to take a chance on
me, but he stuck with me and gave me con-
fidence," Flowers said. "That made me
want to do well for him. I wanted to suc-
ceed for my team and for my family, but
mostly, I wanted to play well for him."
Chuck Reedy has been an assistant under Danny Ford longer than any other current coach.

The more things change,
the more they stay the
same. At Clemson there
are some things that (we
hope) will never change:
Clemson orange. Till-
man Hall. Tigerama.








As a land grant institution, Clemson emphasizes the three areas of
research, public service and teaching. On the brink of the 21st century,
research efforts are unquestionably important. And public service
programs serve all the citizens of South Carolina. But, over and above
these missions, when a student enters Clemson, he or she should be
able to count on receiving an excellent education. And great teaching
doesn't happen without great teachers.
Every former Clemson student probably recalls a teacher whose
personal style and commitment added a special dimension to the word
"education." Maybe it was John Lane in English, Doug Bradbury in engi-
neering, or one of the many others who are remembered with affection
and appreciation. Their legacies remain long after graduation.
Administration and faculty are committed to the challenge of attracting and
keeping outstanding teachers. In addition to the f\/laster Teacher award and
alumni professorships, the Faculty Senate last year recommended annual
awards of $3,000 to outstanding faculty in each college to enhance scholarly
activity related to teaching.
Not all great teaching occurs in the classroom. The awards for excellence in
student journalism won by the Tiger staff, national and regional recognition for
the Clemson Players, and a nationwide "widget" competition won by Clemson
electrical and computer engineering students illustrate the value of learning
environments outside the traditional lecture hall.
The College of Architecture tried a new approach to teaching this past spring.
During "Spring Week," students and faculty pursued independent study outside
their usual areas. "Designer" birdhouses, hot-air ballooning and construction of an
authentic Plains Indian tepee (with the assistance of a Comanche chief's descendants)
were just a few of the projects. According to Dean James F. Barker, this was more than
fun-and-games. "The goal was to give students and faculty a new perspective, to look at
the education process and concentrate on learning to think rather than simply learning
facts," he said.
Last year when the Carnegie Foundation's
Report on the Status of Undergraduate
Education found a nationwide
lack of balance between
teaching and research,
Clemson reacted promptly.
The Faculty Senate and the
Office of the Vice Provost for
Undergraduate Studies formed
committees to review Clemson's
status in each area addressed by the
report, including teaching, and a day-
long faculty workshop explored the teach-
ing/research balance specifically,
.'resident Lennon made it clear when he an-
nounced the Second Century program. "Clemson
has a long and proud tradition of undergraduate education." he
said, "of preparing young people for the world in which they will live
and work. This commitment to teaching is basic, firm and unshakable."
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When you come to Clemson for an
exciting weekend of football, sometimes it's easy to
take the Clemson area and all the things to do here for
granted. But when you stop and think about it, there's
plenty to see and do in Clemson the whole year round.
Rich history, a wonderful climate, beautiful
Lake Hartwell and the scenic Blue Ridge Mountains
provide the perfect backdrop for sightseeing, eating
out, seeing a show, shopping, and an endless variety
of outdoor activities.
You'll be comfortable during your stay.
Accommodations in the area range from cozy
nineteenth-century bed and breakfast inn to a variety
of modern hotels. And area restaurants feature ev-
erything from upcountry cookin' to fine cosmopolitan
cuisine.
So make plans to really see Clemson,
during football season-or any other time of year. No
matter what the season, we guarantee you'll want to
come again.




For help planning your next trip to Clemson Call or write:
The Greater Clemson Chamber of Commerce, University Mall, Highway 93. Open Monday through Fnday. (803)654-1200
The Pendleton District Historical and Recreational Commission, On the Square in Pendleton
Open Monday through Friday. (803) 646-3782
The University Visitors Center in Tillman Hall. Open Monday through Friday. Sat. 10-12 Sun. 2-5:30. (803) 656-4789
President Lennon H
On September 6, 1986, Clemson Univer-
sity formally inaugurated Dr. Max Lennon
as the university's seventh president. The
governor of South Carolina, the Honorable
Richard W. Riley, spoke of a "quest for
academic excellence which has never
been more important than today," at the
inauguration. He called Dr. Lennon, "the
leader for the future of all South Carolina."
During his short time as president. Dr.
Lennon has accomplished much, including
the school's "Second Century Plan." This
project, drawn up with help from faculty
and state business leaders, emphasized
research in agriculture, engineering, basic
science, marketing, management, textiles
and the quality of life: all these areas and
several more were just a portion of a pro-
posal to endure economic growth within the
state.
It is the by-product of Lennon's overall
attitude that Clemson is here to help its
students to become successful and in
general make the state a better place to
live.
Dr. Lennon is a native of Columbus
County, NC and earned his bachelor's
degree in animal science from N.C. State
in 1962. He also earned a doctorate in
animal science from the same institution
in 1970.
He had been at Ohio State for two years
prior to his move to Clemson. He served
as executive dean for agriculture, home
economics and natural resources. Lennon
was also on the Ohio State Faculty Senate
and was co-chairman of the Governor's
commission on agriculture.
Previously, he had served as dean of the
college of Agriculture and director of the
Agricultural Experiment Station at the
University of Missouri and as associate
dean and director of research in the Col-
lege of Agricultural Sciences at Texas Tech
University.
Lennon, who has also served as an
assistant professor at Texas Tech and
.Missouri, spent two years with the Interna-
tional Agri-business firm Central Soya of Il-
linois. He also has participated in many na-
tional and international conferences con-
cerning new technologies in agriculture.
The 46-year-old Lennon was chosen
from about 200 candidates for the
presidency at Clemson.
Lennon commented on his philosophies
and goals for Clemson in his opening press
conference. "I am extremely delighted to
be chosen as the leader of this great institu-
tion. We're at an extremely important time
in our lives, not because of circumstances
but because of where we are in history. We
need land-grant institutions in a way that
is almost unique ... so we can continue to
be competitive in a world market.
"We at Clemson University must make
our own priorities to lead us into the 21st
century. We must begin by making
ourselves visible in the state, then we must
focus on the global perspective of the
university and what we can accomplish in
that arena."
Board of Trustees President Louis P.
Batson declared that the long selection pro-
cess had discovered a man who knows
what he wants. "Max Lennon is a good
planner, a deep thinker, and a man ready
for the challenge. He is restless without be-
ing impatient."
Lennon said the early part of his ad-
ministration will consist of familiarizing
himself more closely with Clemson's pro-
grams. "It would be presumptuous of me
to come in here with a set of priorities," he
said. "In the academic community you
build on the strengths of the institution, and
my first business has been learning about
those strengths. I'll be calling for help from
the students, faculty, administrators, alum-
ni and the rest of the Clemson family to
make sure our priorities are in order."
Lennon is active in many councils and
commissions, including the American
Society for the Advancement of Science;
the National Association of State Univer-
sities and Land Grant Colleges and the Na-
tional Dropout Prevention Fund.
Lennon began his teaching career at
N.C. State in 1966 when he served as a
graduate assistant professor. In 1970 he
moved to Lubbock, TX, where he served
as an assistant professor of animal science
at Texas Tech University. He remained at
the Texas institution as an assistant dean
and associate dean in the College of
Agriculture until 1980. On the first day of
this decade he became the chairperson in
the department of animal husbandry at the
University of Missouri. He served as Dean
of the College of Agriculture at Missouri un-
til 1983, when he moved to Ohio State as
vice president for agricultural adminis-
tration.
Lennon is married to Ruth Carter Len-
non and they have two children, Daniel Ray
(24) and Robin (22).Max Lennon is in his second full academic year as Clemson President.
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As a South Carolina company, we're always
a little surprised when people here don't know
who we are or, perhaps, what we do. Maybe
we've j ust been too quiet. At the risk of bragging,
we'd like to point out that Chem-Nuclear is
important to our state.
We provide a service that protects the
health and safety of South Carolinians. Our
facility in Barnwell County allows hospitals,
research facilities, and electric utilities to use
nuclear materials without damaging our
environment.
All those organizations do vital work- but
in doing so they produce wastes with low levels
of radioactivity. Chem-Nuclear disposes of
those wastes so that they will never create a
hazard. In fact, we are so careful and our work
is monitored so stringently that the air, water,
and land around our facility have no more radio-
activity than your own back yard.
When you use electricity, take medication,
receive one of several lifesaving, high-tech
medical treatments, or even read a newspaper,
you benefit from a process that produces low
level radioactive waste. Chem-Nuclear exists
only to dispose of the
waste created by CHEM-nuclear
our modern way ^^SYSTEMS, INC.
of life. We're ^Ojj
good guys.
For more information, contact our public affairs office at (803)256-0450.
Bobby Robinson f
A successful athletic program Is usually the
result of many factors, the most important be-
ing a well qualified leader heading up the en-
tire program. At Clemson, continued success in
all facets of athletics is evidence of the quality
of leadership that has been found over the past
few years under Athletic Director Bobby
Robinson.
Last year was Robinson's most successful
since taking over at the helm in IVlarch of 1985.
In fact, it was one of the most successful years
in the history of Clemson athletics.
Both major revenue sports, football and men's
basketball were involved in post-season play in
1986-87, as were baseball and 12 other teams
In other words, out of 1 8 sports offered at Clem-
son, 15 were involved in some sort of post-
season play.
In football, the Tigers finished the season rank-
ed 17th in the AP poll and took a trip to Jackson-
ville, FL, where they defeated Stanford in the
Gator Bowl.
The 1986-87 basketball squad became the
most successful in school history as they finish-
ed the season ranked 1 3th and advanced to the
NCAAs for just the second time in the school's
history.
The Clemson baseball team ended its season
with a number-10 ranking and also traveled to
the NCAA baseball tournament. The golf and
tennis teams also received bids to the NCAAs,
making Clemson one of just five schools to have
these three spring teams participating in NCAA
post-season play.
The success of the three major sports (foot-
ball, basketball, and baseball) made Clemson
one of only two universities (UCLA was the other)
to have all three ranked in the top 20 in the final
polls.
Robinson's continued success is a result of
his great commitment to being the best — in
competition, in academics and in facilities. Last
season is evidence of the program moving
towards the best in competition, but Clemson
athletics is also taking strides towards being the
best in the two other areas.
In academics, Clemson student - athletes had
an outstanding year. Over 65 athletes had 3.0
or better grade point ratios either semester, with
the football team having three players named
to the Academic AII-ACC team. Six students
were named to various academic All-America
teams, the most ever for one season.
In the area of facilities, Robinson has also en-
joyed success. Renovations over the past few
years have included the Strength Training
Center, one of the finest in the country; Tiger
Field, home of the Clemson baseball team; and
the West End Zone locker room complex in
Memorial Stadium. New facilities include a new
activities room in Death Valley, an indoor ten-
nis facility, and new permanent soccer stadium
on Riggs Field. In addition to all of this, a conti-
nuing maintenance program for all facilities and
nractice areas has been established.
From a university perspective, Robinson en-
visions the athletic department as being one of
49 departments on campus, equal to English,
accounting, and the others. "We believe the
athletic department is a viable, important part
of the mission of Clemson University," says
Robinson, "as athletic competition provides a
common bond for students, faculty, staff, and
friends."
Under Robinson, the athletic department has
continued support of the university. Band
uniforms and travel, the educational enhance-
ment fund (coordinated with the Athletic Coun-
cil) are some of the areas that have been
developed.
Robinson was born in Columbia. SC and at-
tended A C. Flora High School. During his high
school career, he was a point - guard for the
basketball team and a third baseman in baseball.
He also played golf competitively, and was a
scratch golfer at one time. Robinson did not play
any high school sports as a senior because of
a heat stroke suffered in the summer of 1963.
He graduated from A C. Flora in 1964 and then










Women's Cross Country 5
Men's Soccer 18
Men's Indoor Track 18
Robinson was graduated from Furman with a
B.S. degree in business and political science in
1968. He was the president of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity chapter at Furman. After he
was graduated from Furman, Robinson worked
in his family's laundry and dry-cleaning business
for two years.
Robinson came to Clemson in 1970, not in
athletics, but in the housing office. After three
years, he moved across campus to serve as an
administrative assistant in the athletic depart-
ment. "I started at Clemson in the housing of-
fice, but I came to Clemson with the intention
of working in athletics," said Robinson. "No
opening existed at the time, so I had to wait un-
til there was one."
After serving the athletic department in various
capacities, he became business manager in
1975. Two years later he was named assistant
athletic director and in 1980 he became
associate AD. He held that title for four years,
and his area of responsibility moved to primari-
ly football and basketball.
While serving his administrative duties, Robin-
son found time to coach the Clemson golf team
between 1975 and 1983. During his time as the
head coach, Clemson won its first ACC title in
golf and three times the Tigers participated in
the NCAA tournament. In 1983, his final season
as the head coach, he guided Clemson to a
number - five finish. Clarence Rose was one of
three All - Americans to play for the Tigers dur-
ing his tenure and he is now a successful
member of the pro tour.
With Robinson's qualifications, it is easy to see
why the Clemson athletic program enjoys con-
tinued success - he has done it all. He has been
an administrator at all levels, he has worked in
other areas in the university, he has been a head
coach, and he has handled the budgetary
aspects needed to run a $12 million program.
Robinson has confidence in his staff, his
coaches, his athletes, and the facilities at Clem-
son University. "We have a solid base to work
from, but if we are not moving forward, we are
losing ground. We will work within university
guidelines and expand our horizons. We want
to be as good as we can as a vital part of the
university and the state of South Carolina."
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Coach Danny Ford's children enjoying their Price Aquatech pool.
Coach Danny Ford wants more than just a place to swim . . .
A relaxing retreat from pressures of the day.
An ever-ready setting for formal or casual
entertaining.
n A family gathering place that eliminates the
generation gap.
A health benefiting experience.
A lifetime home improvement and hedge
Since 1956. The prestige pool builder in North and South Carolina.
against inflation.
lice
Julian H. Price, Co., Inc.




In North Carolina and Georgia, call
1-800-845-4355
In South Carolina, call 1-800-922-5110
E iDanny Ford
One need only look at the history ot the Gator
Bowl to understand the degree of success Dan-
ny Ford has had in college football. He is the only
man to serve as a head coach, assistant coach
and a player in the history of that Florida-based
bowl game, and he is one of the few head
coaches to win there twice.
Overall he has had 19 winning regular
seasons in his 20-year affiliation with the game,
and his teams have won nearly 73 percent of the
time. How has he done it? "When you go to a
Clemson practice you sense almost a buddy-
buddy relationship between the head coach and
players," said CBS Commentator and former
Notre Dame Head Coach Ara Parseghian dur-
ing a recent broadcast. "He has the respect of
his players and his players enjoy playing for him.
He is a disciple of Bear Bryant."
Communication with his players past and pre-
sent has always been a strength for Danny Ford.
This past spring when the 1981 National Cham-
pionship team was honored at Clemson over 50
of his former players from that team came back
to campus. Certainly testimony to the com-
raderie of that team, but also a testimony to Ford,
who has built Clemson into one of the top pro-
grams in America over the last 10 seasons.
Probably the most significant accomplishment
on Ford's resume is the 1981 National Cham-
pionship. His youthful accomplishments com-
pare favorably to Mozart in terms of reaching
goals at an early age. A look at past national
champions indicates that the current Clemson
mentor is the youngest coach in the history of
the college game to win the Associated Press
National Championship.
Ford took Clemson to the national title in 1981
at the age of 33 and now is the winningest coach
in the history of the Atlantic Coast Conference
on a percentage basis. Additionally, Ford is
already seventh in total wins among ACC
coaches.
And, the success has come against top com-
petition. Ford has already gained more wins over
AP top 20 teams and top 10 teams than any
other Clemson coach in history and is the only
coach in ACC history (eight years experience)
to have a winning record against top 20 teams
(top 20 when playing against Clemson).
Clemson fans are certainly happy Ford
entered the profession because he has brought
a solid program to among the finest in the na-
tion. Now in his ninth full season at Clemson,
his record of 66-23-4 (.731) is the sixth best win-
ning percentage in college football among ac-
tive coaches. Additionally, Clemson has the 8th
best winning percentage in the nation over the
last 10 years.
Between 1981 and 1984 Clemson had a
37-6-2 ledger, the fourth best winning percen-
tage in America. The class of '84 was the third
winningest in ACC history in terms of winning
percentage, and no ACC class in the 34-year
history of the league ever won more games in
a four-year period.
In 1978 he was offensive coordinator for the
11-1 team that won the Gator Bowl over Ohio
State, 17-15. The Gadsden, AL native was more
than just the offensive coordinator in that game,
however, as he had become the head coach of
the Tigers on December 10 after Charley Pell
had already left to go to Florida. The 30-year-
old Ford made quite a celebrated beginning to
his head coaching career with that victory over
the Woody Hayes-coached Buckeyes The na-
tionally televised Clemson victory helped put the
Tigers on the national football map and it began
Clemson's climb to among the elite of college
football.
In 1979, Ford's first full season as a head
coach, he proved the victory in the Gator Bowl
was no fluke as he took a team that had lost six
players to the pros to an 8-4 record and another
bowl game. Included in the eight triumphs in
1979 were a win at Notre Dame and a triumph
over Georgia on the way to a Peach Bowl con-
frontation with Baylor.
Two years later Ford became the youngest
coach in the history of the game to win the Na-
tional Championship. Ford surprised the college
football world by taking the unranked Tigers to
three wins over top 10 teams and a perfect 12-0
record. Clemson handed Herschel Walker the
only regular-season loss of his Georgia career,
downed North Carolina in Chapel Hill in the
Danny Ford is America's sixth winningest
active coach.
only showdown of top 10 teams in ACC history,
then defeated former National Champion
Nebraska in the Orange Bowl.
That obviously is the highmark of Ford's brief,
but eventful career at Clemson as he was nam-
ed national Coach-of-the-Year by UPl, the Col-
lege Football Writers of America, the Walter
Camp Foundation, the Football Coaches of
America, and WTBS Television.
Despite the loss of many excellent players off
the National Championship team, Ford led Clem-
son to the ACC title in 1982 and a 9-1-1 record.
The 1983 team also followed with a 9-1-1 record,
giving Clemson a 30-2-2 ledger between 1981
and 1983, the best record in college football.
In 1984 Clemson continued many successful
streaks, as Ford ran a record home unbeaten
stretch to 25 games, and an ACC winning streak
to 20 games. Ford gained his 50th win at Clem-
son with a victory over N.C. State in Raleigh. It
was just Ford's 65th game in Tigertown, a record
for an ACC coach for swiftness in reaching that
victory plateau.
Over the last two years he has taken Clem-
son to two bowls and has been the head coach
in a bowl five times overall. Clemson has con-
tinued its streak of consecutive winning regular
seasons to 10, an all-time ACC record. It is no
coincidence that the streak began when Ford
first arrived, 1977. Last year Clemson finished
17th in the final AP poll, won the ACC champion-
ship and the Gator Bowl.
A review of Ford's football past should help
us understand why he has been so successful
as a head coach. Another in a long line of former
Bear Bryant players that has gone on to
greatness in coaching. Ford played for the Bear
between 1967 and 1969. He was Kenny
Stabler's sophomore tight end as a starter in
1967, played that position in 1968 and moved
to offensive tackle in 1969. Ford started all three
years, was all-conference in 1969 and played on
three teams that went to bowl games. In 1969
he was also a member of the All-SEC academic
team, and served as the captain of the Alabama
team.
After Pat Dye's coaxing. Ford remained at
Alabama as a graduate assistant for the 1970
and 1971 seasons. He had already earned his
B.S. degree in industrial arts and earned his
master's degree in special education in 1971.
Ford became a full-time aide for Bryant in 1972
and 1973. The Tide went to four bowl games
while Ford was an assistant coach.
Clemson's current head man then accepted
a position as an assistant coach under Jimmy
Sharpe at Virginia Tech. He remained in
Blacksburg for three seasons (1974-76) before
coming to Clemson as offensive line coach in
1977 And. just 23 games later he was named
head coach of the Tigers at the age of 30, the
youngest active division I coach In the country.
Nearly 40 years after hiring 31 -year-old Alabama
graduate Frank Howard, Clemson had hired
30-year-old Alabama graduate Danny Ford.
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Football Staff
Miles Aldridge joined the Tiger coaching
staff in June of 1985. A native of Kansas
City, MO, Aldridge coaches the inside
linebackers. He is responsible for recruiting
in South Carolina, Florida, southern New
Jersey, and the Philadelphia area. A 1971
graduate of Gardner-Webb College, he is
in his 17th year of coaching. Aldridge
began his collegiate coaching career at
East Tennessee State; after that, he mov-
ed to Wichita State, Tulsa, and then
Mississippi. Before arriving at Clemson, he
served as linebacker coach at Duke for two
seasons.
Wayne Bolt joined the Clemson staff on
March 10, 1986 from Auburn. His respon-
sibilities include coaching the tight ends
and the kickoff return teams. Bolt's first
season as a Tiger coach was a successful
one as he coached an AII-ACC tight end
(Jim Riggs), and his kickoff return team led
the nation in return yardage. Bolt has no
recruiting responsibilities but he is direc-
tor of the football dorm. He earned his
bachelor's degree in Health and Physical
Education at East Carolina in 1979. After
working as a graduate assistant coach at
East Carolina, he took the job as offensive
line coach at the University of Wyoming.
Jack Crowe joined the Clemson staff on
February 24, 1986, as the Tiger quarter-
back coach. He came to Clemson from
Auburn, where he served as offensive coor-
dinator under Pat Dye and coached
Heisman Trophy winner Bo Jackson. He
has also served in the offensive coordinator
position at Wyoming and North Alabama
and was both an assistant and head coach
at Livingston University. Crowe received
his undergraduate degree in chemistry
from Alabama-Birmingham in 1970, and
completed his master's degree in educa-
tion from Livingston in 1973. The Fairfield,
AL, native is responsible for recruiting in
the Georgia, Virginia and Alabama areas
this year.
Bill D'Andrea is one of the newest addi-
tions to the Clemson coaching staff, as he
returned to the staff in 1986 from Southern
Mississippi. Prior to that he was a graduate
assistant coach at East Carolina, a full-time
assistant at the University of Virginia,
Massanutten Military Academy, Catawba
College, and was a graduate assistant
coach at Clemson. D'Andrea received his
bachelor's degree from Indiana State in
1973, and completed his master's degree
in 1975. He lacks only a few semester
hours from receiving a second master's
degree. He coaches the offensive tackles
and recruits for the Tigers in North
Carolina, Virginia Beach and northern New
Jersey.
Tom Harper became Clemson's assistant
head coach in February, 1981. Having
served as defensive coordinator at North
Carolina and Iowa State, his most recent
stint in that same position was at Virginia
Tech. He was also Wake Forest's head
coach in 1972. Harper graduated from the
University of Kentucky with his bachelor's
degree in 1955 and received his master's
degree from there in 1958. He is responsi-
ble for recruiting in South Carolina and
New York. Six of the Clemson players he
has coached have played pro football, in-
cluding two who were NFL starters last
year (William Perry and Jeff Bryant).
Larry Van Der Heyden has coached Clem-
son's offensive line for the past eight years,
and he has coached an All-America guard
three of the last four years. He recruits in
South Carolina, North Carolina and
western Pennsylvania. Van Der Heyden
joined the Tiger coaching staff in January
1979, as he came from Memphis State
where he was offensive coordinator for
three years. He also served stints at Iowa
State, Drake, Indiana State, East Carolina,
and Virginia. He earned his B.A. and
master's degree at Iowa State and lettered
three years in football and baseball.
Woody McCorvey is in his fifth year of
coaching Clemson receivers. For three
years he was the Tigers' tight end coach,
and for two of those seasons he coached
the AII-ACC tight end. He is in his second
season as a wide receiver coach. He
recruits in North Carolina and Florida.
McCorvey came to Clemson from Alabama
A&M where he was offensive coordinator
for four years. The 1972 Alabama State
graduate lettered four years in football at
the school before earning his physical
education degree. He then received a
master's degree in health, leisure, and
sports from the University of West Florida
in 1977.
Bill Oliver is in his second season at Clem-
son as the defensive secondary coach. He
also recruits for the Tigers in Florida,
Alabama and Georgia. A native of Liv-
ingston, AL, he began his collegiate
coaching career as defensive secondary
coach at Auburn, and five years later was
hired by the late Paul "Bear" Bryant to fill
the same position at Alabama. His most re-
cent stint, however, was with the Memphis
Showboats of the United States Football
League, where he served as senior defen-
sive coordinator and secondary coach.
Oliver was a member of the 1961
undefeated National Championship
Alabama team, and he received his
bachelor's degree in 1962.
Chuck Reedy has coached Clemson's run-
ning backs for the last nine years. He also
has a heavy recruiting schedule covering
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and the
New York-Long Island areas. The St.
Augustine, FL, native earned two letters in
football from Appalachian State, where he
was a 1971 graduate in health and physical
education. He came to Clemson from Ken-
tucky on July 5, 1978. Reedy is the main
reason Clemson has signed the top player
in Jacksonville five of the past six years.
Every running back with the exception of
one who has started under Reedy at Clem-
son has been drafted by the Pros or has
signed a free agent contract. This list in-
cludes Kevin Mack, 1985's AFC offensive
rookie-of-the-year.
Tommy West is in his sixth season
coaching the Clemson defensive and ban-
dit ends. He is also in charge of recruiting
for the Tigers in Florida and Georgia. Prior
to coming to Clemson, West coached at
Appalachian State until July of 1982. The
Gainesville, GA, native earned his B.S.
degree in health education from the Univer-
sity of Tennessee in 1975 after lettering
three years in football and baseball. A fine
all-around athlete. West was drafted out of
high school by baseball's Chicago Cubs.
Front Row (L-R) Jack Crowe, Bill Oliver, Larry Van Der Heyden, Head Coach Danny Ford,
Chuck Reedy, Woody McCorvey, Head Trainer Fred Hoover. Back Row: Assistant Athletic
Director for Football Operations Clyde Wrenn, Bill D'Andrea, Miles Aldridge, Wayne Bolt,




On any playing field, Stedman Wears Well on .-^^nvji
Annenca*. Our fans wear raglan sleeve jersey ^iT'^. iS';^,!
T-shirts in tri-color varsity combinations. All fabrics 4 V
'
in blends of Kodel polyester and cotton, for the fresh £ a/^V^fc'^i
look that lasts. At fine sporting goods departments 'j^l'^^*^^
^
jC)DEL
'-'^ ' [iitmin Kodak Company
THE FIBER OFAMERICAN LIFE
EASTMAN CHEMlCAi PRODUCTS INC
InTheLong
Knowirjig you're the best you can be. Knowing the
effort, sweat an(d determination pays off with personal
satisfaction and good health. Though it's a never-
ending challenge, the reward - feeling good and
feeling good about yourself - makes it all
worthwhile.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of South
Carolina and the Companion Group ofCom
panies, we're constantly striving to be the
best we can be. Working hard to deliver
top-quality health insurance and related
services like life insurance, property and sij
casualty insurance, health maintenance In
organization coverage, financial manage-
ment and more.
Our strength is obvious in a number of
ways - financial stability, corporate citizen-
ship in the community, dependability, state
of the art operations and a myriad of products
and services. But our true strength can only be
measured in the satisfaction you feel, knowing
Blue Cross and Companion are the best we can be
for you ... in the long run.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of South Carolina and the
Companion Group of Connpanies
'^1987 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of South Carolina
Board of Trustees
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Dr. Max Lennon, President
Dr. W. David Maxwell, Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Mr. David R. Larson, Vice President for Business and Finance
Maj. Gen. Hugh J. Clausen, Secretary of the Board of Trustees
and Vice President for Administration
Dr. Gary Ransdell, Vice President for Institutional Advancement
Mr. Manning N. Lomax, Vice President for Student Affairs
Dr. Milton Wise, Vice Provost and Vice President for Agriculture
and Natural Resources
ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION
R. Arnold E. Schwartz, Vice Provost and Dean of Graduate Sctiool
Dr. Jerome V. Reel, Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate
Studies
Dr. Stephen R. Chapman, Acting Dean. College of Agricultural
Sciences
Dr. James F. Barker, Dean. College of Architecture
Dr. James E. Matthews, Dean. College of Education
Dr. Benton Box, Dean. College of Forest and Recreation Resources
Dr. Opal Hipps, Dean. College of Nursing
Dr. Bobby Wixson, Dean. College of Sciences
Dr. Ryan C. Amacher. Dean, College of Commerce and Industry
Dr. J. Charles Jennett, Dean, College of Engineering
Dr. Robert A. Waller, Dean. College of Liberal Arts




James E. Bostic. Jr.
Aiken
Flelcher C Derrick. Jr.
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Route 9, Box 233
Easley, South Carolina 29640 Classic Building
(803) 269-7205
Route 9, Box 233
Easley, South Carolina 29640
We specialize in CAGES
estimating for Corps of















VCticthcr need space tor a small meeting,
wedding reception, trade show, banquet or company
part}, dreenville's Palmetto Exposition (Center
can accommodate! With over 5(K),()()() square feet
to choose from, we can help you find the
right space for your needs, ('all Ka\' Wolfe at the
Palmetto Exposition (Center, tbrmerl}' known as Textile Hall









A Textile Hall Corporation Facility
Post Office Box 5823 • Exposition Avenue • Greenville, Soutti Carolina 29606 • Teleptione (803) 233-2562 'Telex 279282
Textile Hall Corportatlon is proud to be the donor of the Textile Bowl Trophy ITiis award is presented annually to the winner of
the Clemson-North Carolina State game, in honor of the I'extile draduates of these two fine I niversities
IPTAY ]
On a hot muggy 1934 August day within
the town of Clemson, Dr. Rupert H. Fike
wrote a letter to Clemson football coach
Jess Neely which began, "Coach last night
we had a little meeting at our house and
organized the IPTAtY Club (I Pay Ten a
Year)."
Since that day in 1934, IPTAY has
revamped its name to I Pay Thirty a Year.
From the early days when memberships
were often paid in eggs and fresh
vegetables, IPTAY has annually been one
of the top organizations of its kind in
America. Today, over 20,000 active
members support IPTAY annually, and it
is this scholarship fund-raising organization
that is a prime reason for Clemson's rank-
ing among the nation's elite in football and
all sports. Clemson recently completed its
most successful year ever athletically as 10
teams finished in the Top 20 of their
respective final polls, and seven teams won
conference championships.
IPTAY's first and foremost goal is to an-
nually insure the financing of a quality
education for nearly 400 student-athletes,
trainers, and managers. Countless
numbers of success stories begin with the
receipt of an IPTAY scholarship, and
through the generous support of IPTAY
members, Clemson University has been
able to award the maximum number of
scholarships allowed by the NCAA in Clem-
son's 18 men's and women's varsity
sports. For the over 3,000 students who
have been awarded IPTAY scholarships,
and for those who are still to come, without
a doubt IPTAY works for them.
Because of IPTAY's commitment to ex-
cellence both in the classroom and on the
playing field, the ability to expand programs
has enabled IPTAY to directly benefit the
entire university family. In the fall of 1984,
the IPTAY Athletic Academic Endowment
Scholarship Fund was created to award
financial support to students whose perfor-
mance in the classroom warranted
distinction.
The concept that supports the endow-
ment is based on money donated by mat-
ching gift companies, as well as monies
generated by television appearances and
scholarship awards in such contests. What
results from this endowment is one of the
largest unrestricted scholarships in the
history of Clemson. Perhaps the most ex-
citing feature of the fund is its potential. As
the years go on, the growth of the program
will only be equalled by IPTAY's desire to
work for Clemson.
Other contributions made possible to
Clemson University through IPTAY include
several capital improvement projects which
have helped to give the university the best
facilities in the nation.
Some of the current projects that are
sponsored by IPTAY include an indoor ten-
nis facility, as well as permanent soccer
stadium. The indoor facility features four
indoor courts, as well as permanent
seating, and will be available for faculty,
students, and staff when not in use by the
varsity tennis teams. The soccer stadium
will provide a home for the 1984 National
Champions.
The Tiger Band sported new uniforms
last fall. The uniforms, as well as all ex-
penses for band travel, are sponsored by
IPTAY. This commitment, of well over
$200,000, allows the Tiger Band to strut its
stuff in style, both home and away.
Although the success of IPTAY's pro-
grams and the financial management of its
Board of Directors have enabled IPTAY to
assist in other concerns of the university,
the primary concern of IPTAY is in
educating young people and in servicing
the needs of its membership.
IPTAY sponsors one of the most pro-
gressive tutorial programs in the country,
and at any time, any athlete is able to sup-
plement his education through the use of
tutors, or the impressive study hall pro-
gram. A highly-trained academic advising
staff helps the student-athletes prepare for
a future, and to shape their tomorrow by
studying today. Through these efforts,
nearly a fourth of Clemson's student-
athletes were on the honor roll in the spring
semester of 1987.
Working for IPTAY members is one of
the major goals of the IPTAY Board and the
internal staff. Each IPTAY member
receives personal service to their account,
and is constantly kept abreast of the pro-
grams of Clemson through the IPTAY of-
fice. Every member receives thirty-five
issues of the Orange and White each year.
As the official publication of IPTAY, the
Orange and White is exclusively
distributed to IPTAY members, and
features indepth coverage of Clemson
athletics.
IPTAY is a part of Clemson in many
ways. Through its various programs and
contributions, the 20,000 members of IP-
TAY spread their support of Clemson
throughout the entire university family.
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Temporary and Contract Employment
P.O. Box 16238
Suite 210
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In many ways 1986-87 was Clemson's
most successful athletic year ever. The
Tigers tied the ACC record for league
championships in an academic year with
seven (football, women's cross country,
women's tennis, men's tennis, men's in-
door track, women's swimming and golf)
and this tied the mark held by North
Carolina in 1980-81 and Maryland,
1964-65. Clemson's previous school mark
was six in 1981-82.
Additionally, Clemson had 10 teams
finish in the top 20 in the various national
polls and an 1 1th was in the top 20 at one
time or another. The most top 20 teams
Clemson had previously in final polls over
the course of an academic year was nine,
established twice (1981-82 and 1982-83).
Clemson was successful in the major
sports of football, basketball, and baseball
and was one of only two schools in the na-
tion to rank in the top 20 in football, basket-
ball, and baseball in the final polls. UCLA
was the only other institution to achieve this
level of excellence in the three major sports
and it is the first time Clemson has done it.
FINAL CLEMSON RANKINGS
Sport Final








Men's Indoor Track 18
Women's Tennis 20
1986-87 Records
Sport Record POT ACC Finish
Football 8-2-2 818 First
Men s Basketball 25-6 806 Second
Baseball 54-14-1 790 Second
W. Swimming 6-2 750 First
Soccer 12-6-2 650 Third
Volleyball 21-13 618 Fifth
W. Tennis 18-13 581 First
M. Tennis 19-14 576 First
M. Swimming 5-4 556 Second
Wrestling 8-7 533 Fifth
W. Basketball 7-21 250 Seventh
W. Cross Country NA First
M. Cross Country NA Fourth
W. Indoor Track NA Fifth
M. Indoor Track NA First
W. Outdoor Track NA Seventh





















VISITORS: Season ticket holders and
other visitors to the stadium are requested
to enter Gates 1 , 5, 9, 1 1 , or 1 3. Persons
with top deck tickets must enter the
stadium via the ramps which are located
behind the North and South stands. Ramp
entrances are adjacent to Gates 1 and 13
on South side and Gates 5 and 9 on North
side.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1 , 5 and 1 3 for the
handicapped.
WILL CALL: Should you have tickets at the
will call window, you will find them at Gate
13.
Gates 4, 6, and 8 are closed prior to the
games and are opened for exit purposes
only.
PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks will
be available at Gates 1,5,7,9,11,13, and
the top decks. Any person leaving the
stadium other than with a team pass must
have a pass out check, as well as admit-
tance stub to be readmitted to the stadium.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are
located: South Side — Under Section J:
South Top Deck — Under Section E; North
Side — Under Section T: North Top Deck
— Under Section K. Trained nurses are on
hand during the game. Should a doctor be
needed, ask any usher, who knows the
seat locations of doctors. Ambulances are
located at Gates 1, 5, 8. and 13.
TELEPHONE: Pay telephones are located
at the stadium ticket offices at Gates 1 . 5.
9. 13, and top decks.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public
address system is intended primarily for
spectators' information concerning the
game. Please do not request the use of the
public address cystem to make social
contacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's
restrooms are located between the stands
and can be reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or
found, please report same to Gate 1 or
Gate 10 information booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath all stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received in the Security Booth. The
emergency number is 656-2999.
NOTE: The following items are prohibited
in Memorial Stadium — umbrellas, folding
chairs, chaise lounges, food and beverage
containers of any type, alcoholic
beverages, thermos jugs, and ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is
prohibited at an athletic contest in Clem-




Watch each week for exciting
features and facts about Clemson
Football — the players, the history,
and the fans. Plus, a look ahead at
next week's game. Stan Olenik hosts
this all new show.
WSPA-TV 7 FRI 11:45 pm
WOLO-TV 25 SAT 7:00 am
i
WPDE-TV 15 SAT 1 :30 am *
W67BE-TV TBA
QL@[a8(°)C3'
All the highlights of each week's
game can be seen on Clemson Foot-
ball '87. Don't miss any of the action
plus Danny Ford's insight and the
players' views of the game.
WSPA-TV 7 SUN 8:30 am
WOLO-TV 25 SUN Noon
i
WPDE-TV 15 SUN 12:30 pm
W67BE TBA
WCSC-TV 5 SUN TBA
Watch each week on these Clemson stations.
-WSPA-TV== J
28
Emergency Services ' 1
The Clemson University Athletic Depart-
ment provides the following for your safe-
ty and emergency medical needs:
1. Advanced cardiac life-support sta-
tions in four locations. (North stands,
Upper North deck, South stands. Up-
per South deck). These units are
staffed with skill-care nurses, physi-
cians, cardiologists, internists,
paramedics, and EMTs.
2. Mobile units of EMTs and paramedics
are strategically located throughout
the entire stadium.
3. Ambulances with life-support equip-
ment are available in North stand and
South Stand areas and have prear-
ranged routes for evacuation to local
hospitals.
Learn to recognize these personnel and
facilities.
WHAT TO DO IF
EMERGENCIES ARISE
Please step back and give the organiz-
ed stadium EMS personnel room to work.
Well-intentioned attempts to help by un-
trained persons interfere with the efficien-
cy of the EMS system. If you have basic
or advanced training in specific life-support
methods, make your qualifications known
and offer your help. Untrained personnel
can be frequently more harmful than
helpful.
MEDICAL ADVICE FOR FANS
If you have a pre-existing medical or
health problem, please check with your
personal physician and obtain his advice
before attending games. Many emergen-
cies occurring at the stadium do so
because of prior existing conditions. Use
common sense in dressing, eating, drink-
ing and physical exertion. Be certain that
you have identification on you as to the
diagnosis and what medications you are
currently taking.
Be aware of warning signs of heart at-
tacks: chest pain, chest tightness, short-
ness of breath, sweating, palpitations, faint-
ing, nausea and vomiting.
Recognize that our most common
serious medical problems at football games
are heart attacks and allergic reactions to
insect stings. Be aware that insect stings
will always be very frequent at outdoor
sporting events and should always be
treated with immediate ice until advice can
be obtained. If you have ever had a reac-
tion to a bee or other insect sting, check
with your personal physician as to whether
you should carry a kit.






Join Head Coach Danny Ford and staff in an opportunity
for boys of all ages and abilities to correctly develop the
fundamental skills of Tiger football.
Camp sessions available for boys enrolled in grades 3-12.
June 12-17. 1988 Junior Camp (Grades 3-9)
June 19-22. 1988 Senior Camp (Grades 10-12)





CLEMSON TIGER FOOTBALL CAMP






There's no place like Death Valley on a Saturday afternoon for
excitement, color and a good comfortable feeling you just don't find
anywhere else!
The Tigers give you the best in College Football, and Olympic gives
you the best in carpeting - exciting styles and colors that will bring a
good comfortable feeling to any decor - for the Olympic Dealer
nearest you, call:
OLYMPIC s.r^^
396 Cross Plains Ind. Blvd. / Dalton, GA 30720




1 989 1 990
Ocpi. o \/|D/^|KIIA TCPUlvinuiniA 1 cun Cam*oepi. z CI IDftH A KlrUHMAN bept. 41 \ bMrLb
Ocpi. 1 u PI IDM A KlrUnlVlAIM Sept. 9 at riorida btate Sept. 8 at Virginia
Cantoepi. 1 1 CI rtDiriA CTATCrLUrilUA o 1 A 1 b Sept. 1 b at Virginia Tech Sept. 1
5
at Maryland
oepi. OA 3t Georgia Tech bept. 23 MARYLAND OAM*Sept. 22 APPALACHIAN STATE
KJCl. 1 vjr tIN UA 1 t Sept. at Duke Sept. 29 DUKE
QO at Virginia Oct. 7 VIRGINIA Oct. 6 GEORGIA
Oct. 15 Oct. 14 Oct. 13 di vjcuryid 1 ccn
Oct. 22 at N.C. State Oct. 21 N.C. STATE Oct. 20 at N.C. State
Oct. 29 at Wake Forest Oct. 28 WAKE FOREST Oct. 27 at Wake Forest
Nov. 5 NORTH CAROLINA Nov. 4 at North Carolina Nov. 3 NORTH CAROLINA
Nov. 12 at Maryland Nov. 11 OPEN DATE Nov. 10 OPEN DATE
Nov. 19 SOUTH CAROLINA Nov. 18 at South Carolina Nov. 17 SOUTH CAROLINA
(6 home, 5 away) (6 home, 5 away) (6 home, 5 away)
1991 1992 1993
Sept. 7 APPALACHIAN STATE Sept. 5 BALL STATE Sept. 4 CITADEL
Sept. 14 OPEN DATE Sept. 12 FLORIDA STATE Sept. 11 at Florida State
Sept. 21 at Temple Sept. 19 VIRGINIA TECH Sept. 18 OPEN DATE
Sept. 28 GEORGIA TECH Sept. 26 at Georgia Tech Sept. 25 GEORGIA TECH
Oct. 5 at Georgia Oct. 3 OPEN DATE Oct. 2 TEMPLE
Oct. 12 VIRGINIA Oct. 10 at Virginia Oct. 9 VIRGINIA
Oct. 19 at Duke Oct. 17 DUKE Oct. 16 at Duke
Oct. 26 N.C. STATE Oct. 24 at N.C. State Oct. 23 N.C. STATE
Nov. 2 WAKE FOREST Oct. 31 at Wake Forest Oct. 30 WAKE FOREST
Nov. 9 at North Carolina Nov. 7 NORTH CAROLINA Nov. 6 at North Carolina
Nov. 16 MARYLAND Nov. 14 at Maryland Nov. 13 MARYLAND
Nov. 23 at South Carolina Nov. 21 SOUTH CAROLINA Nov. 20 at South Carolina









Over 220 auto parts stores
servicing ACC fans in the Carolinas,
Virginia and Georgia. More than
2300 throughout the United States!
The Right Place
to buy Auto Parts Right Parts • Right Price • Right Advice
Maryland North Carolina University of North Carolina
Terrapins State Wolfpack Tar Heels
As millions of loyal fans file through stadium
turnstiles from Atlanta to College Park this Fall,
many millions more will be following the tele-
vision cameras of Jefferson-Pilot Teleproduc-
tions as the most intense sports rivalries in the
East unfold -ACC Football.
We're proud to begin our fourth consecutive
season of bringing you a full schedule of gridiron
drama that has made Atlantic Coast Conference
Football a regional tradition.
We're part of the Jefferson-Pilot family of
companies. And whether its protecting families
with life insurance or entertaining them on radio
and television, our commitment to quality, in
business and in life, remains the same.
So, as the passion and the pageantry of
one of America's most exciting sports spec-
tacles unfold across some of the country's
most beautiful campuses, all of us at Jefferson-
Pilot Teleproductions wish each ACC member
the very best of luck. .
And we invite everyone alfjIlliPjSOII
to enjoy the action Uilllt
with us. niUl
Sponsored by: Delta Air Lines, Budweiser, Wachovia, Coors, Interstate Securities, andJefferson Pilot, leieproauciions
Jefferson- Pilot Teleproriuctions is a wholly -owned subsidiary of Jefferson -Pilot Corporation National sales and syndication by Jefferson-Pilot Teleproductions
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I HIM Meet The Tigers
33
Raymond Chavous had a career high 12 tackles at Georgia last season. Here he stops a
Gamecock quarterback in his tracks.
24
Reggie Harris r" r- Jesse Hatcher £%^ Joey Haynes03 OLB • Jr. OrBAN • So. OG • Jr.
M Marl< Inge
01 OG • So.
Keith Ingram
FB • So. 87
Keith Jennings
WR • Jr. 94
Keith Johnson
BAN • So.






TE • So. 23
Cameron Gibson
TB • So.






1£* Wayne HarpsD OLB • So.
1* Norman Haynes t\ f\
*\ LB.Jr. 0«5
Joe Henderson










Dorian Mariable James Earle is one of Clemson's finest all-around players. Here he blocks a Wake Forest punt.
LB • So.
m a ^ 0^ ^
Cf\ Hank Phillips John Phillips CQ David Puckett q - Malt Riggs "1 C Vince Robinson Rusty SeyleOU C • So. D I OG • Sr. DO OT • So. SS • Jr. 13 QB • So. P-PK • Jr.
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THIS IS TIGER COUNTRY
WearHousE
"WE ARE INTO ATHLETICS - BODY AND SOLE"
ANDERSON MALL (803) 224-5562 ANDERSON, S.C.
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Color TV 6 Hours 8.4
«
Shower (gas wtr. htr.) 2 Showers 17.0 ^
Electric Clock 1 Month 10.6 t
Electric Oven 1 Hour
Washer (gas wtr. htr.) 1 Load 14.0*
Gas Dryer 1 Hour 17.2<
Toaster Oven 1 Hour 7.8 «
Gas Space Heating 4 Hours 16.8
$ 1.00
The People At SCE&G
A SaUtn Company
E Clemson Rookies























OPEN SUNDAY — THURSDAY
5:00 p.m. til 10:00 p.m.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY









YET CHALLENGING TO THE
EXPERIENCED COACH OR FAN.
TIGER ALL THE GAMES YOU EVER WANTEDTO RELIVEAREAT YOUR FINGERTIPS.
22 PLAYS
13 Offense 3 Kick
FOOTBALL
6 Defense
A COMPUTERIZED FOOTBALL STRATEGY GAME
A GREAT GIFT FOR LOYAL FANS AND ALUMNI
!
IN SCHOOL COLORS !
RUSH $34.95 FOR YOUR GAME TODAY
To: Ranco Software Games, Inc., 300 Brookwood Dr., Dept. C Athens, Alabama 35611
FORM OF PAYMENT: CHECK MONEY ORDER VISA M.C. AMEX















+ $2.00 SHIPPING AND HANDLING • Alabama residents add $1 .40 Sales Tax.
FOR PHONE ORDERS CALL: 1 -800-334 9769 ext. 407 - FOR ALABAMA RESIDENTS CALL: 1-800-239-5286































































Don Jones and Tommy Norris




































Ben Satcher and Ben Satcher, Jr.














































Woodruff Motor Sales, Inc.
Woodruff
Jim Covington











James W. Snyder, Jr.
Snyders Auto Sales
Greenville






Other members of this program include:
Bob Baker, Anderson Ellis Murphy. f\/lurphy Cadillac-Pontiac, Spartanburg
John Calcutt, Calcutt Chevrolet, Darlington Bob Pulliam, Pulliam Ford Motor, Columbia
Dick Dyer, Dyer and Assoc., Columbia Bill Hancock III, Hancock Buick, Columbia
H.E. Hemingway, Jr., Hemingway Motors, Hemingway
a, 1 1986 Participation
1986 1986 Career 1986 1986 1986 Career 1986
Player, Pos Plays GP-GS GP-GS Inj-GM Player, Pos Plays GP-GS GP-GS Inj-GM
Randy Anderson, QB 92 7-0 19-3 4 Stacy Long, OG 53 6-1 6-1 3
Greg Bailey, P-H 2-0 2-0 James Lott, FS-CB 343 11-7 11-7 •1
Jeff Bak, C 731 12-12 24-12 Terence Mack, Ban 516 11-11 43-39 1
Gene Beasley, SS 647 12-11 20-14 Dorian Mariable, LB 187 9-1 9-1 •1
Kevin Brady, FS 77 8-1 30-1 2 Richard McCullough. DT 247 12-1 18-2
Crosby Broadwater, CB 25 7-0 7-0 Pal McKenny, OG 23 10-0 22-0
Henry Carter. LB 441 10-9 19-9 2 Dwayne Meadows, DT 305 12-6 35-18
Robbie Chapman, C 19 3-0 3-0 Otis Moore, DT 377 12-5 12-5
Rusty Charpia. DB 8 11-0 11-0 1 Chris Morocco, QB 13 3-0 3-0
Raymond Chavous, DT 282 10-7 22-11 2 Eric Nix, C 190 11-0 33-3
Geoff Ciniero, FS 12-0 22-0 Jeff Nunamacher, OT 445 10-7 18-7 2
James Coley. TE 83 12-0 22-3 Dan Pearman, TE 66 12-0 21-0
Gary Cooper, WR 110 9-0 12-1 2 Michael Dean Perry,DT 323 12-5 30-21
Chip Davis, DB 20 10-0 10-0 John Peterson, C 28 4-0 5-0
Frank Deluliis, OT 641 12-7 23-11 Hank Phillips, C 16 2-0 2-0 4
Mark Drag, MG 229 12-1 24-2 John Phillips, OG 864 12-12 35-20
James Earle, OLB 669 12-12 35-15 Brian Raber, MG 263 12-0 42-11
Bruce England, TB 6 2-0 2-0 Jeff Ragsdale. WR 3 1-0 1-0
Scott Enzor, LB 43 12-0 19-0 Jim Riggs, TE 512 12-11 46-26
Terrence Flagler, TB 531 12-10 42-13 Matt Riggs, SS 99 11-1 19-2 1
Kenny Flowers, TB 261 12-3 46-22 Terrance Roulhac, WR 454 11-9 41-29 •1
Angelo Fox. MG 9 1-0 1-0 Todd Schonhar, QB-H 4 2-0 2-0
Steve Gerrald, TE 12 3-0 3-0 Rusty Seyle, PK 12-0 13-0
Clay Gllstrap, OLB 7 5-0 10-0 Richard Smith, FS 187 11-0 22-0
Ty Granger, OT 668 11-9 21-9 1 Bill Spiers, P 12-12 12-12
Steve Griffin, TB 131 12-0 45-1 David Spry, SN 1 12-0 21-0
Tyler Grimes, CB 10 7-0 8-0 Tony Stephens, MG 343 12-11 15-11
Delton Hall. CB 692 12-10 46-22 Vince Taylor. LB 341 11-5 12-5
J.C. Harper, DT 185 10-0 18-0 David Treadwell, PK 1 12-12 23-23
Wayne Harps, Ban 117 11-0 11-0 Richard Tucker, WR 3 1-0 1-0
Reggie Harris, FB-BAN 12 8-0 8-0 Duane Walker, LB 226 10-2 27-3
Joey Haynes, OT 3 1-0 1-0 3 Fernandez West, WR 7 2-0 2-0
Norman Haynes. LB 488 11-8 22-8 •1 Jerome Williams, TE 426 12-3 12-3
Ricardo Hooper, WR 306 12-3 12-3 Pat Williams, OG 816 12-12 22-12
Mark Inge, OG 27 12-0 12-0 Perr/ Williams, CB 167 12-0 46-12
John Jensen, OG 114 9-0 23-0 Ray Williams, WR 488 12-10 46-30
Stafone Jefferson. FB 3 1-0 1-0 Rodney Williams, QB 805 12-12 24-21
Keith Jennings, WR 281 11-1 23-2 •1 Donnell Woolford, CB 657 11-11 23-11 1
Tracy Johnson, FB 383 11-3 20-4 1 "Denotes missed one garre due to suspension or personal reason
Mike Jollay, LB 12 4-0 15-0 Schonhar held In every game, but was In for a scrimmage play In just two
Chris Lancaster, FB 526 12-7 20-12 games.
Plays denotes snaps from scrimmage plays only, it does not count special
teams plays.
GM denotes game missed in 1986 due to injury.
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Add a personal touch to your decor with a custom
designed area rug combining your choice of colors.
CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
• Carpet sales & installation
• Binding & fringing area rugs
• Fnnge dyed to match carpet
1987 ACC FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
(Starting Times Are Subject to Change) (All Times Are Eastern)
ee 6
custom carpet service, inc.
Creating rugs of disctUtctionfor the SouthetisL
Kings Rd.
(Off Mauldin Rd. at 1-85)
277-0470
Greenville, S.C.
SEPT. 5 — Illinois at North Carolina (12:05—TV)
Western Carolina at Clemson (1:00)
Virginia at Georgia (1:00)
Colgate at Duke (7:00)
East Carolina at N.C. State (7:00)
Maryland at Syracuse (7:30)
Sept. 12 — VIRGINIA at MARYLAND (12:05—TV)
The Citadel at Georgia Tech (1:00)
Clemson at Virginia Tech (1:00)
N.C. State at Pittsburgh (1:30)
North Carolina at Oklahoma (2:30)
Northwestern at Duke (7:00)
Richmond at Wake Forest (7:00)
Sept. 19 — N.C. STATE at WAKE FOREST (12:05—TV)
NORTH CAROLINA at GEORGIA TECH (1:00)
Virginia Tech at Virginia (1:00)
Georgia at Clemson (2:30—TV)
Vanderbilt at Duke (7:00)
West Virginia at Maryland (7:00)
Sept. 26 — GEORGIA TECH at CLEMSON (12:05—TV)
North Carolina at Navy (2:00)
MARYLAND at N.C. STATE (7:00)
DUKE at VIRGINIA (7:00)
Appalachian at Wake Forest (7:00)
Oct. 3 — GEORGIA TECH at N.C. STATE (12:05—TV)
Wake Forest at Army (12:10)
Auburn at North Carolina (1:00)
V.M.I, at Virginia (7:00)
Duke — Rutgers at E. Rutherford, N.J. (8:00)
Oct. 10 — VIRGINIA at CLEMSON (12:05—TV)
WAKE FOREST at NORTH CAROLINA (1:00)
Indiana State at Georgia Tech (1:00)
Maryland at Miami, Fla. (7:30)
Oct. 17 — NORTH CAROLINA at N.C. STATE (12:05—TV)
DUKE at CLEMSON (1:00)
MARYLAND at WAKE FOREST (1:00)
Auburn at Georgia Tech (1:00)
Virginia at South Carolina (1:30)
Oct. 24 — DUKE at MARYLAND (12:05—TV)
N.C. STATE at CLEMSON (1:00)
Georgia Tech at Tennessee (1:30)
WAKE FOREST at Virginia (7:00)
Oct. 31 — NORTH CAROLINA at MARYLAND (12:05—TV)
WAKE FOREST at CLEMSON (1:00)
GEORGIA TECH at DUKE (1:30)
N.C. State at South Carolina (1:30)
Nov. 7 — East Tennessee State at N.C. State (12:00)
CLEMSON at NORTH CAROLINA (12:05—TV)
VIRGINIA at GEORGIA TECH (12:05—TV)
DUKE at WAKE FOREST (1:00)
Penn State at Maryland (Baltimore— 1 :00)
Nov. 14 — MARYLAND at CLEMSON (12:05—TV)
NORTH CAROLINA at VIRGINIA (1:00)
South Carolina at Wake Forest (1:00)
N.C. STATE at DUKE (1:30)
Nov. 21 — VIRGINIA at N.C. STATE (12:00)
DUKE at NORTH CAROLINA (12:05—TV)
WAKE FOREST at GEORGIA TECH (1:00)
Maryland at Vanderbilt (2:00)
Clemson at South Carolina (7:45—TV)
Nov. 28 — Georgia at Georgia Tech (TBA)
(Conference Games in CAPS)
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It's the tie that binds families together as they
support each other through joys and hardships.
The dedication that keeps devoted friends close,
even over great distances. The force that compels
patriots to leave their homes to defend their
country, sometimes in the face of incredible odds.
It's that special love that brings 80,000 fans,
in full orange regalia, into Death Valley on
Saturday afternoons to cheer the Tigers to
victory, and it remains strong whether or not
the victory is won.
Clemson alumni and friends may well hold a
recordfor loyalty, a fierce and proud loyalty that
is demonstrated not only on football Saturdays,
but through solid supportfor academic excellence
at Clemson University.
This support furnishes scholarship funds for
outstanding students, provides resources to
attract and retain distinguished classroom
teachers, helps develop state-of-the-art
technology and train students in its use, allows
library acquisitions and expands the scope of
research. In short, private support makes the
difference between an "adequate" education
and the superior education for which Clemson
graduates have become known.
Pledge your loyalty to Clemson University's
continuing academic excellence through a gift




For more information on supportmg academic excellence at
Clemson University, contact the Loyalty Fund, 110 Daniel







T. C. Atkinson, Jr., Director
Charlie Bussey, Director
W. G. DesChamps, Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards. Director
Harper Gault, Director





Lewis F, Holmes, Director
F. E. Hughes, Director
Dr. G.J. Lawhon, Jr., Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director






W. H. Taylor, Director
Dr. J.H. Timmerman, Director
Marshall Walker, Director
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR — BOBBY ROBINSON
IPTAY EXECUTIVE SECRETARY — ALLISON DALTON
HONORARY DIRECTOR — FRANK HOWARD
— denotes Representative Emeritus
+ denotes County Chairman Emeritus









" Mr, M. Earle Williamson (cc)
Cliairman
Dr. William H, Baxley. Ill
Mr. V. Wendel Boggs
— Mr. Philip H. Rosenberg
' Mr Don Souttiard. Jr.
Anderson County
Dr. P. S. Mowlaiko (cc)
Ctiairman
Mr. Melvin E. Barnette
Mr. Victor G. Chapman
Mr. B. K. Chreitzberg
Mr. R. Carol Cook
' Mr. Joe B. Davenport
Mr. George H. Ducworth
* Mr. J. Tom Forrester, Jr.
Dr. James P. Hentz
Mr. Robert Lee Hill
* Dr. William P. Kay, Jr.
Dr. C. Patrick Killen
+ Mr. S. T. King
Mr. James F. Little
* Mr. Harry Major
* Mr. Randall W. McClain
Mr. P. C. Osteen, Jr.
Mr. Rich Sellers
Mr. Robert G. Sharpe
* Mr. Tony Smith
Greenwood County
* Mr, William E. Burnett (cc)
Chairman
Dr F, E. Abell. Jr.
* Mr. Nick P. Anagnost
Mr Joe M. Anderson
Mr. Lewis Bagwell
* Mr. Wayne Bell
Mr. John L. Bracknell
Mr. William D. Coleman
* Mr. W Klugh Fooshe
Mr, James S. Hull
Mr. Nevit Y, Johnson
' Mr, Robert L. McCord
' Mr, Melvin Pace
Mr, Wayne B. Richey
Mr W. M, Self
Mr, Richard Suggs
McCormick County
Mr. T, C. Faulkner. Jr. (cc)
Chairman
Oconee County
Mr Sammy Dickson (cc)
Chairman
— Mr J, H, Abrams
Mr, Thomas Alexander
Mr. Ronald P. Barnette
Mr, James P. Burns
Mr. Joel Harris
Mr John Landreth
Mr. William E. Mays
Mr Frank J. McGee
Mr. Horace McGee
Mr. J, H. McJunkin
Mr, Sam Thrift
Mr, W, Harold Wood
Pickens County
Mr, Charles E, Dalton (cc)
Chairman
Mr, Frank Anderson
Mr, William J, Barnett
Mr, Jerry R, Byrd
Mr, Robert E, Dye
Mr, Benjamin C, Dysart
— Dr, R. Q. Edwards
Mr. Gaston Gage. Jr.
* Mr. Roddey E. Gettys. Ill
Mr. Robert M. Guerreri
* Mr. Bob Harmon
Mr. W. C. Harper
—Mr. Frank J. Howard
Mr. Floyd M. Hunt
Mr. Edwin L. Kilby, Jr
Mr, Tom C, Lynch. Jr
Mr, Ben Massingill
Mr, Max Monroe
Mr, James V, Patterson
— Mr, R, R, Ritchie
Mr, Gil Rushton
Mr. William C, Singleton
• Mr, G Neil Smith
Mr, Erston G, Sparks
Mr. John E. Sparks
Mr. Joseph J. Turner, Jr.
— Mr. K N. Vickery
Mr, Joseph A, West
Mr, David Whittemore
Mr, Eugene P, Willimon
C. Evans "Buddy" Putnam
Director, District II
DISTRICT II
C, Evans "Buddy" Putnam.
Director
15 Quail Hill Drive
Greenville, SC 29607
Ctierokee County
John M, Hamrick. Jr, (cc)
Chairman
Dr, W. Ronald Barrett
— Mr. R. S. Campbell. Jr.
Mr. Gary E. Clary
— Mr. Wylie Hamrick
— Mr. E. Raymond Parker
Mr. Jim Sanders
Greenville County




Mr. Walter Glenn Brackin.
Jr.
Mr. Joseph Bailey Bright
Mr. Charles A. Bryan. Jr.
Mr. Charles W. Bussey. Jr.
Mr. Donald Coggins
Mr. Larry B. Copeland
Mr. J. Bennette Cornwell. II
Mr. J. Mike Crawford
Mr. Walter B. Crawford
Mr. Gordon S. Davis
Mr. William Lem Dillard





Mr. Clark Gaston. Jr.
Mr. Joe D. Gibson
Mr. Joel W. Gray. Ill
Mr, Richard H, Ivester
Mr, Terry A, Kingsmore
Mr, Jim League
Mr, Floyd S, Long
Mr, Terry L, Long
Mr, W, M, Manning. Jr,
Mr, Seabrook Marchant
Mr. James T. McCarter
Mr, Ronald J. McCoy
Mr. James D, Miller
Mr, J, G, Miller. Jr.
Mr. William J. Neely. Jr.
Mr. Thomas K. Norris
Mr. William H. Orders
— Mr. John F. Palmer
— Mr. I. N. Patterson. Jr.
Mr. George Milton Plyler
' Mr. C. Evans Putman
Mr. Bobby Ramsey
' Mr. C. F. Rhem, Jr
Mr. James Rochester
Mr. Earl E. Sammons. Jr.
Mr. Robert G. Sharpe
Mr. John G. Slattery
Mr. Joe D. Swann
Mr. E. Richard Taylor. Jr.
Mr. Stanley T, Thornton
Mr. James E, Vissage, Jr.
— Mr. S. Gray Walsh
* + Mr. Kermit Watson
* Mr. Robert B. Whorton
— Mr. David H. Wilkins
* Mr. Charles P. Willimon
Laurens County
* Mr, Thomas E, Davenport
(cc) Chairman
* +Mr, J, R, Adair
Dr, W, Fred Chaprman
Mr, James A, Coleman
— Mr. Henry M. Fans. Sr.
— Mr. W, B. Owens
* Mr. Carl R. Rogers
Mr. Michael E. Simmons
Mr, James C, Welborn. Jr,
Dr, N, C, Wessinger
Spartanburg County
' Mr, Wesley A, Stoddard
(cc) Chairman
Mr, Andy N, Beiers
Mr, John L, Brady, Sr,
Mr. William M. Cooper
Mr. John B. Cornwell. Jr.
Mr. Jack C;ribb
Mr. John Easterling. Jr.
Mr. W. Gerald Emory
Judge Bruce Foster
— Mr. Harry H. Gibson
Mr. Wilbur K. Hammett
* Mr. E- Guy Hendrix
Mr. Grover C. Henry
Mr. W. A. Hudson
— Mr. A. P. Kerchmar
Mr. Ralph F. King, Jr.
Mr. Henry M. Lee
* Mr, Arthur W, O'Shields
Mr, Raymond Powell
Mr, Doug Pridgeon
Mr, Marvin C, Robinson
Mr, Lee Smith




Mr. Russ Caston (cc)
Chairman
Mr. John P. Brown
Mr. Cecil Wayne Comer
Mr. H. S. Harris, Jr,
Mr, Thomas E, Mack
Mr. Edward Osborne
William R. "Bill" Alexander
Director, District III
DISTRICT III
Mr, William R. "Bill"
Alexander, Director
330 Fairway Rd, SW
Aiken, SC 29801
Aiken County
Mr. John G. Molony (cc)
Chairman
Mr. William R. Alexander
Mr. Richard L. Boyleston
Mr. Johnny L. Cagle
— Mr. Alan J. Coleman
Mr. M. G. Coleman
Mr. Robert M. Cook
Mr. Thomas H. Coward
Mr, Frank T, Gibbs
Mr, Elbert Hines Hamilton
Mr. Gerald W. Metis
Mr. Alan W. Tewkesbury, III
Mr. F. A. Townsend, Jr.
— Mr. James L. Walpole
Mr. Carrol H. Warner
Mr. H. O. Weeks, Sr.
Edgefield County
Mr. Lewis F. Holmes, III (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Greg W. Anderson
— Mr. E. O. Dukes. Jr.
Mr. J. W. Gilliam. Jr.
—Mr. Lewis F. Holmes
Mr. Watson Rhodes
Mr. Thomas H. Ryan
Lexington County
Mr. Robert M. Taylor (cc)
Chairman
— Mr. Billy Amick
Mr. Alvin N. Berry
Mr. Jerry Brannon
• Mr. R. Hugh Caldwell
• Mr. Fred H. Carter. Jr.
+ Mr. D. H. Caughman
Mr. James Tracy Childers
' Mr, Ernest J, Corley. Jr,
Mr, H, Ralph Corley. Sr.
Mr. John Melton Gault. Ill
Mr. B. R. Grandy
Mr. Brett Harris
— Mr. T. A. Henry
Mr. Henry M. Herlong. Jr.
Mr. Warren Craig Jumper
Mr. John W. McLure
Mr, J, W, Riser
* Mr. J. Tom Shell
Mr. Charles M. Stuck
—Mr. Woodrow H. Taylor
Mr. C Paul Wessinger
Mr. Lee H. Witt. Jr.
Newberry County
Mr. Terry C. Shaver (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Thomas M. Abrams
Mr. Earle J. Bedenbaugh
Mr. Walter B. Cousins
Mr. Louie C. Derrick
Mr. L. Glenn Fellers
' Mr. Melvin L. Longshore
Mr. C, H, Ragsdale. Ill
Mr. Joe H. Simpson. Jr.
— Mr. Clifford T. Smith
Mr. C. Gurnie Stuck
Mr. David Waldrop. Jr.
Richland County
Mr. Don Golightly (cc)
Chairman
— Mr. George I. Alley
Mr. William Blackston
Mr. Jack W. Brunson
—Mr. Philip C. Chappell. Jr.
Mr. Henry Chastain
Mr. Albert G. Courie
Judge Michael R. Davis
Mr. James W. Engram
Mr. Lawrence M. Gressette. Jr.
Mr. William E. Hair
Mr. Harry J. Johnson
Mr. Terryl Klosterman
Mr. William T. McDaniel, III
Mr. James P. McKeown
Mr. S. C. McMeekin. Jr.
Mr. Jeffrey O'Cain
* Mr. Crawford E. Sanders. Ill
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' Col A. Lee Sheider, Jr.
Mr. B. Marion Smith
— Mrs. Davis O Smith
Dr John H, Timmerman
Mr. E, Ralph Wessinger, Sr.
SALUDA COUNTY
Mr. James R. Herlong. Jr. (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Bernard L Black
Mr, Alfred B. Coleman
Mr. James A. Derrick
Mr. Benjamin H. Herlong
Mr. Mark S. Patterson
Mr. John H, Wheeler




S Lynn Campbell, Director
Box 11326
Rock Hill. SC 29730
Chester County
Mr, Steven Epps (cc)
Chairman
Mr, Edward C, Abell
Mr, Richard A, Coleman
Mr, Robert A, Darby
Mr. George R. Fleming
Dr, Carl H, Jones. Ill
Mr, W, E, Lindsay
• Mr, John M, Little. Ill
Mr Donald B Murray
Chesterfield County
• Mr, Patrick K, White (cc)
Chairman
+ Mr, James C, Stone
— Mr, John R, Thomas
• Mr, Dan L, Tillman. Jr,
Mr, W R, Tillman
Mr Ray L Wilson, Jr,
Darlington County
Dr, William P, Kennedy (cc)
Chairman
Dr, Hubert C, Baker
— Dr, T, James Bell
• Mr. J. W. Carter
Mr. Marion D. Hawkins
Mr. George A. Hutto. Jr.
Mr. Warren Jeffords
'— Dr, G, J, Lawhon, Jr,
Mr, William B. McCown, III
Mr, Harry M, McDonald




Mr, Harold R. Jones (cc)
Chairman
Mr, Louis M, Boulware
Mr, J, K, Coleman
Mr, Earnest C, Hughes
—Mr, Forest E, Hughes. Jr,
Mr William L, Wylie
Kershaw County
Mr, Tommie W, James. Jr. (cc)
Chairman
Dr. Kenneth W. Carson
— Mr, T F Mcl^Jamara. Jr,
-I- Mr J F Watson
Lancaster County
Mr, Joe H, Lynn (cc)
Chairman
Mr, James A, Adams
— Mr, W, P, Clyburn
Mr, Marion D, Lever. Jr,
Mr, Garrett J, Mobley
Mr, James A, Mobley. Jr,




Mr, C, Green DesChamps. II
(cc) Chairman
* Mr, W G, DesChamps
Marlboro County
Mr Mark S, Avent (cc)
Chairman
+ Mr. C. E. Calhoun
Mr. Ray C. Smith
YorK County
Mr William R. Adkins (cc)
Chairman
Mr, David E, Angel
* Mr, S, Lynn Campbell
Mr. F Buist Eaves. Jr.
Mr. Fred W. Fairclolh. Ill
—Mr. Harper S. Gaull
Mr. E. M. George
Mr. Jetfery T. rfaire
Mr. James W. Hancock. Jr.
Mr. Alford Haselden
Mr. Lewis W. Hicks
Mr Gary Hood
— Mr W. T. Jenkins
Mr James H. Owens. Jr.
Mr, J C, Rhea. Jr,
Mr, Ben R, Smith. Jr.
Mr. G. G. Thomas. Sr.
Dr. Roger Troutman








Mr Frank M. Young (cc)
Chairman
Bamberg County
Mr Fred Schrimpf (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Rhett Davis. Jr.
+ Mr. R. Herman Rice
Barnwell County
Mr Howard G. Dickinson (cc)
Chairman
Mr. H, M, Anderson
Mr, Grover C, Kennedy. Jr,
• Mr, Calhoun Lemon
Mr Clinton Lemon
Mr Jimmy L, Tarrance
Beaufort County
Mr, James S, Gibson. Jr. (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Henry C. Chambers
Mr. Doug Corkern
Mr, Bryan Loadholt
— Mr B, George Price. Ill
Mr J Harry Tarrance
Berkeley County





• Mr, Nolan L, Pontiff. Jr.
+Mr W, Henry Thornley
Calhoun County
Mr, William H. Bull (cc)
Chairman
Mr, Gerald Bozard
Mr, Tatum Gressette. Jr,
Charleston County
Mr, Van Noy Thornhill (cc)
Chairman
Mr, John W, Adam3. Ill
• Mr, J, Donald Austell
— Mr, Archie E, Baker
Mr, George Bullwinkel. Jr.
Mr. H, L. Dukes, Jr.
Mr, M, Dreher Gaskin
Ms, Beverly Hafers
Mr, Al Hitchcock
Dr, John P. Howard
Mr, William C. Kennedy
Mr. Robert C. LenhardI
Mr. Thomas E. Lynn
Mr. David M. Murray. Jr.
Mr Carl S. Pulkinen
Mr. Paul Quattlebaum. Jr.
— Mr. A. B. Schirmer. Jr.
Dr J R Stout
Colleton County
• Mr. J Ryan White. Ill (CC)
Chairman
Mr Jack W. Carter. Sr.
— Mr. W, R. Carter
•—Mr J Ryan White. Jr,
Dorchester County
Mr Dexter Rickenbaker (cc)
Chairman
Mr James H. Abrams
Mr Thomas W Bailey
Mr. Bo Blanton
Mr H D Byrd
Mr. Gene W, Dukes
Mr, Will Grant
Mr. Clifford M. Henley
Mr. Stephen Hutchinson
— Mr. E. T. Salisbury
Hampton County
• Dr Jerry Crews. Jr. (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Henry Foy
Mr David B. Gohagan
— Mr. Winston A. Lawton
Mr Winston A. Lawton. Jr.
Jasper County
Mr, Frederick A. Nimmer (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Dale Ferguson. Ill
Orangeburg County
• Mr William B, Bookhart. Jr.
(cc) Chairman
Dr, Julius C, Babb
Mr. Larry Dyar
Mr F. Reeves Gressette. Jr.
• Mr, W. C, Higginbotham. Jr.
• Mr. Edgar C. McGee
Mr, Fletcher M, Riley. Jr,
Mr, J, M. Russell. Jr,
Mr, Jack G. Valentine. Ill
Mr. James C, Williams. Jr.— Mr, Russell S. Wolfe. II
W. T. Billy ' Fort, Jr.
Director. District VI
DISTRICT VI




Mr, Theodore B, Gardner (cc)
Chairman
Mr, Julius R, Eadon. Ill
Mr, G, H, Furse. Jr.
Mr, Steve Gamble
Mr, H B, Rickenbaker
Mr, Horace F, Swilley
Dillon County
• Mr, Billy Daniel (cc)
Chairman
Mr, John Alford
Mr, Charles F. Carmichael
Mr, L. B, Hardaway. Jr.— Mr. W, G. Lynn
Mr Joseph L Powell
Mr. Billy G. Rogers
Mr. Gordon Rogers
Mr. John C. Rogers
Mr. Neal Rogers
Florence County
Mr Clyde S. Bryce (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Thomas D, Birchmore
Mr. Rufus M. Brown
Mr. Marvin Cockfield
• Dr, William L, Coleman
—Mr, Frank A. Douglass, Jr.
— Mr, L, B, Finklea, Jr.
Mr. Harold B, Haynes
Mr, Ernest L, Jones
Mr, L, Chappell Jones
Mr, James W, King
Mr. John F. Poole
Mr. Wilbur 0. Powers
Mr. Julian Price
Mr. Tom Robertson
— Mr. John G. Rose
Mr. Pat Wiggins
Mr. Allen P. Wood
— Mr Edward L. Young
Georgetown County
Mr Glenn A Cox (cc)
Chairman
Mr. Joe T Branyon, Jr,
— Mr, Samuel M. Harper
—Mr, H, E, Hemingway, Jr,
— Mr A H, Lachicotte, Jr,
Mr Robert T Mayer, Jr.
Mr. Philip H. Prince
Mr. Willie C. Shelley
Mr Jesse Wright, III
Horry County
Mr. John H Holcombe, Jr. (cc)
Chairman
Mr James W Barnelte, Jr.
Mr. F L. Bradham
• Mr J. O Gerrald
Mr. Pal Gore
• Mr Harvey Graham, Jr.
Mr. S. F Horton
• Mr. Thurmon W. McLamb
Mr. Richard W. Sarvis
Mr, R. L. Wilder. Jr.
Mr. R. S. Winfield
Marlon County
Mr T C Atkinson, III (cc)
Chairman
—Mr. T. C. Atkinson, Jr
Mr. John H. Holt
— Mr. Robert G Mace
Mr. Duncan C. Mclntyre
—Mr. George G Poole. Jr.
Sumter County
Dr. Wyman L. Morris (cc)
Chairman
Dr John J Bntlon. Jr.
Mr. Heyward L. Fort
Mr W. T. Fort, Jr.
Mr Robert Galiano, Jr.
Mr James F. Kinney
Williamsburg County
Dr. W C. Coltingham (cc)
Chairman
Mr. W. H. Cox
Mr. Fred P Guerry, Jr.
Mr. James M. Kennedy








Mr, W W, Allen
Miss Edith Balson
• Mr, Eddie N. Dalton
Mr, Robert L. Dunnigan
Col, J. L. Edmonds
Mr. Gregory S. Parish
Mr. Richard J. Fisher
Mr. Danny Floyd
Mr. James B, Foster
• Mr, John L. Garavaglia. Ill
Mr, Thomas W. Glenn. Ill
Or. Joe B. Godfrey
Dr. Jay D. Hair
Mr. H. L. Hoover
Mr. Dave Jenkin
Mr. W. D. Kirkpatrick
Mr. Robert E. McClure
Mr. John Mclnnis. Ill
Mr, Edgar L, Miller. Jr.
Mr. Tom R. Morris. Jr.
Mr. W. D Moss. Jr.
• Mr. Thomas G. Roche. Jr.
Dr. C. R. Swearingen
Mr. Don Tomberlin
Dr. T. G. Westmoreland
Mr. D. V. Whelchel
Mr. William T. Worth








Mr Barnett A. Allgood. Ill
Mr Rudy Bell
Mr. Robert S Bonds
Mr. Robert H Brooks
Mr. Andrew P Calhoun
Mr. David T. Cline
Mr, John A, Dickerson
Mr, Douglas C, Edwards
Mr. William C Elird. Jr.
Mr Landrum Henderson
Mr Howard E Hord
Mr. Carroll F Hutto
Mr Robert A. King
Mr. A/illiam C. Lawson
Mr. John L. Murray. Jr
Mr. Thomas E Peterson
Mr Edwin S. Presnell
Mr. Mickey E. Reeves
Mr John L. Scoggins
Mr. W B. Shedd
• Mr. Lawrence V Starkey. Jr.
• Mr. John Tice




Thurmon W. McLamb. Director
PO Box 67
Little River. SC 29566
Other states besides Georgia.
North and South Carolina
Mr, Emerson E, Andrishok
Mr. Carl F BessenI
Mr. Daniel R. Clemson
Mr. David Copeland
Mr Robert P. Corker




Mr. Mark G. Fellers
Mr. James C. Furman
Mr. Walter L. Garvin
Mr Thomas E. Gnmes, III
Dr. Jud Hair
• Mr. L J. Hendrix, Jr.
Mr. Gray Hipp, Jr.
Mr. Ben Hornsby
Mr. Alvin Hurt, Jr




Mr J, V. Roberts
Mr. Ben K Sharp
• Mr Harry W. Smith
Mr. Joseph W. Turner, Jr.
Ms. Millie D. Williams
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Serving Alumni and Friends of
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
The Clemson Alumni Association is a non-profit educational service association
organized to promote the general welfare of Clemson University through such
activities as:
^ Clemson World magazine
^ Clemson Club program
^ Young Alumni Associates program
^ Career Services program
^ Educational Travel programs
it Student programs
^ Constituency Groups such as Alumni Band, Clemson Physicians, Clemson
Attorneys, Clemson Dentists, Black Alumni, etc.
^ Alumni Headquarters during away football games
^ Reunions and many more
For more information, contact the Alumni Association (803) 656-2345
THE ALUMNI CENTER IS OPEN EVERY SATURDAY MORNING PRIOR TO
HOME FOOTBALL GAMES. COME VISIT US!
Clemson Alma Mater
When the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign Supreme alway.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tigers' roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
1987 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY VARSITY CHEERLEADERS
Left to Right: Row 1 — Trisha Redding, Mary Beth Poole, Janine Johnson, Susan Nanney,
Amy Pitts, Sheri Parsons, Beth Childress. Row 2 — John Schelble, Brad McFall, Jay Han-
nah, Tripp Ballard, Todd Ritchie, Mac Carr, Jef Schwartz. Row 3 — Gordy Farr (Head
Cheerleader), Martin Lowry (The Tiger)
TM
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Studies haveshown that even We see this demonstrated every day—thanks
I
with the very latest and best meth- to Providence people. They care enough to take
I
ods of treatment, patients get well time to add old-fashioned love to the science of
faster if their medical care is given modem medicine.
>vi Q
with a lai^e measure of love. ra '^^j**^ '^'^^^«=-'-*^
The people of Providence Hospital provide that pd fa
s.ierMa,.:jacob 6/ (/
essential ingredient to the healing process. ^DDO\ /TTVCXTPTT
Everyone, sick or well, needs the comfort of lov- I i ivvJV IUE/INL/Jl/
ing hands. But Christian concern and love are even [JHOSPlX\L
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Banks McFadden
Today Clemson University is proud to honor not only the
university's finest athlete in history, but truly the greatest
athlete ever produced by the State of South Carolina. That
individual is James Banks McFadden, one of just a few
athletes in the nation to be named Ail-American in football
and basketball in the same year, and the only South Carolina
native to be named the nation's most versatile athlete.
When the decision was announced that McFadden's foot-
ball and basketball jerseys would be retired, I'm sure the
immediate reaction by many was why now? Why 47 years
after the man's illustrious career had come to an end? Well
I can assure you, it is all the more timely that McFadden's
incredible accomplishments should be honored here today,
for the mark he left as a Clemson athlete may very well be
the reason the stands are overflowing today and the nation
is looking in via CBS television.
In order for the sports fan of today to realize
the significance of McFadden's double All-
America status in 1939 one must-revert to that
time in history. Now folks, we are not talking
about an age of mass communications with
24-hour cable sports programming seven days
a week, 365 days a year and a multitude of
sports prognosticators lauding top 20 teams and
first-through-10-team All-Americans. No, you
must imagine life with only a radio and news-
paper as your sole contact with the nation's
sports world and its heroes.
The national spotlight at that time fell on the
likes of Notre Dame, Michigan, Southern Cal,
Texas and other gridiron powers. The football
bowls helped focus the attention on these mighty
powers. And according to McFadden, Clemson's
McFadden was one of the top punters in the
nation.
very first trip to a football bowl, the 1939 Cotton
Bowl, was not only a personal highlight for him,
but a major milestone in Clemson's football
history.
"The '39 Cotton Bowl really helped Clemson
get a little national publicity," he said. "You
wondered whether people really knew about you
and how they could, since we were way out from
anything else and certainly not in the
metropolitan area like New York, California, and
Chicago. Beating Boston College and its great
coach Frank Leahy, who went to Notre Dame,
was just a little footing that helped us. It laid the
groundwork for more stepping stones."
Clemson's Director of News Bureau during
McFadden's heyday was Joe Sherman. It was
his battle in 1939 to get McFadden considered
for major All-America honors that really
underscores Clemson's fight to gain national at-
tention as a "big college" and understand the
significance of McFadden's athletic ability. Sher-
man received word that McFadden was being
selected to the Little All-America football team,
designed to recognize outstanding players at
small colleges.
He had been fighting the "Little Clemson" im-
age and was sick of hearing about "Little Clem-
son" upsetting Tulane, or "Little Clemson" did
this or did that. So he wrote the editor of the
publication naming the Little All-America team
begging him not to name McFadden to the team.
He emphasized Clemson's struggle to shake the
"little" image and suggested that McFadden
had an outside chance to make the Associated
Press All-America team.
Although he thanked the editor, Frank Korsch,
he felt it would kill McFadden's chances for the
AP team. Korsh reluctantly agreed to leave
McFadden off the team, and sent this reply to
Sherman: "I think you're nuts. Your boy doesn't
have a ghost of a chance to make the big All-
Americas. And yet I understand and appreciate
your desire to get him there. And I understand,
too, your resentment at always being little Clem-
son when your teams are doing the job they are
against major opponents." Well the rest is
history as McFadden was a consensus major Ail-
By Kassie Kessinger
American that year and Clemson was never
referred to again as "little Clemson." In fact,
Clemson has had a "big All-American" every
year since 1977.
McFadden also earned selection to the Col-
lege All-Stars and played in Chicago's Soldier
Field against the professional champions that
year. "From a personal standpoint playing in the
all-star game was an opportunity to prove to
myself and to others I was a pretty fair athlete,"
he recalled. "I was able to make a good show-
ing as I scored one of the two touchdowns we
had and I played a fine defensive game."
Later as a professional with the old Brooklyn
Dodgers, McFadden led the NFL in total yardage
and was second in yardage per try, both of which
reassured his personal feelings that "maybe
they were not wrong in selecting me as an All-
American football player." He remains the only
South Carolina individual to be inducted in the
College Hall of Fame.
However, McFadden's most personal satisfac-
tion to this day as a football player remains be-
ing selected Clemson's MVP by his own team-
mates. "To receive the Hamilton Award (MVP)
as selected by my teammates really meant more
to me than the All-America certificate. They knew
me, the people choosing All-Americans didn't,
but my teammates knew me for four years. That
meant something."
McFadden owns several distinctive firsts in
Clemson's athletic history and not just as a foot-
ball star. He also led Clemson to its first and only
basketball conference championship in history,
the 1939 Southern Conference Championship.
Banks posted a three-year scoring average of
12.9 during the days when teams were averag-
ing 35-45 points a game.
"There is a lot of pride in winning the only
basketball conference championship Clemson's
ever won," he said. "I felt better about myself
McFadden served as intramural director for
over 20 years.
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in basketball earlier than I did in football. Being
selected an All-American basketball player was
sonnething unbelieveable. They didn't have all
those teams back then, you were just one of the
top 10 players in the United States at that time.
"Again, I still had the feeling in the back of
my mind that people hadn't seen a lot of me from
other sections of the country so maybe I wasn't
so deserving, but I certainly was blessed with
a lot of help from a lot of great teammates, great
coaching, and great suppon from my family and
friends."
The ultimate milestone in McFadden's incredi-
ble athletic career also occurred in 1939. He was
chosen the nation's most versatile athlete. In ad-
dition to his athletic prowess on the gridiron and
basketball court, he was a magnificant track
champion.
Many claim him still the finest all-around track
star to be produced by the State of South
Carolina. He ended his collegiate track career
by capturing three state events in state-record
fashion. During his collegiate career the Tigers
were state champions twice, as he recorded 28
first-place finishes, 18 seconds, 13 thirds and
two fourths.
"Then, I didn't comprehend the national
awards," he said. "It meant very little to me as
things were happening so fast. I just didn't know
what it all meant, until I had a chance to sit down
after World War II and start reminiscing a little
bit about my career at Clemson and think about
just what did these particular things mean. When
you're talking about the whole United States, it
still doesn't sink in deep enough."
Yes, when you are talking about the whole
United States, to be singled out as the nation's
elitist athlete, that is indeed hard to imagine no
matter where you come from. But for this 6-3,
165-pound scrawny kid from Great Falls, SC no
one could have predicted greatness for him on
first appearance, especially his former mentor
Coach Frank Howard.
"I never will forget the first time I saw him,"
Howard snickered. "We were out on the old foot-
ball field and he came strolling over. I looked at
him and he looked like a crane. He was a big,
tall, skinny boy. I said to myself, 'Good gracious
alive, I wonder why Coach (Jess) Neely ever
gave this boy a scholarship.' But as time went
on he improved considerably."
There have been several strong influences in
McFadden's development over the years, but
none as powerful as his high school football
coach who also happened to be his half-brother,
Tom Wallace.
"As a little shaver I was taught to do the best
with what the good Lord gave me and anything
less than that wasn't good enough. My half
brother drilled that into me and then the other
coaches picked that up and instilled it into me.
It didn't come easy. Tom was very hard on me,
but he took me aside after high school and said
if I worked hard I could be an .All-American." Un-
McFadden was a standout center on Clem-
son's 1939 Southern Conference Champions.
fortunately, he died of a brain tumor, never to
see his kid brother realize his prediction.
McFadden credits his wife, Aggie, and former
mentor Jess Neely as the two other strong in-
fluences and dearest people to his heart. "Since
my college graduation my wife has been the
biggest influence in my life," he said. "She
backed me up in every decision whole hearted-
ly. She did a terrific job in raising four beautiful
girls."
And it is perhaps having these family
members and the many friends and former
teammates on hand to witness this day of
recognition that may put all this in focus for this
gentleman from Great Falls, SC. "It's good, very
rewarding and a pleasing thing to see these
things did transpire," McFadden allowed. "I
know it IS a tremendous honor, but I've been so
blessed in so many different ways.
"It brings back a lot of memories. So much
time has elapsed, that I don't know what feel-
ing to get toward the ceremony September 19.
It has let me reminisce more than I usually do.
But we are talking about ancient history; when
you graduate you are history.
"We are very proud of it. We talk about it, we
enjoy it, but that is past and we are thinking now
about the future, and we love what's happen-
ing to Clemson University. I know I am from the
past, the future is just great, and we had a part
of the past and we move along."
So It IS indeed a fitting tribute to honor one
"Bonnie " Banks McFadden today before the
multitude of fans on hand and those tuning in
by way of television. His day of recognition
couldn't have come at a better time, as Clem-
son University Athletics glistens in its finest hour,
the spotlight falls on the player most respons-
ble for bringing Clemson into national focus.
The parameters for retiring jersey uniform
numbers has cfianged somewhat over the
years. For one, it wasn't a common practice
in years' past. People just didn't retire numbers
years ago, save the New York Yankees. The
Celtics didn't start until the 1960s.
In general to have a jersey retired at Clem-
son the person first must be a graduate of the
university. Second, he must bring national
honor to Clemson University and make a uni-
que contribution to the program in terms of his
or her accomplishments. Finally, he must be
a fine citizen on and off the field during his or
her career, and for a period of time after
graduation from the university.
McFadden is the second Clemson football
player to have his jersey retired. Steve Fuller
is the only other, as no one will ever wear his
number-four. McFadden's number-66 will be
hung up forever in football and his basketball















NO NAME POS HGT WGT CL EXP
23 BO ALLEN DB
Griffin, GA; Griffin; Lloyd Bohannon
6-3 200 PR HS
21 TERRY ALLEN TB
Commerce, GA; Banks Co.; Ronnie Parson
5-10 193 *FR RS
1 RANDY ANDERSON QB
Cowpens, SC; Broome; Dalton Rivers
6-5 192 *SR 2VL
11 GREG BAILEY P-H
St. George, SC; St. George: Bobby McKinnon
5-11 165 *SR SO
60 JEFF BAK C
Darien, CT; Darien; Jim Girrard
6-2 255 •JR 2VL
27 GENE BEASLEY SS 5-11 210 JR 2VL
Atlanta, GA; Booker T. Washington; Leon Jamison
69 PAIGE BELCHER OT
Irmo, SC; Irmo; Joe Turbeville
6-3 275 *FR RS
30 MITCH BELTON DB
Columbia. SC; Richland N.E.; Dean Fowble
5-8 175 SO HS
98 JOHN BERRY BAN
Greenville, SC; Southside; Mike Anthony
6-0 210 FR HS
41 SCOTT SEVILLE LB
Ocala, FL; Forest; Jim Simmons
6-3 226 *FR RS
53 BRUCE BRATTON OT
Gaffney, SC; Gaffney; A. L. Curtis
6-4 250 FR HS
92 DOUG BREWSTER LB
Athens, GA; Clarke Central; Billy Henderson
6-2 205 FR HS
32 CROSBY BROADWATER CB
Aiken, SC; Aiken; Eddie Buck
5-9 179 •SO 1VL
10 DeCHANE CAMERON QB
LaGrange, GA; LaGrange; Gary Guthrie
6-0 195 FR HS
15 BLAKE CAMPBELL P
Anderson, SC; T. L. Hanna; Jim Fraser
6-4 221 •SO SO
40 HENRY CARTER LB
Gastonia, NC; Hunter Huss; Tom Merritt
6-2 240 •JR 2VL
62 ROBBIE CHAPMAN C
Spartanburg, SC; Broome; Dalton Rivers
6-6 271 *SR SO
31 RUSTY CHARPIA FS
Graniteville, SC; Midland Valley; Reed Charpia
5-10 180 •SO 1VL
79 RAYMOND CHAVOUS DT
Aiken, SC; Silver Bluff; Clayton Chriswell
6-5 295 •JR 2VL
88 JAMES COLEY TE
Jacksonville, FL; Lee; Corky Rogers
6-4 245 JR 2VL
25 GARY COOPER WR
Ambridge, PA; Ambridge; Frank Antonini
6-3 190 •SO 1VL
7 CHIP DAVIS WR
Evans, GA; Evans; Coley Cassedy
5-10 195 SO 1VL
97 DAVID DAVIS LB
Eastover, SC; Lower Richland; Bill Kimrey
6-2 230 FR HS
70 FRANK DEIULIIS OT
Pittsburgh, PA; Penn Hills; Roy Kasmaikis
6-5 280 •JR 2VL
95 DERON DOBZANSKI LB
Paulsboro, NJ; Paulsboro; Gerry Taraschi
6-1 220 FR HS
85 MARK DRAG MG
Charlotte, NC; W. Mecklenburg; Jim Hambucher
6-4 255 •JR 2VL
9 JAMES EARLE OLB
Easley, SC; Easley; Larry Bagwell
6-5 225 SR 3VL
38 BRUCE ENGLAND FB
Greenville, SC; J. L. Mann; Bill Utsey
6-1 200 SR SO
46 STACY FIELDS LB
Frogmore, SC; Beaufort; Mike Rentz
6-3 222 FR RS
59 JEB FLESCH OT
Morrow, GA; Morrow; Bud Theodcian
6-7 270 FR HS
73 ANGELO FOX MG
Sanford, NC; Lee Co.; Paul Gay
6-3 300 "SO SO
83 STEVE GERRALD TE
Galivanis Ferry, SC; Aynor; David Maness
6-4 225 •SO 1VL
37 CLAY GILSTRAP BAN
Smyrna, GA; Campbell; John Allison
6-1 198 •SR 1VL
71 TY GRANGER OT
Easley, SC; Pickens; Bill Isaacs
6-6 270 •JR 2VL
99 MERVIN GREEN DT 6-2 253 SO HS
Eutawville, SC; Holly Hill Roberts; Bernard McDaniel
17 TYLER GRIMES CB
Westminster, SC; West Oak; Tom Jordan
5-9 175 JR 1VL
90 VANCE HAMMOND DT
Spartanburg, SC; Dorman; Al Clark
6-7 280 *FR RS
76 ERIC HARMON OG
Camden, NJ; Woodrow Wilson; Butch Gale
6-2 260 •FR RS
77 J. C. HARPER DT
Clemson, SC; Daniel; Dick Singleton
6-5 265 •JR 2VL
16 WAYNE HARPS FS
Griffin, GA; Griffin; Lloyd Bohannon
6-2 210 •SO 1 VL
24 REGGIE HARRIS BAN
Gaffney, SC; Gaffney; A. L. Curtis
6-0 215 •SO 1 VL
55 JESSE HATCHER OLB
Thompson, GA; Taft Jr. College; Al Baldcock
6-2 210 JR JC
14 NORMAN HAYNES LB
Athens, GA; Cedar Shoals; John Waters
5-9 210 •JR 2VL
36 JEROME HENDERSON DB
Statesville, NC; W. Iredell; David Moody
6-0 180 FR HS
33 JOE HENDERSON TB
Freehold, NJ; Freehold-Boro; Earl Ownes
5-9 185 SO HS
3 HEATH HEWITT QB
Whiteville. NC; Whiteville; Bill Hewitt
5-11 183 FR HS
26 RICARDO HOOPER WR
Atlanta, GA. Fulton; Willie Hunter
5-10 171 •JR 1VL
1
NO NAME POS HGT WGT CL EXP
51 MARK INGE OG
Matthews, NC; Sun Valley; Hershey Hipps
6-3 258 •SO 1VL
48 KEITH INGRAM FB
Linden, NJ; Linden; Joseph Martin
6-0 220 •so SO
43 CHARLIE JAMES TB
Shaw, MS; Shaw; Edward McPherson
6-2 210 FR HS
87 KEITH JENNINGS WR
Summerville, SC; Summerville; John McKissick
6-4 225 JR 2VL
12 JOHN JOHNSON BAN
LaGrange, GA; LaGrange; Gary Guthrie
6-3 220 FR HS
42 TRACY JOHNSON FB
Kannapolis, NC; Brown; Bob Boswell
6-0 230 JR 2VL
35 TONY KENNEDY DB
Elizabeth, NJ; Elizabeth; Jerry Moore
6-1 210 FR HS
44 LEVON KIRKLAND LB
Lamar, SC; Lamar; Terry Styers
6-1 205 FR HS
49 CHRIS LANCASTER FB
Mableton, GA; Riverside Academy; Errol Bisso
6-0 229 JR 2VL
5 JAMES LOTT CB
Kannapolis, NC; Brown; Bob Boswell
5-9 176 •SO 1VL
56 DORIAN MARIABLE LB
Spartanburg. SC; Spartanburg; Allen Sitterle
6-3 240 •SO 1VL
96 RICHARD MCCULLOUGH DT
Loris, SC; Loris; Allen McNeil
6-5 257 •JR 2VL
93 ED MCDANIEL LB
Batesburg, SC; Batesburg; Gary Smaller
6-0 224 FR HS
22 WESLEY MCFADDEN TB
Chester, SC; Lewisville; Jimmy Wallace
6-0 200 •SO 1VL
74 PAT MCKENNY OG
Jacksonville, FL; Lee; Corky Rogers
6-2 245 •JR 2VL
82 ROD MITCHELL DE
Patrick, SC; Cheraw; Burney Bourne
6-8 225 SO HS
81 OTIS MOORE DT
Augusta, GA; Westside; Donald Fendley
6-3 260 •SO 1VL
8 CHRIS MOROCCO QB
Athens, GA; Clarke Central; Billy Henderson
6-2 191 •SO 1VL
78 JEFF NUNAMACHER OT
Somerville, NJ; Somerville; Jerry Moore
6-2 290 •JR 2VL
39 ARLINGTON NUNN DB
Clearwater, FL; Dunedin; Ken Weir
5-10 180 FR HS
38 CHUCK O'BRIEN LB
Frederick, MD; Frederick; Bob Campbell
6-3 225 FR HS
84 CHRIS OGLE DE 6-3 250 FR HS
Virginia Beach, VA; First Colonial; Frank Webster
2 CHINEDU OHAN TB 6-3 240 JR JC
Fallon, NV; Merced Jr. College (CA); Don Odishoo
89 DAN PEARMAN TE
Charlotte, NC; Independence; Allen Sitterle
6-2 230 •SR 2VL
91 MICHAEL DEAN PERRY DT
Aiken, SC; Aiken; Gary Smaller
6-2 280 •SR 3VL
50 HANK PHILLIPS C
Spruce Pine, NC; Mitchell Co.; Leiand Riddle
6-5 244 •SO 1VL
61 JOHN PHILLIPS OG
Spruce Pine, NC; Mitchell Co.; Rusty Coggins
6-5 270 •SR 3VL
45 SHANE REINHARDT RB
Lilburn, GA; Berkmur; Mike Harper
6-1 205 FR HS
34 MATT RIGGS SS
Laurinburg, NC; Scotland; Mike Dubis
6-1 198 •JR 2VL
19 RUSTY SEYLE P-PK
Savannah, GA; Calvary; Dennis Roddenberry
6-1 182 •JR 1VL
54 DANNY SIZER OT
Fletcher, NC; W. Henderson; Carrol Wright
6-5 270 •FR HS
28 RICHARD SMITH FS
Sparta, GA; Hancock Central; John Flen
5-11 188 JR 2VL
3 ROBBIE SPECTOR WR
Calhoun, GA; Calhoun; Jerry Smith
5-11 162 •FR RS
52 DAVID SPRY SN
Sanford, NC; Lee County; Paul Gay
5-11 250 •SR 3VL
65 TONY STEPHENS MG
Walterboro, SC; Walterboro; Gyles Hall
6-3 300 •SR 1VL
86 MARTY STORY WR
Greeneville, TN; Greeneville; Steve Sorrells
6-2 187 FR HS
6 BRUCE TAYLOR WR
Athens, GA; Cedar Shoals; John Waters
6-2 206 •FR RS
58 VINCE TAYLOR LB
Clearwater, FL; Cleanwater; Tom Bostic
5-11 224 •SO 1VL
41 DOUG THOMAS WR
Hamlet, N.C.; Richmond Co.; Ed Hiatt
5-10 173 FR HS
18 DAVID TREADWELL PK
Jacksonville, FL; Bolles; Bill Borg
6-1 165 •SR 2VL
47 DUANE WALKER LB
Forest Park, GA; Forest Park; Marcus Trivette
6-2 228 •SR 3VL
54 CURTIS WHITLEY OG
Smithfield, NC; Smithfield-Selma; Jack Gaster
6-2 250 FR HS
82 JEROME WILLIAMS TE
Gainesville, GA; Gainesville; Bobby Crohn
6-3 220 •SO 1VL
75 PAT WILLIAMS OG
Lincolnton, GA; Lincoln Co.; Larry Campbell
6-4 275 •JR 2VL
13 RODNEY WILLIAMS QB
Columbia, SC; Irmo; Joe Turbeville
6-2 205 •JR 2VL
20 DONNELL WOOLFORD CB
Fayetteville, NC; Douglass Byrd; Bob Paroli
5-10 198 JR 2VL







• Solid stale MOS image sensor
• Electronic viewfinder with
adjustable diopter
• Viewfinder graphics
• 3-way AC/DC versatility
• f1.2 lens with 8:1 power zoom
• Constant automatic white
balance
• Variable speed electronic shutter
up to V2OOO second




• High Quality VHS (HQ)
RCA Stereo Video Cassette Recorder
VPTS9S With Picture-in-Picture and 12 Picture Multi-Pix Digital Effects
• Digital Picture-in-Picture feature • Up to one year, 6-event timer
• 12-picture Multi-pix capability • 8-hour recording capability
• Broadcast stereo recording capability • infrared remote conlrol
with SAP audio channel reception , integrates into unified RCA
• Stereo playback with Dolby* noise audio/video system
reduction
• Remote control programming with
on- screen instructions
• Digital memory provides TV or video
tape freeze
ideo Camera with built-in VHS Video Recorder
• Pause control and Quick Review
• Search and Stop Action
• Audio/video input and output
connections
• Rechargeable battery
• AC adapter/battery charger
• Comes with detachable carrying
handle and shoulder strap
• Audio/video output adapter
cable included
• RF output adapter included
• Earphone included
RCA Dimensia Monitor-Receiver
GPR2758 Full Stereo Sound and TotalA/V On Screen Remote Control
• TV/VCR/Audio Dimensia Digital
Control System
• Total remote control with on-screen
display of all functions
• Stereo audio/video jack panel
• External speaker terminals
• RCA audio/video system compatibility
• MTS broadcast stereo sound system
• Two high-compliance speakers and
two tweeters
• Individual balance, bass and treble
controls
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When Clemson
CLEMSON OFFENSE
89 Dan Pearman TE
70 Frank Deluliis LT
76 Eric Harmon LG
60 Jeff Bak C
61 John Phillips RG
78 Jeff Nunamacher RT
25 Gary Cooper FLK
13 Rodney Williams QB
22 Wesley McFadden TB
49 Chris Lancaster FB
87 Keith Jennings SE
18 David Treadwell PK
Has The Ball
GEORGIA DEFENSE
54 Vince Guthrie SLB
99 Tyrone McClendon DT
95 Bill Goldberg LG
72 Larry Brown RG
42 John Brantley MLB
53 Demetrius Douglas WLB
28 Aaron Chubb RE
26 Ben Smith LCB
49 Mike Brown ROV
20 Rusty Beasley SAF
15 Mark Vincent RGB
1 Joey Hester P
THE TIGERS
1 Randy Anderson . . QB
2 Chinedu Chan, , , OLB
3 Robbie Specter. WR
5 James Lett CB
6 Bruce Taylor WR
7 Chip Davis WR
8 Chris Morocco OB
9 James Earle OLB
10 DeChane Cameron. QB
11 Greg Bailey P
12 John Johnson BAN
13 Rodney Williams. .QB
14 Norman Haynes. . . .LB
15 Blake Campbell. P
16 Wayne Harps FS
17 Tyler Grimes
, CB
18 David Treadvjell PK
19 Rusty Seyle PK
20 Donnell Woolford CB
21 Terry Allen TB
22 Wesley McFadden TB
23 Bo Allen DB
24 Reggie Harris. ss
25 Gary Cooper WR
26 Ricardo Hooper WR
27 Gene Beasley. . SB
28 Richard Smith ... FS
29 Fernandez West WR
30 Milch Belton ... DB
31 Rusty Charpia. . FS
32 Crosby Broadv^rater CB
33 Joe Henderson TB
34 Matt Riggs SS
36 Jerome Henderson DB




38 Bruce England . FB
39 Arlington Nunn DB
40 Henry Carter LB
41 Doug Thomas LB
42 Tracy Johnson .... FB
44 Levon Kirkland . . . LB
45 Shane Reinhardt . . RB
46 Stacy Fields LB
47 Duane Walker LB
48 Keith Ingram . FB
49 Chris Lancaster , FB
50 Hank Phillips C
51 Mark Inge OG
52 David Spry SN
53 Bruce Bratton OT
54 Danny Sizer OT
55 Jesse Hatcher OLB
56 Dorian Mariable LB
58 Vince Taylor LB
60 Jeff Bak C
61 John Phillips OG
62 Robbie Chapman C
64 Curtis Whitley OG
65 Tony Stephens MG
68 David Puckett OT
69 Paige Belcher OT
70 Frank Deluliis OT
71 Ty Granger OT
73 Angelo Fox MG
74 Pat McKenny OG
75 Pat Williams OG
76 Eric Harmon OG
77 J C. Harper DT
78 Jeff Nunamacher OT
79 Raymond Chavous DT
81 Otis Moore DT
82 Jerome Williams . TE
83 Steve Gerrald TE
84 Chris Ogle DE
85 Mark Drag . MG
86 Marty Story . . WR
87 Keith Jennings WR
88 James Coley TE
89 Dan Pearman TE
90 Vmce Hammond. . .DT
91 Michael Dean Perry. DT
92 Doug Brev^ster LB
93 Ed McDaniel . . LB
95 Deron Dobzanski. . LB
96 Richard McCullough . DT
97 David Davis LB
98 John Berry BAN




CLEMSON'S FIRST ROUND PICKS
Year Name KICK Team
1949 DODDy oage, no M A Pittsburgh Steeters
1960 Lou CordilBone, L M A New York Giants
1976 Benni6 CunninQham, TE Pittsburgh Steeiers
1979 Jerry DUiier, wn Din DUiiaio Dins
1979 O10V9 ruiier, KjD Kansas City Chiefs
1980 Jim Stuckey. DT San Francisco 49ers
1982 Jell Drydni, u i AthDin Seattle Seahawks
1982 roiry 1 UlutJ, VVn 1 Qth Riiffain RillcDUl'dlU Olllo
1983 Terry Kinard, FS 10th New York Giants
1985 William Perry. MG 22nd Chicago Bears
1987 Terrence Flagler, TB 25th San Francisco 49ers





























































1 1th Brian Butcher, OG
12th Frank Magwood, WR
1984
3rd Rod McSwain. DB
6th Jim Scott, DT
8th Bob Paulling, PK
11th Edgar Pickett, DE
12th Murray Jarman, TE
12th William Devane, NG
1985
1st William Perry, MG
•1st Kevin Mack, FB
3rd Ty Davis, CB
3rd Dale Hatcher. P
5th K.D Dunn. TE
6th Reggie Pleasant. CB
10th Donald Igwebuike, PK
1987
1st Terrence Flagler, TB
2nd Kenny Flowers, TB
2nd Delton Hall. CB
4th Jim Riggs. TE






















First-Round Draft Picks Since 1979
1. Southern Cal. 14 Nebraska 8
2. Pittsburgh 11 Oklahoma 8
3. Penn State 10 UCLA 8
4. CLEMSON 8 10. Florida 7
Alabama 8 Tennessee 7
Miami (FL) 8 Texas 7
"Clemson prepared me well for the NFL in all areas of my life. Danny Ford and his program were
concerned about my play on the field and how I coped with the everyday problems of life. I am still
close to the program. We had a reunion last year and I stayed a week. The administrators don't forget
you after you leave. I came back a couple of years after my playing days were over to get my degree
and I still received the tutoring aid I had when I was playing. It's always great to come back to my
o alma mater. ""
Jeff Davis, Leading Tackier, Tampa Bay Bucs
Cliff Austin
Position: Running Back
Years at Clemson: 1978-82
Pro Career: New Orleans Saints, 1983
Atlanta Falcons, 1984-present
Now in his fifth year in the NFL, Cliff Austin is in his fourth year as a solid reserve running back
for the Atlanta Falcons. In 15 games last year, he carried the ball 62 times for 280 yards and a
4.5 average per carry. He also had three receptions for 39 yards. Austin was an AII-ACC selection
for Clemson in 1 982 and was a starter on the 1 981 National Championship team. He set the Clem-
son single game rushing record with 260 yards against Duke in 1982.
Jeff Bostic
Position: Center
Years at Clemson: 1977-79
Pro Career: Washington Redskins, 1980-present
Jeff Bostic is in his eighth year in the NFL, all of which have been spent with the Washington Red-
skins. Originally signed by the Philadelphia Eagles as a free agent in 1980, the Redskins picked
him up after the Eagles released him that year. After spending his first year with the club as a
reserve, Bostic became a starter in his second year and is one of the original "Hogs" of the
Washington offensive line. He was a starter for the 1982 and 1983 Redskins Super Bowl teams
and was an All-Pro selection in 1983. As a collegiate player, Bostic helped the Tigers to three straight
bowl appearances and was an AII-ACC selection as a senior.
Joe Bostic
Position: Offensive Guard
Years at Clemson: 1975-78
Pro Career: St. Louis Cardinals, 1979-present
Now in his ninth season in the NFL, Joe Bostic was a third-round draft choice for the St. Louis
Cardinals in 1979. He was honored as a 1979 All-Rookie Team selection and has been a starter
his entire professional career. The Cardinals' player-representative to the NFL Players Associa-
tion, Bostic had started 45 consecutive games before sustaining a knee injury in last season's
13th contest. Going into the 1987 season, his 113 games played ranks first among active Car-
dinals. While at Clemson, Bostic was a driving force on Ciemson's 1977 and 1978 Gator Bowl
teams, as well as an AII-ACC and All-America selection each of those two years.
Jeff Bryant
Position: Defensive Tackle
Years at Clemson: 1978-81
Pro Career: Seattle Seahawks, 1982-present
Jeff Bryant is in his sixth year as a starter for the Seahawks and is one of the most durable players
in the franchise's history. He was a first-round draft pick in 1982 and made the All-Rookie team
that year. He had started every game in his career until he was injured midway through last year.
In 12 games last season he had 42 tackles and four quarterback sacks. His career sack total of
37.5 ranks second on the all-time Seahawk list. While at Clemson, Bryant was a defensive leader




Years at Clemson: 1975-78
Pro Career: Buffalo Bills, 1979-present
Jerry Butler is in his ninth year as a starter for the Bills. Despite missing all of 1984 with a knee
injury and the last five games of last year with a broken leg, Butler is closing in on Buffalo's all-
time reception and receiving yardage records. In his career, Butler has caught 278 passes for 4301
yards, a 15.5 yard average. The fifth player chosen (earliest in Clemson history) overall in the 1979
draft, Butler was the 1979 AFC Rookie-of-the-Year, and he still holds the NFL rookie receiving
record for a game when he had 10 catches for 255 yards and four touchdowns against the Jets
in 1979. He was a two-time AII-ACC player at Clemson and was regarded as perhaps the finest
receiver in the nation during his All-America senior season.
Dwight Clark
Position: Wide Receiver
Years at Clemson: 1975-78
Pro Career: San Francisco 49ers, 1979-present
Dwight Clark is in his ninth season as a starter for the 49ers and is the team's all-time leading
receiver with 482 regular season receptions. A lOth-round draft pick in 1979, Clark went on to
earn Pro Bowl honors in 1982 and 1983. He led the NFC in receptions in 1981 and in receiving
yardage in 1982. In 1982 he also led the NFC in receptions and was named the NFL Player-of-the-
Year by Sports Illustrated. Clark has been a member of two Super Bowl championship teams
during his career at San Francisco. While at Clemson, Clark caught 30 passes in his career and
teamed with Jerry Butler at the wide receiver position. He also played in two bowl games.
Jeff Davis
Position: Linebacker
Years at Clemson: 1978-81
Pro Career: Tampa Bay Buccaneers, 1982-present
Jeff Davis is in his sixth year with Tampa Bay, and he is beginning his second season as the team
captain. Last year he was in on 136 tackles to lead the team in that category for the third straight
year. He also had three passes broken up, one interception, six fumbles caused, and one fumble
recovery. A fifth-round draft pick in 1982, Davis has become an emotional leader for the Bucs just
as he was for Clemson's 1981 National Championship team. The holder of numerous Clemson defensive
records, including tackles in a game (24) and a season (175), Davis was the ACC Player-of-the-Year
and a consensus All-American in 1981.
Terrence Flagler
Position: Running Back
Years at Clemson: 1982-86
Pro Career: Drafted by San Francisco 49ers, 1987
Terrence Flagler had one of the best seasons in Clemson history in 1986 when he stepped into
the tailback position for injured Kenny Flowers. He broke Flowers' Clemson single season rushing
record with 1258 yards and was a Football Writers Association first-team All-American, as well
as a first-team AII-ACC selection. His 6.6 yards per carry average was third in the nation among
players with at least 800 yards rushing, and he was m the top 30 in the country in scoring and
all-purpose rushing. For his efforts, he was runner-up in the conference Player-of-the-Year balloting.
The San Francisco 49ers made Flagler their first-round pick in this year's NFL draft. He was the
25th pick of the entire draft.
Kenny Flowers
Position: Running Back
Years at Clemson: 1982-86
Pro Career: Drafted by Atlanta Falcons, 1987
Kenny Flowers is Clemson's career rushing leader with 2914 yards despite the fact that knee and
ankle injuries severely limited his effectiveness his senior season. As a junior in 1985, he set a
Clemson single season rushing record with 1200 yards. In 1985, he was a first-team AII-ACC selection
and led the conference in touchdowns and scoring. In 1984, he was a Strength Ail-American. With
injuries hampering him throughout the 1986 season, Flowers nevertheless amassed 528 yards
rushing and five touchdowns. Last April, the Atlanta Falcons chose Flowers in the second round
of the NFL draft, making him the 31st player taken overall.
Dale Hatcher
Position: Punter
Years at Clemson: 1981-84
Pro Career: Los Angeles Rams, 1985-present
Now in his third season as the Rams' punter, Dale Hatcher made an immediate impact on the
NFL as a rookie. That year he led the NFL in net punting, was an All-Pro selection, and punted
for the NFC in the Pro Bowl. Last year he had 97 punts for a 38.6 yard net average, and he drop-
ped 26 punts inside the 20-yard line. He is Clemson's all-time punting leader and was a starter
on the 1981 National Championship team as a freshman. In 1984 as a senior. Hatcher was a first-
team AII-ACC selection and a second-team Ail-American.
Andy Headen
Position: Linebacker
Years at Clemson: 1979-82
Pro Career: New York Giants, 1983-present
Andy Headen is currently in his fifth year with the Giants, during which time he has seen action as
both a starting and reserve outside linebacker, as well as on special teams. A valuable all-around
player who is equally adept at run and pass coverage, Headen played in all 1 6 regular season games
last year, recording 40 tackles, 2.5 quarterback sacks, one forced fumble, and one interception. He
earned his first Super Bowl ring with the Giants last season. In college, Headen was originally a quarter-
back, but he eventually settled in on defense at bandit end, a position he made famous at Clemson.
He was a starter on the 1981 National Championship team and earned AII-ACC honors in 1982.
Terry Kinard
Position: Free Safety
Years at Clemson: 1978-82
Pro Career: New York Giants, 1983-present
Terry Kinard is in his fifth year as a starter for the Giants. One of the finest free safeties in the
league, Kinard missed two regular season games last year due to injury, but still recorded 59 tackles
and a quarterback sack while picking off four passes and recovering two fumbles. The injury
prevented him from playing in the Super Bowl. At Clemson, Kinard became the only two-time con-
sensus All-American in the school's history, in addition to being Clemson's first unanimous All-
American. A starter on the 1981 National Championship team, Kinard finished his illustrious col-
legiate career by being named National Defensive Player-of-the-Year by CBS Sports.
Kevin Mack
Position: Running Back
Years at Clemson: 1980-83
Pro Career: Cleveland Browns, 1985-present
Kevin Macl< is in his third season with the Cleveland Browns after beginning his professional career
with the L.A. Express of the USFL. in his first year in the NFL. he won AFC Offensive Rookie-of-the-
Year honors in some polls after rushing for 1 104 yards. Last season he fought injuries all year, but
still amassed 665 yards rushing on 174 carries and 292 yards receiving on 28 receptions. He also
scored 10 touchdowns. A member of one of the winningest classes in Clemson football history, Mack
was a sophomore on the 1981 National Championship team. He led all ACC fullbacks in rushing as
a senior in 1983 and was an all-conference choice.
William Perry
Position: {Middle Guard
Years at Clemson: 1981-84
Pro Career: Chicago Bears, 1985-present
The most celebrated rookie in the history of the NFL two years ago, William Perry is in his third
year with the Bears. On his way to being named to the NFL All-Rookie team in 1985, Perry became
the heaviest player ever to score a touchdown on a set play, and he was a key factor in Chicago's
drive to the Super Bowl title. Last year, Perry started all 16 regular season games, recording 84
tackles, including five quarterback sacks. While at Clemson, Perry was a three-time AII-ACC selection
and was the conference Player-of-the-Year as a senior in 1984. He was a freshman on the 1981
National Championship team, and he earned various All-America honors in each of the three seasons




Years at Clemson: 1981-82
Pro Career: New England Patriots, 1983-present
Johnny Rembert was a fourth-round draft pick for the New England Patriots in 1983 and has been
with the club ever since. After three seasons as a reserve, he moved into a starting linebacker slot
last year and did a little of everything for the team. He was third on the team in tackles with 103,
including 72 first hits and four quarterback sacks. He also had one interception, two passes broken
up, and a team-high six forced fumbles. He even recovered a fumble for a touchdown, his third score
in two seasons. At Clemson, Rembert played on the 1981 National Championship team and was a
third-team All-American in 1982, when he set a Clemson record for interceptions by a linebacker with five.
Perry Tattle
Position: Wide Receiver
Years at Clemson: 1978-81
Pro Career: Buffalo Bills, 1982-83
Tampa Bay Buccaneers, 1984
Atlanta Falcons, 1984
Winnipeg Blue Bombers (CFL), 1986-present
Perry Tuttle is in his second season with the Winnipeg Blue Bombers of the Canadian Football
League. He was a first-round NFL draft choice in 1982 but began playing in the CFL last year,
when he was fourth in the league in receiving. In 18 regular season games, he caught 83 passes
for 1373 yards, a 16.5 yard average, and eight touchdowns. The native of Wmston-Salem, NC
was fourth in the CFL in receptions in 1986. He is continuing at a similar pace through this year
A star receiver for Clemson's 1981 National Championship team, Tuttle was an AII-ACC player




CLEMSON ALUMNI NFL HONORS
NFL Player of the Year
1982 — Dwight Clark, (Sports Illustrated)
AFC Rookie of the Year
1979 — Jerry Butler, Buffalo Bills (UPl, Sporting News)
1985 — Kevin Mack, Cleveland Browns
All-Rookie Team
1979 — Jerry Butler, Buffalo Bills
Joe Bostic, St. Louis Cardinals
1980 — Jinn Stuckey, San Francisco 49ers
1982 — Jeff Bryant, Seattle Sealiawks
1983 — Terry Kinard, New York Giants
1985 — Kevin Mack, Cleveland Browns
William Perry, Chicago Bears
Dale Hatcher, Los Angeles Rams
Led League in a Category
1955 — Fred Cone, Green Bay, NFL in Field Goals (16-24)
1981 — Dwight Clark, San Francisco, NFC in Receptions
1982 — Dwight Clark, San Francisco, NFC in Yardage,
NFL in Receptions
All-Pro Selections
1961 — Bill Mathis, New York Jets, FB
1962 — Harold Olson, Buffalo Bills, T •
1977 — Charlie Waters, Dallas Cowboys, DB
1978 — Charlie Waters, Dallas Cowboys, DB
1982 — Dwight Clark, San Francisco 49ers, WR
1983 — Jeff Bostic, Washington Redskins, C
1985 — Dale Hatcher, Los Angeles Rams, P
Pro Bowl Selections (by season, not calendar)
1952 — Ray Mathews, HB, Pittsburgh
1953 — Ray Mathews, HB, Pittsburgh
1955 — Ray Mathews, HB, Pittsburgh
1960 — Bill Mathis, RB, New York Jets
1961 — Bill Mathis, RB, New York Jets
1962 — Bill Hudson, DT, San Diego Chargers
1963 — Bill Mathis, RB, New York Jets
1976 — Charlie Waters, DB, Dallas Cowboys
1977 — Charlie Waters, DB, Dallas Cowboys
1978 — Charlie Waters, DB, Dallas Cowboys
1980 — Jerry Butler, WR, Buffalo Bills
1982 — Dwight Clark, WR, San Francisco 49ers
1983 — Dwight Clark, WR, San Francisco 49ers
Jeff Bostic, C, Washington Redskins
1985 — Kevin Mack, RB, Cleveland Browns
Dale Hatcher, P, Los Angeles Rams
CLEMSON PLAYERS ON
NFL ROSTERS IN 1986
Rookie General
Name Pos Year Status Team
Cliff Austin RB 1983 Reserve Atlanta Falcons
Dan Benish DT 1983 Reserve Atlanta Falcons
Jeff Bostic C 1980 Starter Washington Redskins
Joe Bostic OG 1979 Starter St. Louis Cardinals
Jeff Bryant DT 1982 Starter Seattle Seahawks
Jerry Butler WR 1979 Starter Buffalo Bills
Dwight Clark WR 1979 Starter San Francisco 49ers
Jeff Davis LB 1982 Starter Tampa Bay Bucs
Ty Davis CB 1985 Inj. Reserve New York Giants
K.D. Dunn TE 1985 Reserve Tampa Bay Bucs
Steve Fuller QB 1979 Reserve Chicago Bears
Dale Hatcher P 1985 Starter Los Angeles Rams
Andy Headen LB 1983 Reserve New York Giants
Donald Igwebuike PK 1985 Starter Tampa Bay Bucs
Steve Kenney OT 1979 Starter Detroit Lions
Terry Kinard FS 1983 Starter New York Giants
Rod McSwain DB 1984 Reserve New England Patriots
Kevin Mack FB 1985 Starter Cleveland Browns
William Perry MG 1985 Starter Chicago Bears
Johnny Rembert LB 1983 Starter New England Patriots
Jim Stuckey DT 1980 Reserve New York Jets
Charlie Waters was a three-time pro bowl choice.
When Georgia Has The Ball
GEORGIA OFFENSE
9 John Thomas SE
75 Scott Adams LT
69 Mack Burroughs LG
63 Todd Wheeler C
68 Kim Stephens RG
50 Curt Mull RT
87 Troy Sadowski TE
14 James Jackson QB
32 Lars Tate TB
33 Alphonso Ellis FB
24 Casslus Osborn FLK
5 Steve Crumley PK
CLEMSON DEFENSE
9 James Earle OLB
79 Raymond Chavous DT
65 Tony Stephens MG
91 Michael Dean Perry DT
12 John Johnson BAN
58 Vince Taylor MLB
40 Henry Carter WLB
20 Donnell Woolford CB
5 James Lott CB
27 Gene Beasley SS
28 Richard Smith FS
19 Rusty Seyle P
THE BULLDOGS
1 Joey Hesler QB
2 Miles Smith SAF
3 John Kasay PK
5 Steve Crumley PK
7 Rodney Hampton RB
8 Nathaniel Lewis FLK
9 John Thomas . . SE
10 David Dukes SE
12 Brad Lockndge SAF
13 Steve Harmon SAF
14 James Jackson OB
15 Mark Vincent CB
16 Jimbo Whitlock FLK
18 Wayne Johnson OB
20 Rusty Beasley CB
22 Carver Russaw CB
23 Greg Williams CB
24 Cassius Osborn FLK
25 David Hargett DB
26 Ben Smith CB
28 Aaron Chubb DE
29 Will Jones SLB
30 Blan Jordan CB
31 Donnie Collins ROV
32 Lars Tale TB
33 Alphonzo Ellis RB
35 Kevin Brown TB
36 Mark Fletcher SLB
37 Brian Cleveland RB
38 Chuck Goddard CB
39 Lowry Denty RB
41 Larry Ware RB
42 John Branlley LB
43 Hiawatha Berry FB
45 Kevin Jackson FB
46 Hosea McCrary . SE
47 Randy Jackson FB
48 Fred Cook ROV
49 Mike Brown ROV
50 Curt Mull OT
51 Jimps Cole D1
52 Vince Fernandez C
53 Demetrius Douglas LB
54 Vince Guthrie LB
55 John Abram C/OG
56 Mark Lewis SN
58 George Mrvos C
59 Norman Cowins . LB
60 Terrie Webster LB
61 Shelly Anderson OT
63 Todd Wheeler C/SN
64 Rob Wainwright OG
65 Craig Sanders OT
66 Eric Johnson OG
68 Kim Stephens OG
69 Mack Burroughs OG
70 Ronny Smith DG
72 Larry Brown DG
73 Nick Fotos OG
74 Rudolph Henderson OG
75 Scott Adams OT
76 Chris Warren OT
77 LeMonte Tellis DL
80 Mark McGinnis . ROV
80 Edward Tarlton SE
81 Pat Simmons . . TE
82 Mike Bowen LB
83 Kirk Warner TE
84 Mike Guthrie OE
85 Chris Broom TE
86 Bryant Gann SLB
87 Troy Sadowski TE
89 Will Colley DT
90 Jim Mickey DT
91 Andy Dolson DG
92 Richard Tardits DE
93 Brent Collins LB
94 WycliHe Lovelace DT
95 Bill Goldberg DG
96 Matt McCormick LB
97 Paul Giles OG
98 Virgil Coles OT
99 Tyrone McClendon OT
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WINNERS
Winners. Some people think of them as overnight sensations. Instant stars.
The truth is . . . the climb to the top usually is the result of years
of hard work. Dedication. A commitment to excellence.
Ricoh is celebrating its 25th Anniversary in America. During this quarter century,
we have dedicated our talents and resources to providing the highest quality
products for the office and home. Copiers . . . facsimile machines . . . printers . . .
and cameras. We stand by our commitment to excellence. Every step along the way.
Send for a "Winners" poster Include your name, address, and zip along with $250 tor postage and tiandling
Mail to Ricoti Corporation, Attention: Corporate Communications, at ttie address below.
Facsimile Cameras Printers 5 Dedrick Place, West Caldwell. NJ 07006. (201) 882-2000
Georgia [
NO NAME POS HGT WOT CL EXP
55 JOHN ABRAM
Lithonia, GA
C/OG 6-4 234 SR 1VL
75 SCOTT ADAMS
Lake City, FL
OT 6-6 260 JR 1VL
61 SHELLY ANDERSON
Madison, Wl
OT 6-2 265 SR TR
20 RUSTY BEASLEY
Lavonia, GA
CB 5-11 186 JR 2VL
43 HIAWATHA BERRY
Winder. GA
FB 6-2 254 SO 1VL
12 MIKE BOWEN
Dallas, TX
CB 5-9 167 SO TR
42 JOHN BRANTLEY
Wildwood. FL
LB 6-2 225 SR 3VL
85 CHRIS BROOM
Six Mile. SC
TE 6-5 221 •FR SO
72 LARRY BROWN
Decatur, GA
DG 6-3 259 SR 3VL
49 MIKE BROWN
Athens, GA
ROV 6-0 200 SR 3VL
35 KEVIN BROWN
Macon. GA
TB 5-8 167 SO 1VL
69 MACK BURROUGHS
Clayton, GA
OG 6-3 272 SR 3VL
28 AARON CHUBB
Rockman, GA
DE 6-4 228 JR 2VL
37 BRIAN CLEVELAND
Clairmont. TX
RB 5-10 195 FR HS
51 JIMPS COLE
Manchester. GA
DT 6-3 211 SO 1VL
98 VIRGIL COLES
Conyers. GA
DT 6-7 255 FR HS
89 WILL COLLEY
Abingdon, VA
DT 6-5 222 •FR SO
93 BRENT COLLINS
New Market, TN
LB 6-2 233 SO 1 VL
48 FRED COOK
Marietta, GA
ROV 6-2 190 SO SO
59 NORMAN COWINS
Douglasville, GA
LB 6-3 230 FR HS
5 STEVE CRUMLEY
Athens, GA
PK 6-3 164 JR 2VL
39 LOWRY DENTY
Jesup, GA
RB 6-0 205 FR HS
91 ANDY DOTSON
Springfield, GA
DG 6-3 260 SO 1VL
53 DEMETRIUS DOUGLAS
College Park. GA
LB 6-2 221 SO 1 VL
10 DAVID DUKES
Athens. GA
SE 5-11 186 SR 3VL
33 ALPHONSO ELLIS
Thomasville, GA
RB 5-9 205 FR HS
52 VINCE FERNANDEZ
Elberlon. GA
C 6-0 251 JR SO
31 TIM FIELDER
Broomfield, CO
SAF 6-2 185 FR HS
36 MARK FLETCHER
Kennesaw, GA
SLB 6-4 208 •FR SO
73 NICK FOTOS
Piedmont. SC








DG 6-3 289 JR 2VL
95 BILL GOLDBERG
Tulsa. OK
DG 6-3 266 SO 1 VL
38 CHUCK GODDARD
Calhoun, GA
CB 5-10 180 SR SO
84 MIKE GUTHRIE
Lilhonia, GA
DE 6-1 222 JR 1VL
54 VINCE GUTHRIE
Lithonia, GA
SLB 6-1 205 JR 2VL
7 RODNEY HAMPTON
Houston, TX
RB 6-0 195 FR HS
25 DAVID HARGETT
Valdosta, GA
DB 6-1 180 FR HS
13 STEVE HARMON
Stone Mountain, GA
SAF 6-1 187 SO 1VL
74 RUDOLPH HENDERSON
Camilla. GA
OG 6-2 240 JR SQ
1 JOEY HESTER
Cairo, GA
OB 6-0 189 SO 1VL
90 JIM HICKEY
Shalimar, FL
DT 6-6 230 SR 1VL
1








FB 5-10 JR 232 2VL
47 RANDY JACKSON
Rome, GA
FB 6-0 232 JR 1VL
66 ERIC JOHNSON
Tulsa, OK
OG 6-3 284 SO 1VL
18 WAYNE JOHNSON
Columbus, GA
OB 6-4 213 JR 2VL
29 WILL JONES
Atlanta, GA
SLB 6-3 199 JR 3VL
30 BLAN JORDAN
Marietta, GA
CB 5-8 179 SR SQ
3 JOHN KASAY
Athens, GA
PK 5-10 165 FR HS
8 NATHANIEL LEWIS
Moultrie, GA
FLK 5-11 197 JR 1VL
56 MARK LEWIS
Athens, GA
SN 6-0 200 SO SQ
12 BRAD LOCKRIDGE
Lilburn, GA
SAF 6-0 170 SO SQ
94 WYCLIFFE LOVELACE
Clewiston, FL
DT 6-3 240 SR 3VL
99 TYRONNE McCLENDON
Brunswick, GA
DT 6-4 261 SR 1VL
96 MATT Mccormick
Miami. FL
LB 6-0 209 SO SQ
46 HOSEA McCRARY
Metter, GA
SE 6-1 192 JR 2VL
80 MARK McGINNIS
Metairie, GA
ROV 5-11 189 SO TR
58 GEORGE MRVOS
Athens, GA
C 6-1 250 JR SQ
50 CURT MULL
Longwood, FL
OT 6-5 281 SO 1VL
24 CASSIUS OSBORN
Statesboro, GA
FLK 6-0 190 SR 3VL
22 CARVER RUSSAW
Los Angeles. CA
CB 5-9 175 JR SQ
87 TROY SADOWSKI
Chamblee, GA
TE 6-5 243 JR 2VL
65 CRAIG SANDERS
Spartanburg, SC
OT 6-5 254 •FR SQ
71 PAT SIMMONS
Thomson, GA
TE 6-4 253 SO 1VL
2b BEN SMITH
Warner Robins
CB 5-11 180 SO SQ
2 MILES SMITH
Roswell, GA
SAF 5-11 180 SR 2VL
70 RONNY SMITH
Forsyth. GA
DG 6-2 255 JR 2VL
68 KIM STEPHENS
Newnan, GA
OG 6-2 250 SR 3VL
92 RICHARD TARDITS
Biarritz, FR








TB 6-2 208 SR 3VL
77 LaMONTE TELLIS
Dunwoody. GA
DL 6-4 275 FR HS
9 JOHN THOMAS
Milledgeville. GA
SE 6-1 198 JR 1VL
15 MARK VINCENT
Fort Worth. TX
CB 5-11 176 SR TR
64 ROB WAINWRIGHT
Thomaslon. GA
OG 6-4 254 •FR SQ
41 LARRY WARE
Montgomery. AL
LB 5-9 175 FR HS
83 KIRK WARNER
Cochran. GA
TE 6-3 218 SO SQ
76 CHRIS WARREN
Dawson. GA
OT 6-6 271 SO 1VL
60 TERRIE WEBSTER
Haines City, FL
LB 6-1 221 JR 1VL
63 TODD WHEELER
Lindale. GA
C/SN 6-3 257 JR 2VL
16 JIMBO WHITLOCK
Roswoll, GA
FLK 5-11 165 JR SQ
23 GREG WILLIAMS
Metter. GA
CB 5-9 174 SR 3VL
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Dont let the office supply jungle
be your Temple or Doom.
Are your office supplies being raided? Do
you find yourself spending hours searching
for buried folders, legal pads or labels?
Perhaps it's time to discover Harper Brothers
"Office Systems Services."
OFFICE SYSTEMS
We deliver the supplies you need when
you need them. So you can run an efficient
office supply system, instead of having it
run you.
Anderson SC Charleston SC Greenville SC W Columbia SC Rock Hill SC Greenwood SC Charlotte NC
1001 N. Main St Sales Office tM S Main St 2500 Leaphart Rd. 312 S. Cherry Rd 615 S. Main St. 526 N College St,
226-7671 572-%00 242-3600 739-0316 324-5100 223-1361 (704)377-7050
Augusta GA
(404)722-6416
E 1 Rule Changes
In the 1950 Clemson-Wake Forest game the
Deacons scored on the last play of the contest
to bring the score to 13-12 in favor of the Tigers.
On the ensuing extra point, Bob Patton block-
ed the kick and the Tigers won the game.
An examination of the stories on that game
gives no discussion as to why the Wake Foryst
coaching staff did not go for two points and try
to win the game. The reason: it was not in the
rule books. There was no decision to be made
by the Deacon coaches because the two-point
conversion rule was not put on the books until
1958.
The following is a list of significant rule
changes in various areas of the game that will
show you how far the college game has come
in the last 110 years. Just imagine a game with
25 players on each team
.
playing on a 1 20 yard
field, or allowing a player to conceal the ball
under his jersey. Those were the rules in the ear-
ly years of college football. Here are some in-
teresting rule changes in a chronological listing.
The Field
1876 110 yards by 53 yards. Uprights
I8V2 feet apart; crossbar 10 feet high.
1912 Field 120 yards by 53V3 yards in-
cluding two 10-yard end zones.
1927 Goal posts moved back 10 yards, to
end line.
1959 Uprights widened to 23 feet 4 inches
from I8V2 feet.
Points
1869 All goals count 1 each.
1884 Safety 2, touchdown 4, goal from field
5.
1898 Touchdown 5, goal after TD 1.
1912 Touchdown 6.
1958 1 point & 2-point conversion (from
3-yard line).
1984 Extra point may be eliminated at end
of game if both captains agree.
Players
1869 Each team consisted of 25 players.
1873 Each team consisted of 20 players.
1876 Each team consisted of 15 players.
1880 Each team consisted of 11 players.
1894 Number of players permitted behind
the neutral zone and m motion at the
snap changed from 10 to 3.
1910 Seven players required on the line.
1911 Illegal to conceal ball beneath a
player's clothing.
1939 All players must wear head protectors
1951 Face masks made legal.
1982 Tearaway jerseys eliminated.
1983 Mandatory white jerseys for visiting
team.
Substitutions
1890 Injured and disqualified players may
not return.
1905 Any player removed from the game
may not return to the game.
1910 A player removed may return at the
beginning of a period.
1913 A player removed may return any time
in the 4th period.
1922 Players withdrawn during the first half
may be returned during the second
half. A player withdrawn in the second
half may not return.
1947 One substitute could enter when the
clock was running and substitutions
were unlimited when the clock was
stopped.
1953 Two-platoon abolished and players
allowed to enter the game only once
in each quarter.
1964 Unlimited substitutions with the clock
stopped and two substitutions with the
clock running.
1965 Platoon football returns. Unlimited
substitutions between periods, after a
score or try, when Team B is awarded
a first down, or when after a kick.
Team A is awarded a first down.
1974 Substitutes must be in for one play
and replaced players out for one play.
Officials
1869 No officials ... captains controlled the
game.
1883 Each judge an alumnus of the par-
ticipating teams and the referee an
alumnus in championship games.
1983 Seventh official added with back judge
and field judge optional.
Passing Game
1906 One forward pass legalized behind the
line if made 5 yards right or left of
center. Ball went to opponents if it fail-
ed to touch a player of either side
before touching the ground.
1907 Forward pass out of bounds belongs
to opponents where ball went out of
bounds.
1910 Pass interference doesn't apply 20
yards beyond the line of scrimmage.
Face masks were illegal until 1951.
Passer must be 5 yards behind the
line of scrimmage.
1916 Guards and tackles required to be 5
yards in backfield to be eligible
receivers.
1941 Fourth-down forward pass incomplete
in end zone no longer a touchback.
Ball goes to opponent at spot where
put in play.
1945 Forward pass may be thrown from
anywhere behind the line, encouraging
use of modern T formation
1958 Ineligible receivers may advance
beyond the neutral zone after a pass
IS thrown,
1963 T-quarterback an eligible receiver.
1987 15-yard penalty added to the end of
the run of a completed forward pass
on a roughing-the-passer foul.
General Changes
1888 Tackling below the waist but not below
the knees permitted.
1906 10 yards for a first down.
1912 Fourth down added. Kick off from
40-yard line.
1924 Kickoff spot moved from 40-yard line
to 50. Kicking trees abolished. Try-for-
point made from 3-yard line.
1927 Thirty seconds allowed for putting ball
in play after it's ready. Huddle limited
to 15 seconds. Fumbled punt
recovered by kicking team no longer
can be advanced.
1936 Scrimmage kick that fails to cross line
of scrimmage may be recovered and
advanced by any player of either side,
1948 Use of tees for all place kicks
legalized.
1950 Fair catch abolished. Free timeouts for
each team increased from four to five
each half.
1951 Fair catch restored.
1955 Player holding for place kick may
arise and run or pass,
1965 Two inch kicking tee legal.
1966 Players prohibited from wearing com-
munications devices. Player on team-
mate's shoulders to block kicks
penalized,
1968 Time out when Team A makes a first
down and timeouts reduced to IV2
minutes.
1969 Penalty for spiking ball in celebration
after score.
1983 Substitutes celebrating at any time a
15 yard penalty.
1984 30-yard line touchback for free kicks
that cross the goal line and first touch
the ground of the end zone.
1985 No professional logos permitted on the
ball
1986 Kickoff from the 35-yard line.
1987 30-foot goal post uprights mandatory.
1987 Pushing an opponent in the back to
recover a kick permitted under an ex-
ception to the clipping rule.
Architects, designers, engineers and planners
have a tough job — finding the perfect balance of
beauty and function, security and low maintenance,
energy efficiency and ease of operation — all
at a reasonable cost and, often, on an
unreasonable schedule.
Since 1921, Overhead Door has been helping
the experts find that perfect balance. Overhead
Door has a complete line of sectional and rolling
doors for residential, com'mercial and industrial
applications. And an experienced team of
representatives to help find innovative solutions
for special applications that require custom-
designed units.
Every Overhead Door product is designed,
engineered and manufactured with strict quality
control and backed by over 60 years ofunexcelled
experience and sen/ice.
Specify Overhead Door products — the
expert's choice.
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For Clemson linebacker Jeff Davis, this
day in 1981 was two hours and thirty-five
minutes of ecstasy. Davis: 223 lbs. of nnus-
cle, owner of a 485 lb. bench press and a
palate for opposinng running backs. Jeff
Bryant, Dan Benish, Terry Kinard, Tim
Childers, et al — Davis' men were daring
the defending national champion Georgia
Bulldogs to try to move the ball on the
ground or the air. But Herschel Walker and
Buck Belue met the Tigers from close
range all day.
At 3:40 that day, the near hoarse fans at
Death Valley were still cheering, several
minutes after the 13-3 Clemson triumph
was complete and Georgia's 1 5-game win-
ning streak was broken. Maybe they ap-
preciated the great effort that had gone into
the victory; maybe they had some idea this
might just be the Tigers' year.
This contest had an enormous pregame
build-up. On the day of the game in the
Atlanta Journal-Constitution, featured
along with two stories about the game, was
a full-color picture of a Clemson student
with an orange shirt and 15 orange paws
painted on her face. The coed was Jane
Robelot, now the co-anchor on WSPA's
Eyewitness News.
"We beat the defending national cham-
pions; shut them down, I mean," Davis
said. The Tigers recovered four fumbles
and intercepted Bulldog quarterback Buck
Belue five times. Walker was held below
four yards per carry, and he fumbled three
times, losing two. He had fumbled only
once the entire previous season.
"The Clemson defense was aggressive,
harassed us, and intimidated us," Georgia
Coach Vince Dooley said. "They deserv-
ed to win the football game. I thought we
came in here ready to play and intense, but
at times we were simply intimidated by their
defense."
Leading the intimidating were Davis, of
course, who now plays for the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, and his sidekick Danny
Triplett. Each had 1 1 tackles. However, the
Clemson honor roll was long that day. In
addition to the turnovers, the defense sack-
ed Belue six times and twice stopped
Walker on important third-down-and-two at-
tempts in the second half. Even miniature
defensive back Hollis Hall (158 lbs.) had 10
tackles.
The trampling Tiger defense was not the
only factor affecting the Bulldogs, accor-
ding to Walker. Chalk up another one for
Death Valley. "I came in here knowing it
would be loud and that Clemson would hit
me hard, but to me the noise was the big-
gest factor," Walker said. "I know I didn't
concentrate as well because of it."
Clemson's Homer Jordan, an Athens
native, threw an eight-yard touchdown pass
to a diving Perry Tuttle in the second
quarter for the Tigers' first score. Donald
Igwebuike kicked a 39-yard field goal in the
second quarter and a 29-yarder in the
fourth quarter to wrap up the Tigers'
scoring.
CLEMSON ON SEPTEMBER 19
Year Opponent Site CU-Opp
1936 Presbyterian H 19-0
1942 Presbyterian H 32-13
1953 Presbyterian H 33-7
1959 North Carolina A 20-18
1964 Furman H 28-0
1970 Virginia H 27-17
1981 Georgia H 13-3
September 19 has been a great day for
Clemson. The Tigers are undefeated on
this day, compiling seven victories, in-
cluding the first game in Memorial Stadium,
which was on this day in 1942.
1936 — The Tigers cruised by
Presbyterian 19-0 at Riggs Field in Clem-
son's first game of the season.
1942 — Clemson crushed Presbyterian
32-13 as 5,500 tried out the new Clemson
stadium. Attendance was low partly
because gasoline war rations limited travel-
ing. Butch Butler starred for Clemson, scor-
ing three touchdowns.
1953 — As rainfalls go, the one on this
night had to be nationally ranked. Rain fell
hard throughout Clemson's 33-7 victory
over Presbyterian, and the effects were
dramatically felt on the field. Clemson
fumbled 14 times, which still stands as a
record. Coach Frank Howard said, "If we
have another rain like that. I might call on
the varsity swimming team."
1959 — Ironically, the game this day bet-
ween Clemson and North Carolina was bill-
ed as the showdown for the ACC cham-
pionship, but it was the first game of the
season for either team. The 12th-ranked
Tar Heels were under new coach Jim
Hickey, who was appointed when legen-
dary head coach Jim Tatum had died sud-
denly in July. The 18th-ranked Tigers
jumped out to a 14-0 lead and then held
off a late Tar Heel rally for a 20-18 victory.
Clemson's first ever victory at Chapel Hill
and the 100th of Frank Howard's career.
1964 — Clemson crushed Furman 28-0
at Death Valley, scoring on the first and last
plays of the game. Sam Wyche, now head
coach for the Cincinnati Bengals, was the
quarterback for Furman.
1970 — Tommy Kendrick completed 15
passes on 21 attempts to lead the Tigers
to a come-from-behind 27-17 victory over
Virginia at Death Valley. John McMakin
and Pete Galuska caught touchdown




^^Fve worked every day lean remember
Any day I didn't work, I don't remember it
And the way I see itj'll be working another 20,
25years. When I
finally get to retire,
know what I'm
gonna do?. . . Nothing.






No matter how much or how Httle you want to do when you retire, give Jefferson-Pilot a call. For over
80 years, JP has offered financial and insurance services that can help you not only plan for future
expenses but everyday needs as well. Call a JP agent soon. And find out how we can help you enjoy
all your life to the fullest.
Jefferson-Pilot Life Insurance Company, Greensboro, NC 27420.
.leffRPSon
Pilot
INSURANCE / FINANCIAL SERVICES
GROWING JOBS FOR
RURALAMERICA
Growing jobs in South Caro-
lina is like growing
ivnything else.
It takes a lot ol work,
preparing, nurturing, har-
vesting your resources with
skill and commitment.
That's what The KJectric
Co-ops of South Carolina have
clone for the past 50 years. Hy
delivering affordable, depend-
able power to rural areas. the\' made
possible the industrialization of more
than half of our state.
Since then, they've been
workiuf) with local govern-
ments for economic
growth, actively recruiting
business and industrx*. and
heli)ing provide the exper-
tise to keep South Carolina
competitive and growing.
All to make rural South
(Carolina, and all of South
(Carolina, the creivm
of the crop.
THE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES OF SOUTH CAROLINA
P.O. Box 2145 • Cayce-West Columbia. S.C. 29171 • (805) 796-6060
LET US TACKLE






Call us concerning our Land & Home Packages









• Plotter Points, Pens
and Adaptors
• Disposable Plotter Pens™
• Plotting Paper and Film
• Plotting Inks for Paper
and Film
• Point Cleaning Materials
• Point Inspection Glass
Available from these fine stores:
PIEDMONT PRINTMAKERS SPARTAN BLUEPRINTERS
1815 Gervais St. Columbia, S C 29202 657 N. Church St. Spartanburg, S C 29303
803-254-6295/ 1 -800-922-5522 SC 803-585-8388
PIEDMONT PRINTMAKERS ARCO BLUEPRINTERS
353 W. McBee Ave. Greenville, 8 C 29602 524 McDowell St. Asheville, N C 28802
803-233-5371/1-800-922-8468 S C 704-254-9536/1-800-452-2856 N C
Other 1-800-845-1550












The world's best barbeque is now available in Clemson. Just take your
barbeque craving out on Tiger Boulevard and look for the "PIT-STOP"
sign. The food is pit roasted over real hickory coals for as long as 24
hours and delivered to you in about 2 minutes. And they have all the
"fixens," from slaw and barbeque beans to hash and country cuts of
delicious potatoes.
TAILGAXING PACKAGE AVAILABLE! By popular demand
...designed for five or more hungry tiger fans. Everything you
need to add even more flavor to a Clemson hom.e game. Call




Tiger Boulevard at Keowee Trail
U^AQ
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"We are proud to wear grange!"
P.O. Box 18268
Asheville, NC 28814
Call Toll Free in SC & GA
800-528-9007
(704) 258-0084
Cliff Ellis' Tiger Basketball Camp
at Clemson University
Individual camp for boys and girls
Program Includes:
Outstanding camp staff featuring high school and college coaches plus college and professional players.
Full court league games - one played twice daily with each camper guaranteed ample playing time.
Daily Free Throw and Hot Shot competition
ACC highlight film each day
Daily three-on-three games
Everyone receives a camp T-shirt and participation award.
...just three of the professional players who have lectured at cannp.
For a detailed brochure please fill out the following and mail to:
Cliff Ellis Name_
Tiger Basketball Camp




The M. E. Harrison Company
First in electrical, construction and maintenance related activities.
THEM.E. rjARRISON
COMPANY
First in Electrical Construction and Maintenance
A Division of Gore & Hardy Inc.
P. O. Box 5599
The Koger Center
100 Executive Center Drive. Suite 209
Greenville. South Carolina 29606
1987 Fall Home Sports Schedulel
Sept. 1 Soccer vs UNC-Asheville, 7:00 PM
Sept. 5 Volleyball vs Western Carolina, 10:00 AM
Football vs Western Carolina, 1:00 PM
Women's Cross Country in Clemson Time Trial
Sept. 6 Soccer vs UNC-Greensboro, 2:00 PM
Sept. 9 Soccer vs College of Charleston, 7:00 PM
Sept. 16 Soccer vs Georgia State, 7:00 PM
Sept. 19 Football vs Georgia, 2:40 PM, CBS TV (National)
Sept. 20 Soccer vs Wake Forest, 2:00 PM
Sept. 23 Volleyball vs South Carolina, 7:00 PM
Soccer vs Furman, 7:00 PM
Sept. 26 Football vs Georgia Tech (Parent's Day), 12:05 PM
Sept. 27 Soccer vs Duke, 2:00 PM
Oct. 2 Soccer in Umbro Inv. Trn.: Penn St. vs St. Louis,
6:00; Clemson vs George Mason, 8:00 PM
Oct. 3 Men's Cross Country in Clemson Inv., Clemson, SC
Oct. 4 Soccer in Umbro Inv. Trn.: George Mason vs Penn
State, 1:00 PM; Clemson vs St. Louis, 3:00 PM
Oct. 7 Soccer vs Berry College, 7:00 PM
Oct. 8 Volleyball vs College of Charleston, 7:00 PM
Oct. 10 Football vs Virginia (Homecoming), 12:05 PM
Oct. 11 Volleyball vs Virginia, 2:00 PM
Soccer vs South Carolina, 2:00 PM
Oct. 14 Volleyball vs Baptist College, 7:00 PM
Soccer vs Coastal Carolina, 7:00 PM
Oct. 17 Football vs Duke (Hall of Fame Day), 1:00 PM
Volleyball vs Pennsylvania, 7:00 PM
Men's & Women's Swimming in Orange and White
Oct. 21 Soccer vs Erskine, 7:00 PM
Oct. 24 Football vs N.C. State (Textile Bowl), 1:00 PM
Oct. 28 Soccer vs Presbyterian, 7:00 PM
Oct. 31 Football vs Wake Forest (Band Day), 1:00 PM
Nov. 4 Volleyball vs Winthrop, 7:00 PM
Nov. 6 Volleyball vs East Carolina, 5:00 PM
Volleyball vs Auburn, 9:00 PM
Nov. 7 Volleyball vs N.C. State, 1:30 PM
Volleyball vs Alabama-Birmingham, 4:00 PM
Nov. 9 Volleyball vs Furman, 7:00 PM
Nov. 10 Volleyball vs Georgia, 7:00 PM
Nov. 12 Volleyball vs UNC-Charlotte, 7:00 PM
Nov. 14 Football vs Maryland (Spirit Blitz), 12:05 PM
Nov. 20 Volleyball in ACC Tournament
Nov. 21 Volleyball in ACC Tournament
Men's & Women's Swimming vs Georgia Tech
Nov. 22 Volleyball in ACC Trn., Clemson, TBA
Nov. 28 Men's & Women's Swimming in Tiger Inv.
Nov. 29 Men's & Women's Swimming in Tiger Inv.
Nov. 30 Men's Basketball vs Baptist College, 7:30
Wrestling vs Oregon State, 7:00 PM
Dec. 2 Women's Basketball vs S.C. State, TBA
Men's Basketball vs Towson State, 7:30
Dec. 3 Men's & Women's Swimming in Clemson Inter-
collegiate Inv.
Dec. 4 Men's & Women's Swimming in Clemson Inter-
collegiate Inv.
Dec. 5 Men's Basketball vs Mercer College, 5:00
Wrestling vs Minnesota, 7:30 PM
Men's Indoor Track, Clemson All-Comers (Inv.),
Clemson, TBA
Women's Basketball vs N.C. State, TBA
Women's Indoor Track in Clemson Inv., TBA
Men's & Women's Swimming in Clemson Inter-
collegiate Inv., TBA
Dec. 12 Women's Basketball vs UNC-Charlotte, TBA
Men's Basketball vs Coastal Carolina, 7:30
Dec. 15 Men's Basketball vs Southern Mississippi, 7:30
Dec. 16 Men's Basketball vs Augusta, 7:30
SUPPORT YOUR TIGERS with Clemson Brass
ALL ITEMS ARE SOLID POLISHED BRASS
Solid Brass Tiger, authentic replica, excellent detail
over 2 lbs., 4" high, 9" long $14.95 UPS Prepaid
SMALLER TIGER, IVa" high, 5Va" long $8.95 UPS Prepaid
SPECIAL: Buy any 2 Tigers ... Get one Tiger Paw Medallion FREE *
Brass Tiger Paw Medallions, raised pads, both sides
Medallion with key ring $3.95 ea. or 3/$10.75 UPS Prepaid
* Medallion with hole for ornament $3.75 ea. or 3/$10.00 UPS Prepaid
Ideal for Christmas Tree Ornament
Brass Tiger Paw Paper Weight
raised pads, over 7 oz., IVa" diameter $7.95 UPS Prepaid
officially licensed
by Clemson University
AVAILABLE FROM THESE DEALERS
Dillards Sporting Goods • Mr. Knickerbocker
Jewelry Warehouse • Tiger Sports Shop • Orange Aids
CLEMSON MASCOTS, P.O. Box Zll, Dept. FP, Anderson, SC 29622
— DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME —
SC RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX — IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT FROM STOCK





That's what we make at Phillips Fibers. Fibers for
carpets. Fibers for upholstery. Fibers for industry.
Phillips Fibers makes nonwoven fabrics too. Fabrics
for furniture and mattress construction. Geotextile
fabrics for paving repair, for reinforcing soil and for
drainage. Fabrics for roofing.
Fibers and fabrics for a hundred different uses. But
most of all, fibers and fabrics of superior quality









A SUBSIDIARY OF PHILLIPS 56 COMPANY
ENGINEERED PRODUCTS MARKETING.
PO BOX 66, GREENVILLE SC 29602
(803) 242-6600
An Equal Opportunity Employer
•Trademark PtiilliDS Pel'oleum Company
SORRY! NO ORANGE!
In our quest to offer you our finest cars and trucks, we forgot to
paint them all Orange. Dismissing that major mistake, the Carolina
^
Dodge Boys have just the car or truck you're looking for.
Clemson away football games will seem a lot closer
when your crew takes to the road in a Dodge Caravan.
You get available V-6 power with ample room and a
car-like ride. To give you more versatility, the new
long-wheelbase Grand Caravan offers you the choice
of room for seven people, or 150 cubic feet of cargo
space, with rear seats removed. All this and the 7/70
Protection Plan* to protect you long after this season
is over
Clemson doesn't play everyday, so between games
you have to work, and when you work, you need a
truck that is Ram Tough. Dodge has a full line of
trucks to handle the job, featuring the first true mid-
sized pickups ever made. Dodge Dakota. Dakota has
an available 6-cylinder engine, plenty of room and
comfort for three inside, an available eight foot bed
and the 7/70 Protection Plan.* Remember, America's
best backed trucks are Ram Tough.
This has been the freshman year for the Dodge
Shadow, a whole new breed of compact car. This
newcomer comes superbly equipped with 45 standard
features, including sure-footed front-wheel drive,
sticky steel belted radial tires, responsive power
steering and brakes, a handy liftback, and seats that
fold down for extra cargo. All this, plus our proven
2.2 liter engine and Dodge's renowned 7/70 Protec-
tion Plan.*
Just like many football teams. Dodge has an import,
except it's not a place kicker Dodge offers you the
Dodge Colt, Colt Premier, Vista, Raider and Ram 50
Pickup. Looking for economy? Then Dodge Colt is the
one for you. Luxury? Colt Premier takes you there in
style. For family-size room, look to our nifty Dodge
Vista. And for performance and versatility, check out
the Dodge Raider utility vehicle and the Ram 50
Pickup. Dodge is all the Japanese you need to know.
After the game, be sure to visit your hometown Carolina
Dodge Boy Dealer to find the car or truck just right for
you. Maybe you can arrange for him to paint it Orange!
OodgE TTO
DIVISION OF CHRYSLER MOTORS
*See 7/70 limited warranty on powertrain and outer body rust- through at dealer. Restrictions apply. 7/70
Protection Plan excludes imports.
Death Valley Anniversary
By Foster Senn
The first game at Clemson Memorial
Stadium was played 45 years ago today,
inaugurating one of the finest stadiums in
the country, and establishing a now
celebrated tradition with a seemingly in-
significant run down a hill.
The 40 Clemson players on the 1942
sophomore-dominated team broke in the
new stadium with a 32-13 victory over
Presbyterian that Sept. 19 afternoon at
1:55 P.M..
The debut of the stadium came after a
year of work by many people, including
Howard and his players. "I remember
Coach Howard saying, 'Some day you'll be
glad you worked on the stadium,'" recall-
ed Bill Hunter, a member of the 1942 team
and a practicing physician in Clemson the
last 34 years. "We didn't think about it
then, but now I always hear the old players
talk about working on the stadium. They're
proud of it."
On game day, work on the stadium was
still going on. "The thing I remember
most," said Clemson Coach Frank
Howard, "was that we hung the gates at
1 :00 p.m. and played at 2:00 p.m. We bare-
ly finished the stadium in time to have the
game."
Howard gave his team an inspiring mis-
sion in his pregame talk, according to
Hunter. "Coach Howard said, 'Boys, this
is the first game in the new stadium. Clem-
son will be playing on this field for many
years to come. I want us to form a reputa-
tion that nobody wants to play at Clemson.
I want to win all of them on this field.'"
The extremely enthused Tiger squad,
then using some geometry, unknowingly
began what is now the most celebrated en-
trance in sport: running down the hill. "We
got dressed and came out of Fike Field
House," Hunter said. "The closest way to
the stadium was the hill so we came down
the street and ran down the bank the
closest way — not down the middle like
they do now, but the closest way, which
was from Fike diagonally towards our
sidelines.
"The first time it was exciting to have
those Clemson people there. That student
body stood up and hollered. That made you
feel good.
"It was no different than it is now for the
football team. It will always be a great feel-
ing to run down the hill."
The determined Tigers had an easy time
winning. Butch Butler gained 192 yards for
the Tigers to lead the cause. He scored the
first points ever at Memorial Stadium,
bolting 75 yards in the first quarter for a
touchdown.
The Tigers were proud after that game,
according to Hunter. "We were mighty glad
about winning that first game," he said.
"We talked about that tradition Coach
Howard had discussed. Charles Wright
and Hawk Craig, who were the captains,
spoke about that winning home tradition."
Only 5,500 people attended that first
The 1942 team ran down the hill In a different location for a functional reason on this date
45 years ago.
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Bill Hunter was a starting guard for the Death
Valley opener.
game at the stadium, because of the war-
time gas rationing.
After that season, all of that 1942 team
went into World War II. Two members of
the team, wingback Harry Franklin and end
John Dixon, were killed during the war.
Many players distinguished themselves in
the military such as Chip Clark, who flew
bombers over Germany, and Hunter, who
was a torpedo pilot off aircraft carriers, a
fighter pilot, and a member of the famed
Black Sheep Squadron for part of the war.
Many of the players are now prominent in
business and industry. One player, George
Karamblas, earned a Ph.D. from M.l.T.
Just as Clemson has a home game to-
day on Death Valley's 45th birthday,
ironically, Clemson will also have a home
game for the golden anniversary of the first
game at Death Valley. On Sept. 19, 1992,
Clemson will play Virginia Tech at
Memorial Stadium, the stadium's 50th bir-
thday. It will certainly be a special and pro-
ud day for all Clemson people, but
especially for the members of the first team
to play in the stadium.
"On the 25th anniversary of that game
I invited all of them to come up here to my
house, " Hunter said. "Most of them came,
and we talked well into the night.
"They are well aware they were first to
play on the field. When you are the first to
do something and it comes out to be a
great tradition, that makes you feel proud.














































What keeps Madden glad in South Carolina?
$2900Double occupancy.
Any Fri., Sat., or Sun. night.
"Hey, win on weekends
these Ramadas in South
Carolina. At a price
[ike this, who
can't afford to be
a good sport?
Take your No. 1





















1-26 & US 378
West Columbia, SC 29169
(803) 796-2700
Ramada Inn














5429 N. Ocean Blvd.
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(803) 497-0044
Ramada Inn
1-77 & US 21 North
Rock Hill, SC 29730
(803) 329-1122
Ramada Inn












A WORLDWIDE CHAIN OF INNS, HOTELS AND RENAISSANCE HOTELS





They say it's the knees;
always the knees.
In the old days, an athlete
undergoing knee surgery
often was lost for an entire
season. Today, arthroscopic surgery can
have him or her back within a matter of
weeks.
But someday, an athlete may be able to
return even sooner, thanks to new ad-
vances not in medicine, but in electrical
and computer technology — the kind of
technology being developed at Clemson.
Computerized mechanical braces, or ex-
oskeletons, may be used to help athletes
and others regain movement lost to injury
or illness.
While technology that advanced has yet
to be developed, an award-winning Clem-
son researcher has taken the firs' giant
step: developing the country's first two-
legged walking robot.
Presidential Young Investigator Yuan
Zheng, associate professor of electrical
and computer engineering, has developed
a three-foot-tall pair of mechanical legs
which have taken some of the first artificial
steps around.
Zheng says "CURBi," short for Clemson
University Robot Biped, is "the first biped
that I am aware of in this country to walk
on its own. Although many theoretical ar-
ticles on the subject have been published,
Clemson is the first to build a practical,
working model."
The technology being developed by
Zheng may prove to be the forerunner of
great technological strides that could carry
over into other areas, such as medicine
and the nuclear industry.
Bipedal robots like CURBi could lead to
the developing of walking devices to
replace wheelchairs and crutches, allow-
ing the physically impaired easier access
to stairs and uneven outdoor terrain. These
same systems could provide mechanized
braces to restore movement in paralyzed
arms and legs and perhaps spearhead the








those found in high-
risk areas of nu-
clear power plants.
"Since many




robots would have difficulty climbing lad-
ders or moving around in small, confined
or narrow areas with floors that aren't
level," he says. "But biped robots could
work in these areas and would prove
especially beneficial under such condi-
tions."
"Clemson has long been a national
leader in coordinated robot arm research,"
says A. Wayne Bennett, head of Clemson's
electrical and computer engineering
department, "and Yuan Zheng's
breakthrough in bipedal robotics certainly
are an exciting development."
Zheng's research in coordinated biped
robotics earned him the state's only
Presidential Young Investigator Award for
1987, making him Clemson's third award
winner in the National Science Foundation
program's four-year history.
And to help him continue his research,
the Savannah River Laboratory has provid-
ed Zheng with grants of more than $88,000
in hopes that CURBi's further development
will prove especially useful to the nuclear
industry.
Zheng says the next step is getting CUR-
Bi to climb stairs, and the scientist hopes
to have perfected that by as early as next
summer.
CURBi's relatively small steps now could
ultimately prove giant leaps for all mankind.
Yuan Zheng adjusts CURBi's legs.
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Dr. Stuart Clarkson Dr. Byron Harder
Fred Hoover
Assistant Athletic Director


















If there is any doubt that records are
made to be broken, Clemson's Kevin
Johnson, a rising junior on the Clemson
golf team, is rapidly putting that doubt to
rest. After only two seasons, Johnson, who
hails from Pembroke, Massachusetts, is et-
ching his name in the Clemson record
books not only for individual tournament
and single season performances, but,
amazingly, for career marks as well.
After choosing Clemson over traditional
national golf powers Ohio State and Wake
Forest, Johnson entered Clemson as a
freshman in August, 1985, with his guns
blazing. He capped a successful slate of
summer competition that year by qualify-
ing for the U.S. Amateur Championship
and making it to the final 1 6 of that tourna-
ment, this country's premier amateur
championship and one of golf's original
grand slam events. As a result of the year's
successes, Johnson became the first
player in the history of the Massachusetts
Golf Association to win its Player-of-the-
Year and Junior Player-of-the-Year awards
in the same year.
When the spring golf season began at
Clemson in January of 1986, Johnson
stormed into it with an effort that would turn
into the best freshman campaign in Clem-
son history (73.74).
In the summer of 1986, Johnson con-
Johnson was an All-American as a
sophomore.
tinued improving as he gained experience
in several national amateur events. The
highlight of his summer tour occurred when
he became the first amateur ever to win the
Massachusetts Open Championship.
When the season got underway for the
spring of 1987, it was clear that Johnson
would continue his record-setting pace. He
had won the South Carolina Intercollegiate
in the fall with a four-under-par 212 total
and was primed to help the team climb
back to the top of the conference and into
the nation's top 10.
Through the first four tournaments,
Johnson played as well as, and probably
better than, any other player in the nation.
He strung together four straight top-four
finishes and played all 1 rounds of the four
tournaments at par or better, totaling 24
under par and averaging an incredible
69.6.
Although Johnson's pace slackened a bit
through the second half of the season, he
helped the Tigers to the ACC title, Clem-
son's second ever, and a sixth consecutive
birth in the NCAA Championship at the
Ohio State University Scarlet Course in
Columbus, Ohio. There, the Tigers finish-
ed 1 1th, and Johnson scored a four-round
total of three-over-par 291 , good for a ninth-
place finish, the highest ever by a Clem-
son golfer in NCAA play.
When the smoke cleared, Johnson had
become the second Clemson sophomore
ever to make first-team AII-ACC and the
first to earn All-America laurels, garnering
a third-team spot. Also, he was chosen as
one of six collegiate golfers to compete in
the annual NCAA-Japan Golf Competition,
to be held October 27-29, 1987, in Japan.
During the season, he set Clemson
single season records with a 71.88 scor-
ing average and six rounds in the 60's. In
addition, his 72.85 career average ranks
number one in Clemson history, and his
next round in the 60's will be his 1 1th, ty-
ing him with Dillard Pruitt for the career
record.
Looking strictly at Johnson's collegiate
record, Clemson Athletic Director Bobby
Robinson, a member of the NCAA Golf
Committee, says Johnson is "probably the
best player we've ever had at Clemson.
Looking at him compared to the nation's
other good college players, he's definitely
one of the top 10 returning players in the
country. He should be a first-team All-
American this year, and he will definitely
be the number-one rated player in the
South region."
Clemson Golf Coach Larry Penley
echoes Robinson's evaluation of Johnson
on a national scale, saying, "He had as
good a summer (in 1987) as any college
player m the country. He sets high goals
for himself and for the team, and that's why
he is so good. He's also very team-
oriented, which is another reason that he
plays so well."
The summer has brought even more
honors Johnson's way, highlighted on a trip
to Cincinnati for the U.S. Public Links
Championship. He survived 36 holes of
medal play qualifying and five match-play
contests before destroying his final match
opponent by a 10 and 9 margin, the second
largest margin of victory in Publinx history.
Reflecting on his first national champion-
ship, Kevin calls the feeling "unbeliev-
able," but he is quick to point out that his
goal is to win more, saying, "That's what
all the work is for."
Two weeks after his Publinx conquest,
Johnson went to Benton Harbor, Michigan,
for the Western Amateur, one of a handful
of amateur events that rank just below the
U.S. Amateur in prestige. At the Western,
which amounts to two tournaments in one,
Johnson shot a four-round total of one-
under par 283 in the medal play segment
of the tournament to qualify for the "Sweet
16," the match play portion.
His summer schedule concluded with
the Cardinal Amateur in Greensboro, NC,
in mid-August and the U.S. Amateur in
Jupiter Hills, FL, at the beginning of
September.
His confidence for this year is well-
founded, as the Tigers return the top six
players from the second most successful
team in Clemson history. Kevin says, "We
all had a good experience last year at Ohio
State. Even though we didn't play very well,
we still finished 11th. Everyone will have
another year of experience, so we should
have a good shot at winning it all this year."
Kevin Johnson can say that with the
quiet conviction bred from determination,
hard work, and confidence in himself and
his teammates. With as much talent as the
Clemson golf team has, no Clemson player
should have to carry the team on his
shoulders But having an ambitious record-
setting performer like Kevin Johnson will
be an invaluable aid in the Tigers' drive to
the top of the collegiate golf world.
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Trainers ittL 3
First Row: Jim Blanton, Andy Barl<er, Philip Jhant, Chris Seay, Charlie Smith, Tommy Monohan, Jim Hill. Second Row: Jody
Bradham, Brad Bailey, Scott Davis, Mike Wasik, Brian Sanders, Ronnie Green, Brad Bowie, Kenny Kinsey.
M '^^^MT I Managers
Row; Bryan Bigham, Todd Sanders, Todd Ballew, Lane Price, Mark Speir, Jim Lilly.
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Senter Vitale Associates Presents
Carl W. Regutti's
*'SupremeConfidence"
Cast in Fine Pewter
Carl W. Regutti. master wildlife sculptor, has
captured the regal dignity of the majestic Asian
Tiger in this piece entitled "Supreme
Confidence". Cast in fine pewter by Lance
Corporation, America's premier pewter foundry,
this 8" museum quality artpiece uniquely
reflects the personality of the Tiger at rest.
Senter Vitale Fine Art now mafees this piece
available to the public for just $95.00. This is an
exceptional value for a work of art by one of
America's true sculpting masters. Mr. Regutti's
works grace some of the most prestigious
private collections in America and his most
recent masterpiece, the ARISTIDES monument,
now stands permanently in the paddock of
Churchill Downs.
In addition to the pewter edition, a signed and
numbered limited edition of 500 of this same
work in bronze is available for $350.00.
To reserve either piece, return the completed






I would like to reserve; pevx^ter
.
$95.00 bronze @ $350.00
Mail completed form and check or money order to:





Mrs Katherine I Hampton
Columbia SC
In Memory of Jack R Miller
By Philip & Celeste Prince
Pawleys Island SC















Dick Dyer & Associates
Columbia SC








Peeler Jersey Farms Inc
Gaffney SC













Life Members and Honorary Members
Mark Slade Avent
Bennettsville SC
Mr & Mrs Ray O'Brian Carter
Chapin SC
Mrs Ralph E Cooper
Columbia SC
Mr & Mrs David Craig
Blackville SC




Dr B R Ewing
Anderson SC
Bill Folk Jr Memorial
Richardson TX






Francois David Gray Memorial
Lexington SC
Mrs C Grey Gunter #1
Greenville SC
Mrs C Grey Gunter #2
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs Joe F Hayes
Greenville SC






Mr & Mrs W A Lawton
Estill SC














Mr & Mrs Julian H Price
Florence SC
Mrs Lena A Sloan
Clemson SC
Mrs Davis O Smith
Columbia SC
Mr & Mrs John R Smith
Anderson SC




Mr & Mrs Eugene P Willimon
Clemson SC
Mr & Mrs Charles R Wood
Highlands NC
$2000 IPTAY Scholarship Donor
Mr & Mrs Harold E Addis
Wyomissing PA
Marion D Aldridge/Ted Godfrey/
Marty Kearse/Cooper Thompson
Columbia SC
George & Nancy Alley
Columbia SC
Am-Can Transport Service Inc
Anderson SC
American Federal Bank FSB
Greenville SC










T C Atkinson Jr
Marion SC








Y C Ballenger Electrical Contr
Spartanburg SC
Mr & Mrs Lewie L Bates Jr
Greenville SC
Clarence B Bauknight Jr
Greenville SC








T James Bell Jr MD
Hartsville SC



































Dr George R Bruce
Seneca SC
The R L Bryan Company
Columbia SC
Budweiser Of Anderson #1
Columbia SC
Jim & Patty Bunn
Simpsonville SC





Mr & Mrs Doyle C Burton
Clemson SC


















J E "Bo" Chinners Jr
Houston TX

















Cathy H & Chuck Connelly
Greensboro NC
Dr E D Conner/W H Conner
Birmingham AL




Mr & Mrs R W Cowsert Jr
Mr & Mrs M E Fletcher
Lexington SC
Glenn, Myra, Jennifer & Ebe
Cox Paw/leys Island Apothecary
Pawleys Island SC















































First Union Natl Bank Of S C
Greenville SC
First Federal Of SC #1
Greenville SC

































George A Goulston Co
Monroe NC
Mr & Mrs Nell S Granger
Greenville SC
Amos G Green Jr
Myrtle Beach SC
Lamar, Jeff, Paula Greene
Gaffney SC










Frank S Hanckel Jr
Charleston SC
















Hemingway Motor Co Inc
Andrews SC
Landrum H Henderson Jr
Savannah GA








John H Holcombe Jr
Myrtle Beach SC










Mr & Mrs Lachlan L Hyatt
Inman SC
Dick Hendley-IH Services Inc #1
Greenville SC
Dick Hendley-IH Services Inc #2
Greenville SC
Imperial Die Casting Corp
Pickens SC
Industrial Scrap Inc #1
Greenville SC
IPC Advertising & Marketing
Anderson SC














In Memory Of Ralph Jones
Morgan Jones
Greenwood SC
T E Jones & Sons Of Easley
R A Jones
Easley SC




R Ligon King Jr/Presldent
Greenville SC








Mrs E Oswald Lightsey
Clemson SC
Mr & Mrs V F Linder Jr
Irmo SC
"In Memory Of Elbert L Bailes"
West Union SC
Fred & Hallie Mappus
Greenville SC
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Ellison S McKissick Jr
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs Steve T McLaughlin
Camden SC
Robert L McLeod Jr
Greenville SC
McTeer Real Estate Inc
Columbia SC
Mr & Mrs Jerry A Meehan
Anderson SC
Gene & Bob Merritt
Easley SC
In Memory Of Jimmy Mitchell By




George M "Mick" Morris
Greenville SC
Thomas O Morris Jr
Hemingw/ay Pharmacy Inc
Hemingway SC




Mr & Mrs Stephen H Mudge
Murrells Inlet SC




Berlin G Myers Lumber Corp
Summerville SC
Naegele Outdoor Advertising Co
Duncan SC




William J Neely Jr
Taylors SC






Emory G Orahood Jr
Atlanta GA




"In Memory Of V K Mines"
Florence SC
E Raymond Parker




Caroline, Jordan & Will Peeler
Gaffney SC
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co
Columbia SC






Plowden Const Co Inc
Sumter SC
Pnucor—R D "Bob" Benson
Charlotte NC
R. B. Pond, Jr.
Darlington SC
















Charles F Rhem Jr
Greer SC
Dr J Clayton Richardson &
Dr C Eric Richardson
Belton SC






















Dr W Macon Sheppard
Orangeburg SC






Mr & Mrs Tony Smith
Anderson SC
Snyders Auto Sales #3
Greenville SC




South Carolina National Bank
Greenville SC























The Law Rrm of Swerling HarpootJian'
Columbia SC
















A M Tuck Inc #1
Greenwood SC
In Memory Of Jerry C Jackson
Spartanburg SC
Dr J A Turner Jr
Clemson SC




Mr & Mrs John A Walter
Grapevine TX








L Dean Weaver Const Co Inc
Pamplico SC












Mr & Mrs Joey N Westbury
Saint George SC




Mr & Mrs Charles R Wood
Highlands NC











Anderson County Clemson Club Mr & Mrs Walter M Hooks
Greenville SCAnderson SC
Wilbur N Baumann III
Tracys Landing MD
















Mr & Mrs R Jack Dill Jr
Greenville SC






Bob A Galiano Jr
Sumter SC








David Ayers & Bob Shirley
Abbeville SC
William H Baxley III DMD
Abbeville SC
Mr & Mrs Wm C Dupre
Abbeville SC
Mr & Mrs Michael J Gilliam Sr
Abbeville SC
Mr & Mrs James B Jones Jr
Abbeville SC
Mr & Mrs James L Lucas Jr
Abbeville SC








Don Wayne & Tony Southard/











Dr Sidney E Kirkley
Hendersonville NC
Thomas F Kicklighter Jr
Charleston SC
Mrs Ernest Eugene Leslie
Clemson SC
Dr & Mrs J B Linder
Fort Lawn SC
W Lewis Madden Memorial
Greenville SC










E T (Tom) Salisbury
Summerville SC




Southeastern Elec Distrs Inc
Greenville SC




Robert & Fern Bickley
Aiken SC






A H Peters Jr
Aiken SC
Mr & Mrs E K Rabb ill
Aiken SC
J E Stewart BIdrs Inc
Aiken SC
F A Townsend Jr
Aiken SC
Mr a Mrs H O Weeks Sr
Aiken SC














Robert & Fern Bickley
Aiken SC




A H Peters Jr
Aiken SC
Mr & Mrs E K Rabb III
Aiken SC
J E Stewart BIdrs Inc
Aiken SC
F A Townsend Jr
Aiken SC
Mr & Mrs HW S Hentz
North Augusta SC




E W Clamp. E W Jr. Doug & Mary
Salley SC







F M Young Co Inc
Fairfax SC
Anderson






Ron & B J Burriss
Anderson SC
The C & S National Bank
And3rson SC


















Thomas P Grimball Jr
Anderson SC
Jack R Hall








Dr Chase P Hunter
Anderson SC
Mr & Mrs Hugh N Isbell
Anderson SC
Dr & Mrs William R Karpik
Anderson SC












P C Osteen Jr
Anderson SC
Owens Corning Fiberglas Corp
Resins & Coatings Div
Anderson SC
Mr & Mrs Norman W Powell
Anderson SC
In Memory Of Fraz
Anderson SC
In Memory Ol Henry H Carter
Anderson SC
Dr Donald C Roberts &




Dr Kenneth W Smith
Anderson SC
T Barney Smith Agency Inc
Anderson SC






Tom W Taylor Jr
Anderson SC
James C Thompson Jr
Anderson SC
Mrs Nancy S Thompson
Anderson SC








Marvin Buffinglon & Sons
Belton SC
Walter E Dixon Jr &








Andy & Lori Jarman
Belton SC
Carolyn & Steve Pearce
Belton SC






Mr & Mrs Joseph B Ridgeway
Honea Path SC
Dr And Mrs James A Smith
Honea Path SC
Betty B Vaughn & Ken Black
Honea Path SC










SERVING UPSTATE SOUTH CAROLINA FOR FORTY YEARS
BLOCK READY-MIX
Ballard Concrete Co., Inc., PC Box 7175, Greenville, SC 29610 803-295-0610
W Leading the Field.
It takes drive,
commitment, and
ability to be a leader.
That's what brought
Sanders Brothers, Inc.
to the front. And that's
what will keep us there.
Sanders
Brpther5,lnc-












Sabers Brothers, Inc. Post Office Box 188, Gaffney, South Carolina 29340 • 803-489-1144








Frank B Watts Jr
Wilhamston SC
Bamberg
















Mr & Mrs James S Gibson Jr
Beaufort SC
James Arthur Buck
















Dr Peter E Myers IV
Moncks Corner SC






M W Umphlett Memorial By;
Clyde D & Calhoun W Umphlett
Moncks Corner SC










Mrs F A Bailey III
Charleston SC
Gary L Beard & William H
Gladden & Thomas E Lynn
Charleston SC


























J E O Quinn Memorial
Charleston SC














Isle Of Palms SC
Franklin R Welch Memorial
Isle Of Palms SC





C L Cribb Jr
Mount Pleasant SC
F Gregorie & Son
Mount Pleasant SC
Thomas E Lynn & William H
Gladden & Gary L Beard
Mount Pleasant SC
Mr & Mrs R S McCants III
Mount Pleasant SC
E M Seabrook Jr
E M Seabrook III &
Lewis E Seabrook
Mount Pleasant SC









R S Campbell Jr
Gaffney SC

























A Friend From Chester
Chester SC




Thomas E & Peggy Baker
Great Falls SC










G H Furse Jr
Manning SC
Colleton

















Dr Paul A Coward
Hartsville SC














Albert J & T Neal Rogers
Fork SC





























Mr And Mrs Robert H Herlong
Johnston SC

















Thomas J & Dale C Mann
Winnsboro SC























Drs T W & W E Phillips
Florence SC
John H & Joe Stewart
Thomas J Petrosewicz
Florence SC
Dr & Mrs John M Thomason
Florence SC
Allen & Josie Wood
Florence SC









Joe. Joey & Bobby Bostick
Pamphco SC
Dr William L Coleman
Pamplico SC '















Mrs John E Taylor Jr
Garden City SC
















Gus B Allison Jr
Greenville SC








Mr & Mrs Frank B Barnett
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs Harry G Batson
Greenville SC
John P Batson Jr
Greenville SC




Charles A Bryan Jr
Greenville SC


















Thomas. Margaret & Joey Cobb
Greenville SC












Daniel M & IS Co-Div 193
Greenville SC
















































Intex Products Inc #2
Greenville SC










Mr & Mrs Sandy Kirkus
Greenville SC
Dr Kenneth B Knight
Greenville SC






V B Lippard Jr
Greenville SC
J Harold Mack -Architect
Greenville SC
Steve & Russ Madray
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs Seabrook Marchant
Greenville SC
George & Dean Marianos
Greenville SC










Morris Const Co-Henry Holseber
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs Kenneth L Nail
Greenville SC






John F Palmer & Melvin W Bashor
Greenville SC
Palmetto Loom Reed Co
Greenville SC
I N Patterson Jr
Greenville SC



































South Carolina National Bank
Greenville SC
Dr Donald W Shelley
Greenville SC




CRS Sirrine Co #1
Greenville SC
Sloan Construction Co Inc #1
Greenville SC
Dr Robert S Small
Greenville SC
South Carolina National Bank
I Greenville SC
South Carolina Steel Corp
Greenville SC






































Mr & Mrs Charles P Willimon
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs D B Wilson
Greenville SC













Billy & Donna Durham
Greer SC
Dick And Judy Jenkins
Greer SC












W L (Bill) Walker
Greer SC








L S Green Plumbing
Mauldin SC
Edward O McCameron Jr
Mauldin SC
Port Brokerage Co Inc
Mauldin SC
Mr & Mrs R L Watson & Ashley
Mauldin SC
R B Whorton IV/A B Cross/
T N Lawson/J L Walker
Mauldin SC
Larry & Ronnie Ayers
Piedmont SC
Mr & Mrs John C Beresh &
Cindy (Anderson)
Piedmont SC
"Blakely Dairy Farm. Inc"
Piedmont SC




























William J Jordan Jr
Simpsonville SC
Thomas P Lane Jr & Kennety J
Hall
Simpsonville SC




Bill & Marian Barbary
Taylors SC
James H Brown Jr
Taylors SC
Earle W Sargent Memorial:














Mr & Mrs Robert S Mabry
Taylors SC



































Dearyl Lusk-A Douglas Rhodes
Greenwood SC
Mr & Mrs Bill Madden




Two Starr/lva Friends Of Clemson
Greenwood SC
72 & '81 Tiger Alumni
Greenwood SC
Dr & Mrs J C Rockwell
Greenwood SC
In Memory Of Robert H Rykard
By Mrs Robert Rykard
Greenwood SC




South Atlantic Constrs Inc
Greenwood SC




Mr & Mrs Rhett Copeland
Radd & Erin
Hodges SC





























































Samuel Robert Spann Jr
Myrtle Beach SC
Mr & Mrs David Nobles
N Myrtle Beach SC
Pat & Marsha Nobles
N Myrtle Beach SC
Mike Collins
Surfside Beach SC
Paul & Geraldine Patrick
Surfside Beach SC
Jasper





Betty & Alvie Jackson
Camden SC
The Kress Family/Barbra. Howard
Dean & Lynn
Camden SC
T F McNamara Jr
Camden SC









Mr And Mrs Floyd Cauthen
Heath Springs SC
Jim, Emily & Al Adams
Lancaster SC




Mr & Mrs L S Stewman &
Mr & Mrs Duane Johnson
Lancaster SC















Mike D Hellams Memorial
Laurens SC















Vince & Nancy Yockel & Chris
Batesburg SC






Kim & Debbie Johnson
Gilbert SC












Marvin D Caldwell Jr
LeesviMe SC
Thomas E Connelly Jr
Leesville SC
C J Carter/T E Garrison III/
E E Rhoden/L S Tompkins
Lexington SC




Dean & Ten Edgar
Lexington SC
Bret J Harris/T Brown/
Joel Carter/Mark Molyneaux
Lexington SC




























J T Hunter III
Marion SC
J Thomas Hunter Jr
Marion SC
McCormIck
Mrs Helena W Faulkner
McCormick SC
Newberry
Mrs Clarence W Senn &
















Dr & Mrs Stuart Clarkson Jr &
Dr & Mrs Larry S Bowman
Richland SC
Arthur E Nowell Jr
Richland SC






Dr Frank A Axson
Seneca SC




Oconee Savings & Loan Asso
Seneca SC




Mr & Mrs Melvin D Cobb
Walhalla SC















James C Williams Jr
Norway SC
Dr Harry B Arant Jr
Orangeburg SC




Dr M Rodney Culler
Orangeburg SC




F Reeves Gressette Jr
Orangeburg SC


















Dr J P Thompson Jr
Orangeburg SC
Dr L P Varn
Orangeburg SC



























William W Coogler Jr
Clemson SC
Dr Herbert P Cooper Jr
Clemson SC






















Bob & Pat Harmon
Clemson SC











































Roy & Martha Johnson
Easley SC


























; Wg km^ been manufacturing
high quality custom jewelry
for over fortg years.
123 College Street
Greenville, SC 803-232-7385 (
V
David T & Janet Hogsed
Liberty SC













Mr & Mrs Bird Garrett
Pickens SC
John & Jan Sparks
Pickens SC




















Mr & Mrs J Dennis Bolt
Columbia SC
Mr & Mrs William L Broome
Columbia SC














Raymond E Cobb Jr
Columbia SC





Ernie & Sara Cooper
Columbia SC




J Lewis Cromer - ATTY
Columbia SC
John E & Jane R Dennis
Columbia SC
The Development Group Inc
Columbia SC








Mr And Mrs Larry O Gamble
Columbia SC
T E Grimes Jr
Columbia SC

















Games & Karen Massey
Columbia SC
Susan & Sam Mathews
Columbia SC
Gary J Matthews
















Budweiser Of Anderson SC
Columbia SC
David & Marcia Pressley
Columbia SC














In Honor ol Mr & Mrs W P (Pap)
Timmerman
Columbia SC










Mrs Frances L Chappell
Hopkins SC
Phillip C Chappell Jr
Hopkins SC
Saluda




S & S Farm Supply
Ridge Spring SC







Max & Rita Gregory
Chesnee SC
Mrs James V Caggiano
Cowpens SC
Mr & Mrs Gary Johnson
Mr & Mrs Jimmy Johnson
Duncan SC






W Benjamin Mason Jr
Fairforest SC








Dr David K Stokes Jr
Inman SC
John T Duncan Sr
Moore SC
Boyd & Carolyn Derrick








A B Bullington Sr
Roebuck SC
A B Bullington Jr
Roebuck SC
Joe Griffin Gear & Machine Co
Roebuck SC
Dewey L Hanna Jr
Roebuck SC








Mr & Mrs Jack M Blasius
Spartanburg SC








































Mr And Mrs Ed K Jolly Sr
Spartanburg SC




Mr & Mrs Allen Lundy
Spartanburg SC




Peake Const Co Inc
Spartanburg SC




























Mr & Mrs G Spence Wise Jr ISE
Spartanburg SC
J i M Wren
Spartanburg SC
Sam P Clark & Charles E Moore
Woodruff SC
Sumter
Atlas II Realty Inc
Sumter SC















Frank A McLeod Jr
Sumter SC









A Tiger Fan & Supporter
Sumter SC
Union











A J Rigby Jr
Kingstree SC
William D Rigby
Mr & Mrs G A Rigby
Kingstree SC
York
John N (Nickey) McCarter Jr
Clover SC






















































Thomas W Glenn III
Charlotte NC
W Thomas Griffith Jr
Charlotte NC
















Ann & Bill Wood
Charlotte NC




J D & Jack Cam
Durham NC
Mr & Mrs Gene E Crawford
Farmville NC
William E Howiler Jr
Fayetleville NC
















Dr & Mrs Joseph E Fewell Jr
Hickory NC
Dr Bruce Allen Simmons
Hickory NC
















D R Parent/T J Paxson
Raleigh NC




Dr T G Westmoreland
Shelby NC








































C & K Machine & Fab Inc
Augusta GA
Donald G Gallup MD
Augusta GA
John T Gibbs Jr
Augusta GA




Dr Randolph R Smith
Augusta GA








Raymond I McFadden Jr
Covington GA
Mr & Mrs Robert D Bagwell
Dahlonega GA
A West & Company
Dalton GA



















Benny & Ruth Ballenger
Kennesaw GA








































Mr & Mrs Tony R Stapleton
Toccoa GA
Thomas G Gaillard Jr
Tucker GA







Mr & Mrs Wm E Twilley Jr
Bethel CT








Dr William P Hood Jr
Dothan AL






James L Collins Jr
Helena AL










Mrs Harry W Smith
Kingsport TN
Mr & Mrs H E McConnell Jr
Kingston TN
The Dave Hall/Tilman Miller/
David Anderson Families
Lexington KY
Charles W Aiken Jr
Louisville KY








Denise A & David L Blauch
Midlothian VA














James F Cox Jr
Slidell LA










Mr & Mrs Horace S Berry
In Memory of Mrs Frances G
Boatwright
(Johnston/Edge Co)
Cathy H & Chuck Connelly
Mr & Mrs Ted W Craig
Mr & Mrs Cliff Ellis
James H Gully
Bob & Pat Harmon
Mr & Mrs James S Hunter
Marvin B King
Littlejohn Mem
Mr & Mrs Wayne Mitchell
J Roy Penneil III







Mrs C L Huggins
Jack N Mitchell
Lloyd E Sammons
Mr and Mrs Eddie W Seigler III
M Earle Williamson
Richard W Wilson Agency
Aiken
Lindsey W Addy Jr
Alexander-Moormann & Faglier
Ab C Allen
Gerald & Mary Brown
Charles W Busbee Sr





H C Coward & Son
Robert F Dansby
H D Dicker!
Mr & Mrs Steve C Ergle
Ten & Penney
A G & G G Evans
James D Fulghum
Donald L & Paul Fulmer




Hoyt W & Bilhe R Hamilton
H Earle Holley Jr
Mr & Mrs Boyd E Jacobs
Ashley/Paul/Ellen
David L & Alice W Jhant
Arthur Leroy Jones
Mr & Mrs Doug Kingsmore





Mr & Mrs Jesse G McElmurray Jr
Thomas T McNair Jr
Richard L Meyer
John G Molony & William W Molony
Edward Newburn
Rees Electric Co Inc
Edward L Reynolds
Lewis & Sara Rutland
William S & Suzanne Seabrook
George & Marjorie Setgler
Erskine T Shealy
Edward A Speed Jr
Mr & Mrs Alan M Tewdesbury III
Gary Thompson





Dr W Gamewell Watson
Charles T Watts
H Odell Weeks Jr
Francis M Wise Sr
Mr & Mrs John Lee Wood Jr




Fairfax Dimension Co Inc








Roy and Susie Anderson
Milton C Antonakos
Airco Carbon
Dr E E Baillie
J W Ballard
Metvin E Barnette
Randy & Janet G Barnette
Harold & Jean Bates
Belton Industries Inc
Mr & Mrs Guy W Black
John E Boulware
Dr William N Boulware
Mrs John W Turner & Johnnie
William R Bridges
Mr & Mrs Ronnie L Brock
Mr & Mrs George Brothers


















Tommy, Jane & Jana Crawford





Dr Leonard W Douglas
Roland & Nancy Drake
Tom W Dunaway Jr
100
George H Durham Jr
Mr & Mrs Harry L EberniCkle
Mr & Mrs William H Elam
Electric Motors & Drives Inc
Andrew J Ferguson
Raymond Fleming
Mr & Mrs David Ford
Dr & Mrs Richard C Fox




Dr M Ray Gillespie
Steve and Lillie Gilmer
Mr & Mrs William H Gilmer &
Glen Rill Farms
Glenn Plumbing Co Inc
Joseph B & Linda K Glenn
Mr & Mrs Phil C Greeson
Dr Charles R Gritfm
Franklin Grooms
Dr & Mrs John L Guy
Robert G Hammond
Hardy Boys Food Shops
J W Hare Jr
Harley-Davidson 01 Anderson
Mr & Mrs William F Harnesberge
R-Michael & Andrea (G'ville)


















William P Kay Sr
George & Jean Keasler
Robert & Mary Gambrell
Lewis H Keeney
Dr David Kelley PA
Dr William E Kennedy
Gary C Kidd
Willie T Kimbrell
Arthur M Klugh III
Steven M Krause/Jody M Young
Lazer Construction Co Inc
James F Little
Mr & Mrs James W Logan Jr
Mrs C H Lomas
David D Lowery
Mr & Mrs Carl M Lund
G Eugene Madden
Steven E Madden




Kenneth M Maltison &
Christopher G Olson
McAlister Heating & AC
Leonard T McAlister
Mr & Mrs Carl McClain
Dr B C McConnell Jr
R McCormick
McCoy Lumber Company
Dr L E McGaha
Mrs Walter L Gaillard
Mark Jackson Mizzell
Mr & Mrs John A Morris
Dr & Mrs Harold L Murray
Clay Neal
Marion C Nickles Jr
Mr & Mrs W Charles O'Cain
Butch & Lisa Overcash
John H Owens Jr/Marion Brooks
Ray E & Floyd Patrick
J Norman Phillips
Rick & Beth Phillips
Mr & Mrs Scott Phillips
Harold A Pickens & Sons Inc »1





Billy L Ragsdale Sr
Mrs A R Ramseur
Pete J & Jim Stathakis
James E Reid
Mrs James B Rhinehardt Jr
Will H Rice
M J Richbourg
John C Rivers III
Roddy's Fried Chicken
James & Dons Rogers
Dr James M Rull





Mrs Charlie E Smith
Dr John Horton Smith
Mr & Mrs Robert W Smith
Walter A Smith
William (Blinky) Smith
South General Const Co Inc
Arnie C Spencer
Walter Price Spires
Roger & Cher Slamey
Tony K Stewart
Mr & Mrs Furman Stone Sr
Mr and Mrs Frank B Sullivan
Dr Edgar Talbert
Mrs John C Taylor III
Mr 4 Mrs Frederick J Teriv
Milan & Virginia Graham Thompson
Mrs Ligon Toltison
Tri County Battery Sales
Gregory E Tysl
Larry & Lina Waldrop




Wells Aluminum Southeast Inc
Westinghouse





Allen K Wood Jr
William Curtis Woodson
Bamberg
Charles (Sack) & Betty Bagley
H F Bamberg III
Timothy R Chandler







Clem & Brannon Collins
Allison & Patsy Grimes
Clinton Calhoun Lemon Jr
"A Friend From Williston "
Mr & Mrs Frederick D Mixon
Henry O Pickering
Norman M Smith II
Bob & Dot Sanders
Beaufort
Charles P Ballenger Jr
Gene Deloach
Howard L Ellis
C Edward Evans Jr
Grilfin Enterprises Inc
Bryan Loadholt




Berkeley County Clemson Club
Edward C Cox Sr
James E Dangerfield Jr
Robert H Dangerfield Jr
June L Driggers







David D Page Jr
F M Peagier
Stephen R Piatt
Nolan & Gerry Pontiff
Riley Lumber Inc
James H Rozier Jr











Mrs Eldon V Haigler Jr
Charles L Johnson
James M Moss III & Son
Jim Pooser
H T Ulmer III
Charfetlon
John O Adams Jr & John O Adams III
Ashley River Animal Hospital
Don & Joyce Austell
D L Aydlelte Jr

















W Howard Hon III
Mr & Mrs Perry M Holloway Jr
Or John P Howard
Charles & Rowena Joyce
Sharon & Mark Kearns
Anna And Tim Dangerfield
WW Knighl
Mr and Mrs Tom B Laroche
Harvey W McCormick
Charles F McCrary






David M Murray Jr
Aaron A Nettles Jr





Mr & Mrs Joseph Rigter
Rogers & Brown Custom Brokers Inc




Joseph D Thompson Jr MD
Truluck Construction
Robert M Turner
H E Tyler Construction Co Inc
Varian International Corp
Dewey B Welch Jr
Andreas & Sandra Westergaard
Richard E Wheeler
Skeeter & Abbey Wiggins
A Y Willard Jr
Pete Willms




Mr/Mrs William E Campbell Jr
Or J M Carroll






Robert W Le Master
Mrs Virginia I Norton
R Alberta Phillips
R B Sanders
Danny W Stacy Sr




Robert A Darby Sr
Terry & Sandra Darby
Steven Epps
Robert G Garrison Jr
S Wayne Goodyear




Mr & Mrs Stewart F Melton
Mr & Mrs S Tyson Melton
J B Pressley Jr
Joan B Pressley/J N Pressley
Donald E Reed
Mr & Mrs H W Shepherd
S Marvin Waldrep
Mrs W T Wrenn
Frank Lloyd Wright
Cheiterfleld
James C Jr & W Kirk Crawford
Macklyn R Sellers
Mr & Mrs John R Thomas
Clarendon
Or & Mrs Clarence E Coker Jr
G Ray Coker
James R Coleman Jr/James R
Segars Jr/Oanny J Wingard
Marion E Oubose
Julius R Eadon Jr
Julius R Eadon III
Sieve C Gamble
W J Rawlinson




Mr & Mrs Paul L Beach
Mr 4 Mrs Timothy L Beach
Larry Berry/Or Sam Hazel
William C Hamilton
W Walter Haynes MO




Shady 4 Edna Young
Darlington
Charles P Anderson
Or William R Blakeney
Billy Burch
J W Carter
Dawkins Concrete Products Inc
Martin S Driggers
Robert H Goodson Jr




George A Hulto Jr
Dr Wm P Kennedy
William B McCown III
Bill Reaves
Andrew L Richardson
Starwood Nursery 4 L'Scaping Inc




















COR 4 Mrs Robert L Burns
Call Homes Inc
Paul G Campbell Jr
H A Chacknes III
Mr 4 Mrs Howard Crosby
Earl R Dupriest Jr








A A Muckenfuss Jr
Archie W Muckenfuss Jr
Dexter Rickenbaker
Sign-Lite Co
William E 4 E R Southard
R Allen Traylor MO
W Jerry Utsey
Mr 4 Mrs Robert D Westover
Larry E 4 Judy H Yonce
Edgefield




Mr 4 MrsJ W Gilliam Jr
Jack A Hamilton
Mr 4 Mrs James C Holmes
Mr 4 Mrs L D Holmes Jr
M E (Betsy) Holmes
Mr 4 Mrs John A Hughes
Mr 4 Mrs Kenneth L Kaltz
William H Rushlon Jr
Mr 4 Mrs G Milton Saggus Jr
Oavid Satcher
Catherine S Walsh





Lt Col Ralph W Boys
James L Dorner
James B Frazier IV
R B Geddings
Barbara 4 Adrian Glenn
William B Hendrix
Warren R Herndon Sr
John J Hood Jr
Michael 4 Nancy C Johnson
Joe Jolly
Pigeon Granua Co • J P Brooks.
J P Brooks Jr
Frances 4 William H Wylie
Rorene*
Or H Morris Anderson Sr
B M Brodie
James A Brown
G Wilson Bryce Memorial—
Bryce Mechanical Contr Inc
Contr Inc
Marvin C Buchanan
In Memory Of Charles W Cagle
Maurice 4 Kathy Campbell
Ivan M Coleman
Frank A Douglass Jr
Or George Economy
"Clyde S Bryce Jr. Pre-Engineering
Consultants"









Mr 4 Mrs Wilham H Johnson
Gordon Keith Mcleod














James S 4 Oemse B Grant
H E Hemingway
Larry E Holliday
Inlet Nursery 4 Garden Center
C Steve 4 Ann D Lee
Mr 4 Mrs W Farrel Owens
Julian A Reynolds
Sam E Smilh/Richard F Odom
Bruce D Wheeler
Jesse E Wright III
Mr 4 Mrs Joe Young
Greenville




Mr 4 Mrs Charles A Allen
Parker Altman
American Equipment Co Inc #1
James D Anthony
Scott Arnold




J E Austin Jr
Rick 4 Teresa Bagwell
Gregory Ballew
Don Barbery
C B Barksdale Jr















John V Boyette Jr
Glenn Brackin
Lewis L Bradham






J W Burnett III
Leslie M Burns Jr
Jim Cagle
Frank B Cameron
Carolina Sprinkler Co Inc 112
Carolina Meter 4 Supply Inc











Chemurgy Products Inc !




Col James Walker Clark









Commercial Air Cond Service
Charles W Cook Jr
Haliie Cooke
Mr & Mrs Jack Anderson
W Gary Cooper
Mickey & Judy Corbel!













Daley Engineering & Sales
Thomas Ray Darragh Jr
Bill & Sheila Davidson
Mrs Billy W Davis
Stephanie E Davis
W Canley Davis Jr/Jimbo Davis
C F Dawes
Price & Ernestine Delk
Harold Deloach
Dr & Mrs Perry B Deloach
John Lee Dill
Mr & Mrs David K Domnitz




Charles B Duncan Jr
Mr and Mrs Charles F Durham Ji
Lloyd M Eargle










F Douglas P Evans
J M Farmer
John & Celia Few
J Ryan Flanagan
Ernest B Fleenor Jr
Flower's Industries
Foothills Delta P Inc
James E Foster Jr & E Cole Huckabee
W T Fraser Jr
Frank B Fredere III
Mr & Mrs James P Freeman
Jim & Jean French
Marvin K Friar
Mr & Mrs Arno H Frosh
Robert Gage
Howard Galloway
Jim C Galloway Jr
Richard W Galway/David E Lake
Donald A Gardner
Donnie L Garrett
M L Garrett Construction Co
Scott P Garrett
Gaston Properties
L Gray Geddie Jr









Jennings L/Jennings L Jr/John/
James Graves
Ernest & Dons Gray
Ronnie O Gray
Mr & Mrs Steve B Gray
Mr & Mrs Robert C Coates
Elizabeth A Graydon
Or & Mrs David Greene
Mrs Oliver B Greene
Greenville Industrial
Jane H Greer
Mr & Mrs Charles D Gregory
Dr Floyd F GriMin Jr
Joanne Griffm
W A (Nig) Griffith
R Dean Hackett
Marvin W Hambleton
Julia A & Robert E Hamilton
Robert C Hamilton
Mr & Mrs Dennis Hamm
E Jerry Hamrick
Handee Mart Food Stores Inc
James W Hannah
Mr & Mrs Bruce C Hansel
John B Hardaway III
Mr & Mrs William R Harling/Mr &











Mr & Mrs Jerry Hendrtx
Darren B 4 Rebecca W Herlong
Mr & Mrs M Steve Hester
Joe A Hewell
Holder Electric Supply Inc
Dr Joseph W Holliday
James M Holtzclaw
W 8 Hopkins
Charles & Debbie Howard
Mr And Mrs Carl Howell. Jr
G Truett Hucks
Parker Humphreys
Stan & Jane Hunntcutt
Revonne C Hunt
Roy F Hunt Jr















Mr & Mrs William R Jolly Jr
Mrs Dorothy B Jones








Mr & Mrs Alvin C King
Gary K Kleister
B B Knight Jr
Mr & Mrs John N Landreth Jr
B R Langley Jr/W L Brigham Jr
The Bennie Langley Family
W S Langley




Mr & Mrs L G Lewis Jr
Charles R Lindsey
William H Linn Jr
Mr and Mrs Richard Linville
Edward & English Little
Charles E Lockaby
Cun Lollis Builder




Mr & Mrs Mike Magee
Mr & Mrs Michael Mahoney
E D Maney
Mangum-Dillard Inc
W M Manning Jr
Claiborne Mardre
Marsh & Mclennan Inc






Ralph C May Jr
Harold C McCarley Jr
James T McCarler
Randall K & Jayne McClain
Sara E McCollum
W H McCrary
Brenda N & Paul L McCurry
Dr James P McNamara
Harold L Merck
Carl & Rachel Merrill
Alex Meyers
Buck Mickel
Joe Mihelick James M Miles
Julie S Miller
Sherri Miller
Grady Miller s Honda
Joe Moon
Wallace Moon







Naln l Starch & Chemical Corp
Ronald E Nesmith
H Andy Newell
Drs Newman & Batcheldor
John P Nickerson
Martha Nimmons
Col (Ret) 4 Mrs Paul T Norns
Harold Orr
Cody And Nma Owens
W D Owens Jr
Milton I Ozmint
Arnold 4 Gwen Pace
Russell Hunter Park
James H Parsons III
Douglas F Patrick 4 Robert G Hopkins
Phihp Patrick
L R Choppy " Patterson
John H Paylor
Joe D Pearson
Oebra 4 Wayne Phillips
Gene Phillips
S B Phillips Sr
William L Phillips
William M Pitlendreigh
Mr 4 Mrs Charles B Pills
David R Price PhD
H H Provence Jr
Raymond E Putman
William M Putnam Jr
Richard W Raburn
Jeffrey B 4 Gwen L Randolph
Hunt 4 Calhy Redfern
Dor Reed 4 Associates
Mr 4 Mrs James L Reese
Mr 4 Mrs Dusty Reid
Fredric W Reinhold Jr
Richards/Wilson
Harold 4 Julia Richey
Mr 4 Mrs Charles E Ricker
Dennis Robbins
Wilfred L Robenshaw
James Rochester Co Inc—
James Rochester
David C Rogers
Rogers 4 Brown Custom Bkrs »2
David H Roper
Mr 4 Mrs J T Roper
LTC (Ret) 4 Mrs H Perry Rosamond
Harold AyCheryl/Darryl Rowley
Richard Ward Rutland












Sloan Construction Co Inc #2
J Michael Smart
H W Smith 4 H W Smith Jr
Howard F Smith
Dr J David Smith





J Frank 4 Joye R Solas
Mr 4 Mrs James R Southerlin
Toby Stansell
James C Stem
Mr 4 Mrs Thomas B Stoddard
William R Stoddard Jr MD
David K Stokes III
Mr 4 Mrs Mark S Stokes
David Rivers Stone
William W Stover Jr
Richard P Strawhorn
Heath L Strawn Jr
Dr Edwin L Stroud
James Monroe Sturgis





Terry 4 Jean-Mane Taylor
Newell D Crawford Jr
Teachey Mechanical Inc
John Russell Terry Jr
Ruth D Thackston







J P Thompson Jr
Jim Thompson
Robert J Thompson iil
Jim Thrailkill 4 Dr Ben Thrailklll
Threatt-Michaei Const Co Inc
George D Tooke
Dr William E Tucker








John 4 Sally Wallace
Mr 4 Mrs William L Wallace
Johnnie J Wallers
Price Waterhouse
Mr 4 Mrs David E Watson 4 Rush
Eddie 4 Sandra Watson
Joseph P Watson/John Harrison
Ronald R Watson
W T 4 Nancy Watson
Mr 4 Mrs Richard L Watson 4 Ashley







D D Williams Jr
Dan H Williams
Donald Williams








C Richard 4 Janet D WyatI
Joel S Wynn/Clarence C Brown
B C Yates
Greenwood
Dr F E Abell Jr
Nick P Anagnost




Mr 4 Mrs Ronnie H Barnes 4
Miss Julia Gregory
Everett E 4 Joyce P Bedenbaugh
C O Browning
Mr 4 Mrs Pills Camak Jr






Mr 4 Mrs George L Croul
R B Culp Jr
Charles M Davis
Mr 4 Mrs John R Davis 4 Robbie
Floyd Oemoss
Dicken s Moving 4 Storage
G O Dorroh 4 G M Neel
Robert H Drinkard
G 4 P Trucking Co Inc
Environmental Landscaping
Coy Jefferson Gray
Greenwood Motor Lines Inc
John F Gregory Jr
William 4 Dania Griffith
Mr 4 Mrs John G Hammond















John Lumley/B M Keck
James H Martin Jr
Russell 4 Leigh Mathis





Or W B Moseley
James E Mulligan III
P R Nickles
J David Patterson
Dr S O Pendergrass III
J Herbert Powell Jr
Terry 4 Deborah Powell
Raymond F Pnnce
Clarence H Putnam
Quick Copies 01 Greenwood
Eugene Wallace Roberts Jr
J/B/G Rosenlund/M Ozburn
Joe H Seal
Tony And Diane Shealy
George F Smith Jr
Richard 4 Dan Suggs
Mr And Mrs Robert S Terry
Ware Shoals Plastic
Warner Water Works/





Dr Jerry Frank Crews Jr
S F Crews Jr
Walton Albert (Al) Crosby
Glynn Davis




Mr 4 Mrs W H Mauldin
J Rouse Sr 4 Or Jacob D Rouse Jr
Gerald Ulmer Jr
Horry
In Memory Of Will Avera
James W Barnetle Jr
Marion T Bellamy
R Paul Benik Jr










Mr 4 Mrs Harvey Graham Jr
Carson Hardwick
Franklin D 4 Joyce B Hansen
Oscar L Hodge
Dr Wm S Holliday
S F Honon
Earl O Neii McCoy Jr
Dennis Neeley
H E Pearce Jr
Esley M Pendleton Jr
Peoples Underwriters Inc
Mr And Mrs Don Perry
Or JerO W 4 Melinda M Poslon
Mr 4 Mrs L M Ragsdale
C A Timbes Inc






















Mr 4 Mrs Michael C Crenshaw
Cecil K 4 Judy E Faile
Don W Faile
Frank 4 Ann Ferguson
First Palmetto Co
James S Harper
Or John R Howell Jr
Dennis Kirk/Jerry Hammond
Marion O Lever Jr
Ralph McAteer
Jack and Ruth Neal
C Wayne Phillips
Sonny Plyler/Fred Adams






Or Richard Yeadon Wescoat
MG Williams




Mr 4 Mrs James L Boll Jr
Keith M Bouknighl
James Buchanan
Ronald L Carlay/J B Nalley
R L Carlay/J B Nalley '2
Mr & Mrs R L Cason
Mrs T Heath Copeiand
G Alan Crawford
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Mr & Mrs Wayne Kinard/Amy Lester
Pat & Marlene Lowe
Albert Dial McAlister
Mr & Mrs James H McClellan Jr
Walter S Ramage
J R Swetenburg Jr
Richard T Townsend
Jim Welborn
Dr N C Wessinger
Lee
Wallace P Deschamps
Don R McDaniel Sr
Wyman O McDaniel
C B Player Memorial
Player Jr & C B Player III
Lexington
Mr & Mrs H L Allen Jr
Billy Amick
Lonnie Edward Amick
Dr Frank T Arnold Jr
Don Aull
Helen C Barrett
J M Bates Jr
Mr & Mrs John A Bearden
J Wendell Bedenbaugh
Mr & Mrs Alvin N Berry
Ray O Bickley
F U Black
Woodrow W Boozer Sr
Dr and Mrs Robert W Branch
Mr & Mrs Jerry A Brannon
Harold & Dons Brewer
Mr & Mrs William J Buchanan Jr








William L Coleman Jr
Robert J/Brenda W Cooper
H Ralph Corley Sr
Donald & Amy Craps
Bland M Derrick
John T Drafts
William O Elliott Jr
Hubert Lee Evans
Mrs John L Frierson
Samuel B George II
John William Green
W W Harley
Archie L Harman II
Robert T Haselden Jr
E Havird/G Hall
Warren R Herndon Jr









Mr & Mrs Cyril F Kneece
Lexington State Bank
Walter W Lindler
Ed & Nancy Livingston
Dallas E Mams
Mickey & Debbie Mams
John T Mansmann
Mr and Mrs Ray Miller
Harry W Mims
Buren & Cheryl Mitchell
Frank D Moore
William A Morris
Dr Larry H Nelson
Kenneth W Nettles
Mr & Mrs Robert W Oswald
Carl & Peggy Patterson
Thomas W Plumblee/John F Long/
Philip Law
Ronald M Poston
Charles & Lynn Price
Robert & Amelia Price
John T Rast Jr
Mr & Mrs Clyde M Rauch Sr & Sons
Wayne P Rawl
Hampton Redmond
Sylvia & Joe A Rinehart
G Randy Rish
Roberts Electric Co
Colonel O Rogers Jr
W Frank Rogers Jr
Glenn Scott
Mr & Mrs Clinton W Sease
Mrs James R Sease
Sharon & Albert Shealy
Dennis G Shealy
Mr a Mrs John E Shealy




Sox Well & Pump Co
Charles J & Rose Stancil
C Leroye Stokes Family
Charles M Stuck
Harold B Swygen Jr
Dr Wm Carver Talbert Jr
Tamper Corportion
Mary & Walter Walker
Ron & Carol Weathers
Mr & Mrs Avery B Wilkerson Jr
Malachi A Williams
James K Wilson
Mr & Mrs J T Wingard
Mary R "Sue" Wingard
Allen C Wise
Leonard D Wise
Joseph C Wyly Jr
Marion
Maxcey L Brown
Dr & Mrs James R Carroll
Fritz N Johnson MD
Leslie W Levy




Sam R Webster Jr
Thomas M West
Marlboro
Dr Raymond E Ackerman
Jimmy L McColl










W A Comer & Son, Inc
Louie C Derrick
Mr & Mrs Woodrow K Koon
The Leslie Co
Olin Lominick Jr
Dr C B Lowman
Larry A Morns
Buddy Neel









David C Waldrop Sr
Powell E Way Jr
Gilbert E & Kay K Webber
Richard A Wicker





Roy D Adams Memorial
James A Armitage
Archie I Barron
Edward & Susan Booker







Dr Frank A Hoshall Jr
Mr And Mrs Andy Inabinet
Kawasaki 01 Seneca
Deryl C Keese & Wm C Keese
George J Knight
T R Lackey
John N Landreth Sr
F Tibertus & Cynthia L Lenz
Dr Harry B Mays
Col William M Mays
William E McAlister
Mr & Mrs Jim McCall
Anne S McClain
William T McClure Jr
Mr & Mrs J Whit Miller
Sara & Edd Mize
Oconee Golf Shop
Wilson W & Laura Palmer
J Denver Powell
Reg Tatum & Associates
Gerald D Robison
S K Rogers DMD PA
Samaha Inc
Cecil T Sandifer
David R Schumperl Jr
Claude S Simpson Jr &
Col Tom Maerlens
Mr & Mrs Chauncey D Smith Jr
Bill Steele
Frank M Terlizzi/Wayne Glenn
Thrift Brothers Lumber Co
William E West
Mr & Mrs E P Wright
Orangeburg
Ernest & Margaret Bair
George L Binnicker Jr
Clarence O Bonnette
Wm B Bookhart Jr & Sons
Will Bruce Busch, Jr
Chris And Tara
W A Cartwright Jr
Dantzler Builders
W W Dukes Jr
C F Evans & Co
H D Folk




Garrick Bros Farms Inc
Mr & Mrs G Martin Gilchrist
Gray/Smoak/Gray Farms
Shelton Hoffman
E O Hudson Jr
Lake Electric Inc
Arnold J Nettles Jr
Frankie A & William H O Cain
J Marshall Polin
Thomas N Rhoad
J M Russell Jr
Col & Mrs W B Salley Jr
Harry E Sanders
G Tom Sandifer
James H Shirer Jr
Short Stop Food Store
M B Sowell & Son
Star-Jack Farms
W J Stoudenmire Jr
J Harold Thomas
Jack G Vallentine III
Lewis W Way Jr/T Williamson
G Laverne Williams
Jim W Wolfe Jr
Pickens
William H Anderson
Benson L Bagwell DMD
Mr & Mrs William J Barnett
John R Bell
Robert L Bishop
Dr & Mrs Lloyd H Blanton





Mr & Mrs Neil E Byerley
Mrs Eunice M Byers
Mr & Mrs Ricky E Capps
Mrs June L Carroll






Bethal & Elizabeth Couch
Walter T Cox
J Redmond Coyle &
Nicholas Fletcher III
Wade T Crowe III
Gerald P Culclasure
Mrs Roy S Dalton
Tony & Allen Day
Roy M Dill Jr
Dillard Funeral Home
Dixie Egg Farms Inc
Dr & Mrs William P Dubose III
Duckett Funeral Home
Barry D Duncan
Mr & Mrs Fred H Duncan
Barry S Durham








James & Sheryl Fulmer





Tom And Penny Goebel
Dr Wm J Goudelock
Dorsey E & Virginia B Greer
William V & Lynda C Griffith
Edward D Guy Jr
Charles Hagood
Mrs John W Hamer
Donald H Hamilton
Ronald W Hand
Mr & Mrs John C Harden III
Head Hunters
Kevin V Hendricks





Coach Frank J Howard
Hubert Steve Huffman
Morrison & Margaret Hunnicutt
Daniel E Hunt
Dr & Mrs J H Jameson
Olin Johnson





R Frank Kolb II
John W Lame
Richard H Ledford
Johnny L & Ann Lee
Mr & Mrs Lee F Lemere
Steve & Connie Leslie
Mr & Mrs Sammy D Little
James T Lollis Jr
Nick Lomax
R Barry Lowery






Mr & Mrs L Paul Miller
J H Mills Auto Supply
Monty's of Greenville Inc
Jimmy Moore
L H Moore
Barry S Donna Mullinax
Chuck Nalley
New Horizons Travel
Paul Scott & Elisabeth Newton
Mr & Mrs George B Nutt #2




Jim & Debbie Pinner
Robert F Pittman Jr
Pizza Inn




Robert and Margaret Redden
Paul J Reece






Shealy. Smith & Welborn PA
Sam W Sheriff
Dr B R Skelton
Don & Mary Skelton
G Neil Smith
Smith's Heatg & Air Cond Inc




W F Strauss Jr
Frankie/Marion/Linde Summey
James R S Abby Waldrop
John N Jr & J Norman Warren




Mr & Mrs Larry White








Chevis F Ballentine Jr
B P Barber & Associates Inc
R Kent & Marilyn Bedenbaugh
Margaret A Brandon
William H J Brown
F David Burton
George W Caughman Jr
CDS Inc
Mrs Judith P Chandler
Kenneth L Childs
L W Conder Jr
Billy E Crumpton
Mr & Mrs Fred E Culvern Jr
Ralph B Cureton Jr
Judge Michael R Davis
Reid Dempsey
William T Derieux
Sandra & Danny O'Brien Derrick
O Marshall Dodds
Francis S Dunn
Dr Raymond C Elam/
Dr Walter B Gregg
Dr George H Fann
Lewis W Felkel Jr




Buford Goff & Associates
Lawrence M Gressette III
John E Haas
Mr & Mrs William M Hamilton
Dr Rudolph C Harrington Jr
W L Harrington Jr
William R Heatley Jr
Mr & Mrs Michael E Herndon
Danny & Kathy Hicks
Carl Hinnant
Mark Thomas Hobbs
H M Hodges Jr Memorial
J R Inabinet









Robert H Kennedy Jr
Ted D King
Mr & Mrs J J Kirby Jr
Oliver S Kolb
Cecil Glenn Lester Jr
Mr & Mrs Sonny Mabe
Benjamin D Massey
George G Matthews Jr




David & Ruth McLellan
Timothy P McLellan & Billy Fellers
W L Monts Sr
Austin T Moore Jr
George W Mozingo Jr
Jeffrey A O Cain
F Mccord Ogburn Jr
James W Orr
Owen Steel Co Inc
Nathan Padgett Jr







F M Reeves/K L Rice
Jimmy M Rogers
Mrs David Roof & Davida Roof
Carl S Rush
Marion F Sadler Jr
J E Sauls Jr
Seaman Electric Supply Inc
S Bruce Seawright
Jimmy R Sellers










Mr & Mrs H T Thompson Jr &
H T Thompson III
Mr & Mrs Charlie E Till
John R Tripp
Mr & Mrs Walter A Tuten Jr




Dr John A Wells Jr
Gene E Williams
Mr & Mrs S Carl Wingard
John W Wood Jr
J P Wright Jr




Frances S & John W Hare
Sandra Harmon
Mr & Mrs Carl O Gibson
James R Herlong Jr
Joe P Herlong
Mr & Mrs J William Jay
Mr & Mrs John Allan Long
Bruce Rushton
Shore Livestock Co
George S & Joe Todd
D T Wannamaker III
Wheeler Tire Service
Spartanburg
Mrs T R Adams Jr
William A Alexander
Larry M Allsep Jr/B C Hood
James W & Lois B Ashcraft
James G Bagnal III
Michael & Anne Bailey
Marvin B Banton
H Walter Barre II
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Mr & Mrs Eber J Blackwood
J J Blake
Sue Boone
Mr & Mrs Dennis Brannon
Mr & Mrs H G Brock
C & S Nail Bank




Dr James Milton Coker
J Carroll Cox
Mr & Mrs Donald R Crowder
Susan R Culbreth
Diversco Inc
Douglas Pest Control Inc
Timothy M Drake
Tommy C Dykes/Paul Bleckley




Dave & Terr.e Garren
Georgia Pacific Corp
Norm Greene
Mr & Mrs Wilbur K Hammetl






Mr & Mrs Kenneth R Huckaby
Rodger A Hughes
Insullab Plastics Inc—
Mr W C Moore
Helen Johnson








L J McLeskey Inc
Larry & Darlene Medley
Mr & Mrs Tim Miller
James G Ness





Mr & Mrs Hughes C Pennington
Pettii Const Co Inc #1
Piedmont Packaging Inc




Ray Roberts & Mark Tessnear





Frank W Sislare Jr
Joel M Smith
Winston D Smith
Spartan Food Systems Inc
Spartan Security Inc
Spartanburg Forest Products
Jack M Steinberg &






Mr & Mrs Jerry E Taylor




Barham F Thomson Jr
H C Turner III
Watson Insurance Agency Inc
White s Exxon Station





A D Jr & Joe Allbrilton
Anthony E Barwick
John J Brilton Jr














Dr John W Shaw
Leslie Tindal
Mr and Mrs George Trask





William T Howell Sr




Wendell O Brown Atty
Alan K Chandler





Thomas E Setzler II
Mr & Mrs Eric K Wilson
Tara And Scarlett Wilson
Yor*
Paul Allred




Lewis & Susan Caulhen
Vaughan Batchelor
Mrs John K Benfield Jr





Mr & Mrs J Dennis Crocker
Gulp Brothers Inc
Joseph C Curlee
James N Epps Jr
Dr Frank Strait Fairey
Mr & Mrs Malcolm Faulkenberry
M L Ford & Sons Inc
Mrs John L Gaddy
H S Gault
E M George
William F Gilmore Jr
Mr & Mrs William D Griffin
Mr & Mrs Jeffery T Haire
Tom & Shirley Hamrick
Patterson N Harvey
Haselden & Owen
Mountain View Industries Inc
E E Herlong Jr
Lewis W Hicks
Neely McFadden Hollis Jr
Donald F Howell
Bill Jackson






David C Leslie Jr
John A & Carolyn B Lesslie
Woodrow W Littlefield Jr
Mack Lyie
Stephen S McCrorey
Mr & Mrs Randall D Merrell
William L Morrow
Robert W Neal
Mrs Robert E Norns
Dr Floyd L Parnsh
Ms Rebecca Partlow
J M Peek
G A Pelletier Jr
Thomas B lll/L Earl/T B Jr Petlil
John F Pridmore
Bruce A & Elaine B Pullen
William R Pursley Jr
Mark Ravan
Baxter Simpson Jr
Ben R Smith Jr
Sunbelt Thread and Tape Inc
B Craig Thomas
Jerry A Underwood





Melvin W Ashe Jr
Associated Mechanical Contr
Mrs J Garner Bagnal




Mr & Mrs Marion B Beason
Mr & Mrs Phil Bechlold
John C Boesch Jr
Randy & Vicki Bouchillon
Ronald K & Steven W Boyd












Christian Harward Furniture Co
Colonial BIdging Maintenance




Herman L Dixon Jr
Larry G Dorman
J Henry Dowdy
Brenda & Tom Dukes
Mr & Mrs James L Duncan Jr
E Robert Eckley III
Howard D Williamson Jr
Thomas J Edmonds
Carrol & Pal Epting
Beniamin M EvatI
James T Fans Jr
Greg S Fansh
Stephen O Ferguson
Mr & Mrs James D Fisher
Robert L & Kenneth R Flint
Jimmy D Fowler




Dr Joe B Godfrey
James Goforlh, M D
W S Gordon Jr
Grace Equipment Company
John W Gravely




Charles R Harper Jr
Cliff Hattaway
George B Hilton
Mr & Mrs W M Hobson
Eddie Holbrook
Jeffrey and Stephanie Holland
H L Hoover
Samuel Reid Horton Jr
Steve & Susan Hughes




Mrs John S Jenkins Jr
Albert 8 Johnson
"Cas " Johnson




Joe D Kinard Jr
James M Kizer
W F Krickhan Jr/Bill Krickhan
Alan W Kuester
Terry Lee
Mrs Frances O Lewis
James L Lewis
Mr & Mrs Robert M Lindsey
Robert H Livingston
Myron A McCall
James H McMillan MD
Edgar L Miller Jr
Michael S Mitcham
Mr & Mrs Laurence C Mudge
Clarence Nesbit






George N Payne Jr
Daniel L Pearman
Larry B Penley Sr
James M Perry





William C Powell Sr
William J Powell
Donald G Pratt
Mr S Mrs Phillip S Prince
Mr & Mrs Thomas C Pntchard
Hugh D Putnam Sr
C Jeff Reece Jr
Henry L Richbourg
Richard & Tommy Roche
Dewey P Rochester Jr
William Joseph Roddey IV
Floyd & Barbara Rogers














Col Fred L Sparks Jr
Rodman T Sprutll
Guy P Stanley
Mr & Mrs Mack C Stewart Jr
Slowe s Fish Camp
G Wilson Thompson
Mr & Mrs James C Thompson
W T Vick Sr
A Kenneth Webster
Thomas J Weeks




J S Whiteside & Co Inc
Garland L & Barbara Whitlocfc
Archie TWilbanks
R WWilkerson III
Jim & Betsy Williams
Kenneth D Williams Sr




Alvin A Adams Sr
G Ferd Alsbrooks Jr
William D Anderson
Christopher A Barbien
Mrs Richard P Barr
James A Black
J C (Doc) Bradham
Jack J Camarda
John Thomas Cely
A J & Nona Coleman
John Herbert Conrad
William W Cooper Jr
George Rembert Crowe






Dr J R Edwards/Larry Sweat
Rocky Evans
Julian E Fani Jr
Mr & Mrs Howard Farmer Jr
Mr & Mrs Michael G Gasque
Mr & Mrs Francis J George
Fred & Sybil Graham
Mr & Mrs Ralph W Grant 4
Mr & Mrs Ronald W Grant
Thomas A Grant




John S 4 Charles R Jr Hatcher






Frank L Holroyd Jr
Howard E Hord
Wearon Huckaby
Mr 4 Mrs Allan Johnson
W E Josey
Jim 4 Nancy Kay
Dr B Paul Kellett
Mr 4 Mrs Jack S Kelly
Joseph G 4 Dale Kohn
Roy A Majors
Felix G Marbury
Mr 4 Mrs Robby D Martin
James G Mashburn
Roy N Malhis
John N McDonald Jr
Walter McGee
Monroe Janitorial Service
Mr 4 Mrs Bruce F Morse
Eugene F Moxley Jr
Jack C Murphree
Ronnie 4 Susan Nettles
Ronald G Nonnenberg
William R O'Dell
Mr 4 Mrs Charles Parker
Milton E Pate









H Thornton Smith Jr












Mr 4 Mrs Ronald W Young
Other
C Scott Bagwell
Dr Thomas W Barlow
William T Barnett
John D Barrenhne











W C Childers Memonal
Wilson C Childers III
Eugene T Complon





James O Eubank II
Ford F Farabow Jr
Patrick Foster
Carroll F Fowler
John D Galloway DSN Ret
M H Geiger
Rick Glover




Mr 4 Mrs Gray Hipp Jr
Bob Hudson
Jack W Kell Jr
Mr 4 Mrs John Kemmerling
Thomas 8 Kendrick





Dr Robert C McDaniel
Glenn E McFarland
Mr 4 Mrs Mark L Melts
J G Moxon









Helen 4 Ben K Sharp
Mrs John C Sharpe
T L Shealy Jr
Thomas E Skornschek
F Bart Smith
In Memory Of Col Francis L Jenkins
Oliver 1 Snapp Jr
John Sullivan
Mr 4 Mrs Thomas M Tobin
Joseph Wm Turner Jr
William C West
Douglas L 4 Susan O Wilbanks
Henry Yonce 4 Charles Yonce
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Tiger UfejjH I
For the past 53 years thousands of you
have displayed your unsurpassed loyalty
to Clemson by making IPTAY one of the
greatest athletic scholarship groups in
America.
Now there are some individuals who
want to make another unique effort for
Clemson by providing an endowment to
assure the future security and success of
the Clemson Athletic Department.
Tiger Life is a program through which
you can make an affordable investment
over a few years to insure a sizable future
gift to the Clemson Athletic Department.
Listed below are a few individuals who
with a few others who wish to remain
anonymous have arranged for gifts in ex-





Daniel H. Coker, Jr.
Rebecca D. Coker
Mr. and Mrs. R. Allison Dalton
Rodney C. Foster
Jimmy K. Gerrald
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert L. Henderson
Landrum H. Henderson
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy H. Hester
Mr. and Mrs. T. Carroll Holcombe
Mrs. J. William Holcombe









Mr. and Mrs. Sam White
If you think you would like to consider
this unique opportunity you may call Bert
Henderson or Allison Dalton at (803)
656-2101 or write either of them at P.O.
Box 31, Clemson, SC 29633.
This is a good opportunity to do
something for Clemson that will make a big
difference forever.
1938-86 Attendance E ]
Games Season Average Home Home Avg. Home Games Season Average Home Home Avg. Home
Season Played Attend. Attend. Games Attend. Attend. Season Played Attend. Attend. Games Attend. Attend.
1938 9 100,500 11,167 3 25,500 8,500 1963 10 318,587 31,859 4 103,496 25,874
1939 10 147,500 14,750 2 18,000 9,000 1964 10 260,725 26,073 4 112,000 28,000
1940 9 126,000 14,000 2 20,000 10,000 1965 10 333,736 33,374 4 113,000 28,250
1941 9 115,000 12,777 2 17,000 8,500 1966 10 355,286 35,529 4 146,237 36,559
1942 10 100,500 10,050 3 23,500 7,833 1967 10 389,618 38,962 5 206,275 41,255
1943 8 65,000 8,125 2 7,500 3,750 1968 10 386,432 38,643 4 147,434 36,859
1944 9 79,000 8,777 2 13,500 6,750 1969 10 339,936 33,994 4 136,252 34,063
1945 10 138,986 13,899 4 38,000 9,500 1970 11 367,347 33,395 6 205,376 34,229
1946 9 155,500 17,277 3 44,000 14,666 1971 11 398,222 36,200 5 154,741 30,948
1947 9 149,000 16,556 3 37,000 12,338 1972 11 398,732 36,248 5 192,456 38,491
1948 11 216,614 19,692 4 66,500 16,625 1973 11 411,477 37,407 6 188,500 31,417
1949 10 188,996 18,899 5 79,000 15,800 1974 11 440,384 40,034 6 251,424 41,904
1950 10 248,606 24,861 4 81,000 20,250 1975 11 487,436 44,312 5 195,873 39,174
1951 10 242,843 24,284 3 44,500 14,833 1976 11 459,845 41,804 5 221 ,486 44,297
1952 9 189,161 21,017 2 44,000 22,000 1977 12 580,067 43,339 5 235,152 47,030
1953 9 192,960 21,400 4 76,000 19,000 1978 12 599,793 49,983 6 321,763 53,627
1954 10 197,500 19,750 4 51,500 12,875 1979 12 641,109 53,426 6 353,576 58,929
1955 10 211,711 21,177 5 98,000 19,600 1980 11 567,436 58,282 6 369,770 61,628
1956 11 301,552 27,413 4 71,000 17,750 1981 12 683,871 56,989 6 371,152 61,859
1957 10 213,000 21,300 4 73,000 18,250 1982 11 592,902 53,900 6 380,679 63,446
1958 11 352,000 32,000 5 121,000 24,200 1983 11 701,937 63,812 7 521,898 74,557
1959 11 357,856 32,532 4 119,000 29,750 1984 11 750,847 68,259 6 467,670 77,945
1960 10 247,780 24,778 5 141,080 28,286 1985 12 749,282 62,440 6 460,413 76,736
1961 10 310,000 31,000 5 132,000 26,400 1986 12 765,771 63,814 5 393,500 78,700




Serving the Pulp ond Paper and Textile industries in North America
Resource Chemicals' rapidly growing list of satisfied
clients proves performance is not related to size.
Our flexibility and quick reaction allow Resource
Chemicals to provide our clients with high quality
products, caring service and cost effective product
performance.
We put the systems to work immediately using our
qualified staff of scientists to provide true value
and more efficient performance in your plant.
Find out why Resource Chemicals is rapidly growing






P.O. BOX 3026 GREENVILLE, S.C. 29602
Southern
SBSBrick
Post Office Box 208 Ninety-Six, SC 29666
In South Carolina 1'800'922'7921 Out Of South Carolina 1-800-624-7416



























36 by Jim Shirley vs. N.C. State, 1951
by Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1969
260 by Cliff Austin vs. Duke, 1982
30.4 (5-152) by Ken Moore vs. The Citadel, 1954
140 by ivlike O'Cain vs. N.C. State, 1976
274 by Terrence Flagler vs. Wake Forest. 1986
48 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
25 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
323 by Thomas Ray vs. North Carolina, 1965
4 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
.800 (12-15) by Mike Eppley vs. Virginia, 1983
53 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
374 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
11 by Phil Rogers vs. North Carolina, 1965
163 by Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech, 1977
32.6 (7-163) by Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech,
1977
3 by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1953
13 by Marion Butler vs. Wake Forest, 1942
51.0 (6-306) by Dale Hatcher vs. Kentucky, 1981
504 by Banks McFadden vs. Tulane, 1939
2 by Wingo Avery vs. The Citadel, 1954
10 by Shad Bryant vs. Furman, 1939
167 by Don Kelley (4 Ret) vs. Maryland, 1970
7 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 1969











Tackles by Def. Back: 17
Tackles for Loss: 5




Int Ret Yds: 101
Team Records
by Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
by Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
by Stumpy Banks vs. Furman, 1917
same as for touchdowns
by Obed Ariri on four occasions
by Obed Ariri vs. Wake Forest, 1978. '
by Donald Igwebuike vs. Duke, 1984
980
by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1980
by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1980
by Edgar Pickett vs. Wake Forest, 1983
by Willie Underwood vs. South Carolina,
1980
by Ronald Watson vs. Georgia Tech, 1984
by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 1979
by Perry Williams vs. Virginia Tech, 1985
by Jim Stuckey vs. Wake Forest and
Maryland, 1979
by Steve Durham vs Maryland, 1979
by Michael Dean Perry vs. N.C. State, 1984
by Randy Scott vs. Duke, 1978
by Jim Scott vs. Boston College. 1983
by Henry Walls vs. Duke, 1985
by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1965
by Willie Underwood vs. South Carolina,
1980
Most Rushes: 78 vs. Duke, 1979
Most Yards Rushing: 536 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most TDs Rushing: 11 vs. Presbyterian, 1945
Most Passes Attempted: 48 vs North Carolina, 1965: vs. Florida State, 1970
Most Passes Completed: 25 vs. Florida State, 1970
Most Yards Passing: 354 vs. Duke, 1963
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 7 vs. South Carolina, 1945
Most TD Passes: 4 vs. Auburn, 1947
Most Total Offense: 756 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most Total Plays: 96 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most Punts Returned: 11 vs. George Washington, 1941
Most Yards Returned: 167 vs. Maryland, 1970
Most Kickoff Returns: 10 vs. Georgia Tech, 1944
Most Yards Returned: 198 vs. Florida, 1952
Most First Downs Rushing: 27 vs. Presbyterian, 1957; vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most First Downs Passing: 17 vs. North Carolina, 1965
Most Total First Downs: 35 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Fewest Total First Downs: 1 vs. South Carolina, 1943
Most Penalties: 18 vs. Duke, 1983
Most Yards Penalized: 180 vs. Furman, 1964
Most Points Scored: 122 vs. Guilford, 1901
Greatest Victory Margin: 122-0 vs. Guilford, 1901
Greatest Defeat Margin: 7-74 vs. Alabama, 1931
Interceptions: 6 vs. South Carolina, 1971
Intercept. Ret. Yds: 143 (4 Returns) vs. Maryland.
QB Sacks: 10 vs. Maryland, 1979
Pass Broken Up: 18 vs. The Citadel, 1986
Tackles For Loss: 15 vs. Maryland, 1979
Fumble Recoveries: 6 vs. Duke, 1965
1970
Michael Dean Perry tied the Clemson single game sack record as a
freshman at N.C. State in 1984.
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Athletic, Fraternity & Clemson Clothing — Clemson Gifts
104 College Avenue • Clemson, South Carolina 29631 • (803)654-4203
Haywood Mall, Greenville, SC 29607 (803) 292-3290




Available in your choice of
White, Navy, Orange or
Oxford Grey.
Adult sizes XS-XXL, add
$1.50 per garment for
XXL.
Youth sizes 2-8, S (6-8),
L (14-16).



















Your choice of Embroidered
Helmet, Paw, Tiger Head,
or Clemson as shown.
Jersey Adult sizes S-XL.
Youth sizes S (6-8),
XL (18-20). Cap sizes
small or large. Jacket Adu
sizes S-XL.
9) Coaches caps w/block
C solid or mesh back
$8.50.
10) Starter silk jacket w/
quilted lining $79.95.
11) Visor — one size fits
all $4.25.
12) Replica game jersey
$39.99. Numbers
available: 1,13, 20,
42, 49, 61, 91. State
first and second
choice.
13) Short sleeve jersey
50/50 blend $16.95.
14) Baseball cap w/script
C, solid back $7.95.




16) Corduroy baseball cap,
solid back $7.50.
Available in Navy or
Silver.
17) The original Tiger car
flag. Easy put on, take
off, no tools required.
$9.95.
18) Also available . . .
The original "Hold That
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DOOM ^ copynghl 1978 Custom Specialty Company
When Saying Nothing
Says it All
Suitable for framing in any
standard 18" x 24" or custom
frame, the visual impact of
"DOOM" is unparalleled. The
rich, vibrant colors will enhance
the decor of any room in your
home or office.
Distribution will be limited to
a total of 500 prints per year
and orders will be accepted
only during the months of
September through December.
Order your print of "DOOM"
today and order an extra copy
to give as a memorable gift to
the most deserving Clemson
fan you know. Only $9.95.
The perfect Christmas





p. O BOX 1 1
1
U FRANCE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29656
TELEPHONE 803/646-9304
Please send me copy(ies) of "DOOM' $9.95 each. Price includes
postage and handling. South Carolina and North Carolina residents add
5% (50c) sales tax. (Sorry, no COD orders.) Order now for Christmas.










Also Available at Mr. Knickerbockers
V
' Traditional Style Brick Exterior
' Copper Bay Windows
Washer/Dryer Connections
Double Paned Windows
• Insulated Doors witti Deadbolts
Extra Closets - Plenty Of Storage
Crown Molding and Quality Detailing
Throughout
• Large Decks
Energy Efficient Heat Pumps




90% Non-Qualifying, Owner-Financing ^ ^>jy
8% year 1, 91/2% year 2, 11% years 2>-'^^^'^
Cash needed to close; $8,149
Monthly mortgage payment: $481.34
$75,900
1,170 Square feet — 2 Bedroom, l^k Bath
Located on the corner of College and Calhoun Street
within easy walking distance to campus.
$72,900








Sally Russell for an appointment




O I r"X OININQ
BEDROOM UVINQROOM
THE OFFICIAL SHOE OF SPUDWEBB,
DAN MARINO, MARY LOU RET10N ANDAGUY
WHO NEEDS NO INTRODUCTION.
BaskeihaH-Allante Specialist Fitness-5/fl^MS Perfect "10" Footbal]-Gn/)s Basehail-Fireball
Available at
TODD & MOORE, INC. SAM WYCHE SPORTS WORLD DILLARDS






2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. O. BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602
Calvin Summey Buddy Summey




























OPENALL DAY SA TURDA Y
PHONE 803/277-8880 P.O. BOX 7 1011 MAULDIN RD. MAULDIN, S.C. 29662
] Jack Crowe
By Foster Senn
If there is a typical path to college
coaching, it probably goes something like
this; play college football, coach a little
while at the high school level, then move
into college coaching.
Clemson quarterback coach Jack Crowe
admittedly did not take the typical path. His
went more like this: play high school foot-
ball, enter college pre-medicine program
in chemistry, take up high school coaching
as a hobby after class, earn chemistry
degree, forget medicine and become a top
college coach.
Crowe is one of few major college foot-
ball coaches who didn't play football in col-
lege. Not many coaches, however, have a
distinguished record like this: offensive
coordinator on Sugar, Cotton, Liberty and
Tangerine Bowl teams at Auburn; offensive
coordinator on Division II national cham-
pionship finalist. Southeastern Conference
winner of "Working Coach of the Year":
coach of pro football players like Lionel
James, Brent Fullwood, and Bo Jackson.
Crowe's story is an interesting one,
which could be titled, "How To Become a
Top Football Coach on the Way To Medical
School."
He was the quarterback on his high
school team, but he then gave up playing
football to pursue a medical career. "When
I came out of high school, I had the oppor-
tunity to play football at a small college, but
it was not where I wanted to go to school,"
he said. "1 wanted to go into medicine. It's
hard to get into Med School without a good
undergraduate degree." Crowe thus decid-
ed to give up playing football and go to
nearby University of Alabama-Birmingham
to get his chemistry degree and work part-
time in a medical lab as a move towards
becoming a doctor and to pay for his col-
lege education.
Crowe still liked football a great deal, so
as a hobby in the afternoons he became
a volunteer football coach at his old high
school, West End, in Birmingham. Crowe
quickly advanced at his new hobby. By his
senior season of college — while still a
volunteer — he was offensive coordinator
at West End, which advanced to the state
AAAA championship that season.
It was time for Crowe to go to medical
school but ... "I had gone to college plan-
ning on going to med school, but four years
later I had helped coach a lot of wins and
was tired of school," Crowe said. "With the
success we had at the high school, I had
Crowe initially wanted to enter medical
school.
a lot of offers to coach with the opportuni-
ty for quick advancement."
Taking a break before going to medical
school — or so he thought at the time —
Crowe decided to go into coaching full-
time, taking a job as offensive coordinator
at Oxford, (AL) High. Oxford went
undefeated both years he was there. "Even
after the first couple of years of coaching,
I still felt I would go back to medical
school," Crowe said. "But football seem-
ed so easy to move up in."
He thus decided to keep coaching a lit-
tle while longer, moving to Livingston
University as a graduate assistant. Crowe
excelled again, moving up to offensive
coordinator and then head coach in 1977.
"I remember my time at Livingston I
thought, 'Gosh, if I'm going back to medical
school, I better go sometime.' Finally, I
guess I figured out I wasn't going back to
school.
"I thought about college coaching when
1 was in high school, but I discounted those
possibilities when I didn't play in college.
When Livingston offered me a job, I realiz-
ed how far I had come in coaching. I wasn't
excited about going back to school, and I
looked how far I had come coaching. Final-
ly, I said, 'I can do this!'
"Football had started out as a hobby,
then it became an avocation, then a voca-
tion. It wasn't an accident, but just a tran-
sition I didn't plan."
From Livingston Crowe moved on to
North Alabama, then Wyoming, and then
Auburn — all as an offensive coordinator
— before coming to Clemson in 1986 as
quarterback coach. When Crowe was at
Auburn, the War Eagles just missed win-
ning the national championship in 1983, as
pollsters ranked Miami over Auburn after
the Hurricanes upsei Nebraska.
Crowe then took the job at Clemson. "I
talked to Danny (Ford) and I felt comfor-
table with his goals," Crowe said. "I've
thoroughly enjoyed my time here. Clemson
is a great place to live, Danny is a great
boss, it's a great university, and I've had
the chance to coach good athletes.
"Clemson is a special place for a lot of
reasons. The students here will always
make it special. The program here is also
special because of the assistant coaches
and because of the head coach. Danny is
a "people person.' That's what the players
respond to."
Crowe says there are two big reasons he
enjoys his occupation. "I think coaching
means different things to you at different
times of your life," he said. "When you first
start out, it's like playing. It's just another
way to funnel your competitiveness.
"That still is a part of coaching later, but
It's not the most important. There is the
satisfaction of teaching, the influence you
have over the players you're working with,
and the fellowship of a staff and a team.
If you didn't have that I wouldn't be
coaching."






Clemson football has come a long way
since it first put a team on the gridiron in
1896, and it's gone a long way, too —
278,121 miles to be exact. That's the total
number of miles Clemson's football teams
have traveled to get to and from nearly a
century's worth of pigskin contests not held
in Clemson.
With the Tigers playing host to op-
ponents no less than eight times in 1987,
it is surprising to note that only 37 percent
of Clemson's 844 games through the 1 986
season were played at home, where the
team has put together a .708 winning
percentage (214-84-14).
That means that the Tigers have played
532 games, a staggering 63 percent, "on
the road," where its 249-253-30 record
translates to a .496 winning percentage. A
substantial portion of these games,
however, did not take place on the oppos-
ing teams' home fields; rather, they were
played at "neutral sites." The Tigers'
59-37-9 record, a .605 percentage, in these
match-ups is impressive.
Clemson's first home game didn't come
along until the middle of its third season,
when, on October 20, 1898, the Tigers
somewhat inhospitably handled Bingham,
55-0. After that, it was two years to the day
before Clemson had the chance to play
host again, opening the 1900 season with
a 64-0 trampling of Davidson.
Where were the Tigers spending their
time in those early days? Try train stations
and bus depots, more than likely,
throughout North and South Carolina and
Georgia. Although details of Clemson foot-
ball's childhood and adolescence are sket-
chy, there's no doubt that the team spent
the night of October 17, 1902, holed up in
the train station at Lula, Georgia.
That story, according to Joe Sherman's
1978 publication, Clemson Tigers: A
History of Clemson Football, involves
Clemson's game at Georgia Tech. On the
night before the game Clemson Coach
John Heisman (he of trophy fame) sent a
group of cadets from Clemson into the thick
of the Atlanta nightlife to act as imposters
for his football team.
While the authentic Tiger gridders
peacefully whiled away the night in sleepy
Lula, the impromptu bunch of cadet-actors
conspicuously immersed themselves in the
ocean of Georgia Tech fans at a campus
night-spot and proceeded to enjoy to the
fullest all the common and traditional
elements of nocturnal collegiate activity.
Naturally, word spread, bets were placed
heavily on the Rambling Wreck, and the
Tech football team grew confident, perhaps
overly so.
Imagine its surprise when the well-rested
Clemson football team, made up of
significantly larger individuals than had
been witnessed the night before and con-
sidered to be one of the most powerful
teams in the South, chugged into town and
laid a 44-5 thrashing on the Techsters.
Stories like that, however, are few and
far between. Fortunately, legendary Coach
Frank Howard has a vast and remarkably
detailed memory of team travel for nearly
40 years through the middle of the century.
When he arrived in Clemson as an assis-
tant coach in 1 931 , he recalls, things were
very different — "very primitive," he says
— for there were no athletic scholarships
and a very small budget to operate on.
Although train travel was common, he
recalls times when he had to solicit the use
of cars and pile four or five players in each
automobile to make a trip.
By and large, however, the train was the
popular mode of travel through the 1930s
and -40s, and, according to Howard, over
5,000 people used to show up consistent-
ly to send the team off and welcome it
home.
The train trips were long and slow, but
they were still faster than by car. On the
trip to the Cotton Bowl in 1940 the team
stopped in Texarcana, TX, and met two
Clemson fans who had driven five long
days in hopes of attending the game. Their
car had broken down, however, and they
were stranded. Some team members learn-
ed of their fate when they got off the train
for the stop and smuggled the two men on
the train and took them ail the way to
Dallas.
Eventually, bus travel became one of the
options, but it was too slow, even with a
highway patrol escort. In fact, Coach
Howard recalls one particular bus driver
who lamented, "Coach, if you'd get rid of
that patrolman, then I could get you there."
A remedy was on the way. The year 1947
was a monumental one because the Clem-
son football team began traveling by air
that year. Economically, things were grow-
ing more prosperous then, so Coach
Howard was able to purchase all the seats
on an Eastern Airlines flight from Green-Clem^cn first traveled by plane to Boston College in 1947.
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ville to Boston, where the Tigers were to
have their fourth meeting with Boston Col-
lege at 8:30 PM on Friday, September 26.
It was the first commercial flight by a
state institution football team, and, accord-
ing to several newspaper accounts, the
team left Greenville at 9:55 AM on Thurs-
day, stopped in New York at 1 :00 PM, and
arrived in Boston by mid-afternoon.
Although the innovative T-offense of
Boston College overcame the vaulted
single wing of Clemson by a 32-22 count,
the flights to and from Boston went well
enough that the team also flew to Raleigh
to play N.C. State and to Pittsburgh to meet
Duquesne later that season.
Coach Howard used the same pilot and
hostess for the next 10 years. The hostess,
who Howard remembers as a lady named
"Browny", knew the game of football and
would come to the games and sit in the
press box with the assistant coaches. She
would take notes about the game off what
the coaches had told her, and the staff
would use them in their halftime presenta-
tion to the team.
The team made the transition to air travel
smoothly and has endured its dangers
uneventfully, for the most part. However,
a famous scare occurred at the airport in
Houston as the team plane prepared to
take off on the day following a 19-0 upset
victory over Rice in 1959.
Mac McGrew, now an editor for The
Raleigh News and Observer, recalls that
sportswriters traveled with teams on
chartered flights in those days. He was
covering Clemson for The Columbia State
and remembers, "It was a piston engine
plane with four engines, and I was sitting
near the front next to Coach Bob Jones.
As the pilot was starting up the engines,
one of them on the port side caught on fire.
Suddenly, a co-pilot from up front came out
and told everyone to get off the plane.
"Lou Cordileone blocked most of the ai-
sle with his 250-pound frame. He was
holding everyone up trying to put on his
glasses so he would see how far he was
going to have to jump. Just about the time
he was going to deplane, the engine
started up and the propeller blew the fire
out."
McGrew also said the ACC put out a
directive the next week that all charters
would be with established airlines. This
was a true "fly-by-night" organization.
Clemson Sports Information Director Bob
Bradley remembers, "This particular U.S.
Overseas Airways plane and crew also
served as the charter to fly the Air Force
Academy to West Point for the first game
between those two service academies that
same weekend. So that same crew and
plane flew from Fort Dix, NJ, to Greenville
to Houston to Colorado Springs to New
York to Colorado Springs to Houston to
Greenville to Fort Dix all in the same
weekend."
Current Administrative Assistant Don
Wade was on the plane also, and he recalls
vividly, "I don't think I've ever been so
scared when I saw that ball of fire come out
of that engine. It was a panic situation, but
it only lasted about 10 seconds. The pilot
later told me that we were just a few
seconds from the plane being in flames."
Coach Howard can recall several minor
scares and incidents through the 1950s
and -60s, like the time Wade, then a player,
and teammate Fred Cone, who knew how
to fly, took off in a private plane while
awaiting departure on a regular flight from
Anderson.
The bus travel has not always been 100
percent reliable. In the mid-fifties before
1-85 was finished, the Tigers used to travel
to Georgia Tech by bus down state road
59. The team made the trip in two busses,
but this particular season one of the
vehicles broke down and delayed the trip.
The team had an assigned practice time
and further delay would force the team to
miss the workout. So, Coach Howard told
all the first-team players and top reserves
to get on the bus that operated and had the
other reserves and school President Dr.
R.C. Edwards stay behind and hitch-hike
to Atlanta.
Considering the bus broke down in
Winder, GA, this was no easy task. But Ed-
wards, a true Clemson man and football
enthusiast if there ever was one, organiz-
ed all the players in small groups and suc-
cessfully got all the players rides into Atlan-
ta by nightfall. "That was quite a sight, see-
ing us ride into town in cars, and on the
backs of pickup trucks," recalls Edwards.
Perhaps the most glamorous trip the
Tiger football team has ever taken was to
Tokyo, Japan, to play Wake Forest in the
Mirage Bowl on November 27, 1982. Cur-
rent IPTAY Assistant Executive Secretary
Bert Henderson was a trainer with the foot-
ball team then and can recall many in-
teresting logistical details from the
organization of that trip.
The game, sponsored by Mitsubishi and
contracted through Teleplanning Interna-
tional, was definitely on the schedule
before the conclusion of the preceding
school year, so Henderson and others
began getting organized then.
He recalls initially the difficulty of obtain-
ing the birth certificates of some of the
players so they could get their passports.
It was also necessary to account for each
and every item to be taken on the trip, from
Dr. R.C. Edwards and many other players
hitch-hiked to Georgia Tech.
helmets and shoulder pads all the way
down to the smallest types of tape and
medical equipment. For customs purposes,
each item had to be listed and described
in terms of its purpose.
In spite of all the preliminary details, the
team made it to Japan, where more in-
teresting details awaited. Of course, U.S.
dollars had to be converted to Japanese
yen. Also, the bulk of the American players
and their equipment overwhelmed the
Japanese, who, obviously, were accustom-
ed to a smaller scale of humanity.
That size differential made for some very
crowded buses and locker rooms, and Bert
remembers with amusement and a confus-
ed shake of his head that, "it always seem-
ed to take an hour and twenty minutes to
get to practice and 10 minutes to get
back."
Ah, practice. One that was scheduled to
be on artificial turf took place on a tennis
court. Another time, a "nice practice field"
turned out to be a baseball diamond.
Perhaps the funniest anecdote of Bert's
recollection involves the ice needed on
game day. For a variety of purposes, the
team generally needed about 300 pounds
of ice during a game. When the ice show-
ed up for the Mirage Bowl, there was
enough of it, alright, but it came in the form
of three 100-pound blocks. All Henderson
and his cohorts could do was attack the
blocks with chisels until the ice was
manageably crushed.
In spite of it all, the Tigers came home
with a 21 -1 7 victory and the ACC title, but
haven't left the Lower 48 since.
The Tigers have done their share of
traveling over the years, averaging about
550 miles per road trip. So if anybody says
that eight home games in one year isn't
fair, throw them a few numbers and a little







Environmental Landscaping^ Inc. is
proud to be a part of the wvinning
team at Clemson.
Environmental Landscaping has installed Toro
Automatic Irrigation Systems and provided our
professional turf services for all areas of Clemson
University Athletics.
TORQ
Excellence in Athletic Turf
Toro....your source for automatic irrigation and sprinkler systems. ^.SSa^"^
By Annabelle Vaughan
jTiger Band
Today is the day. They have waited for a
year ... a long year. Over and over in their
minds they have relived the scene ... David
Treadwell's kick sailing between those
goalposts, between those hedges and
thousands of orange clad fans going wild.
Today is the day these 'Dawgs hope to win
revenge and the day those same orange
clad fans hope to repeat what happened
on that day last year.
It has become one of the fiercest rivalries
in college football. Even though the rivals
are not vying for state bragging rights,
there is a great deal of pride on the line.
As fierce as the rivalry is, it is hard to
believe that the two schools are only a lit-
tle over an hour's drive from each other.
Close enough that on many Saturday's,
Clemson fans heading north pass Georgia
fans heading south. Close enough, it would
seem, that fans between the hedges could
hear the noise rising up from Death Valley.
Yes, the Clemson-Georgia rivalry has
brought new meaning to the phrase "It's a
Small World," one of the theme songs of
Walt Disney World. Today, Tiger Band
brings Disney home in a special way as
they salute the music and magic of Walt
Disney.
Before the band takes the field today, a
very special guest will entertain fans. Jim
Varney, of "Knowhatimean" fame will be
in the valley today for his second visit.
Varney will be greeted by Clemson
students with 14,000 orange shakers. The
shakers are sponsored by the Student
Alumni Council and "Itza Pizza," a service
of ARA food services.
A very special person in Clemson's
athletic history will be honored today.
Coach Banks McFadden, Clemson's only
two-sport Ail-American, will have his foot-
ball and basketball jerseys retired in a
special ceremony (for more on McFadden,
see page 52).
Finally, things get underway as Tiger
Band takes the field for its traditional
pregame show. Fans will relive the glory
of the National Championship with the
opening "Sock It To 'Em" followed by the
Orange Bowl March and "Tiger Rag." As
the band spells out the word "Tigers," IP-
TAY president Jim Patterson will have the
honor of dotting the I. Patterson was a 1951
graduate of Clemson and is a native of the
town of Clemson. He took his position in
July and will serve until next June.
Tiger Band continues the pregame show
by offering its rendition of "You're A Grand
Ole Flag" and "America the Beautiful,"
directed by Dr. Richard E. Goodstein and
accompanied by the Clemson University
Chorus. "The Star-Spangled Banner" will
be played next, directed by Dr. Bruce
Cook, while an ensemble from Pershing
Rifles Company C-4 presents the colors.
Finally, both chorus and band will lead
thousands of proud Tigers in the Clemson
University Alma Mater. The invocation will
be offered by Dr. Enoch Hendry of the
Clemson United Methodist Church.
At halftime, the 230-member Tiger Band
will offer a Salute to the Music and Magic
of Walt Disney to celebrate the 15th birth-
day of Walt Disney World. The salute will
begin by honoring a favorite of children of
all ages: Mickey Mouse. "The Mickey
Mouse March" wil be followed by the
spritely "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah," which was
made famous in the Disney movie, "Song
of the South."
"A Wish Is But a Dream" will be the next
selection offered by Tiger Band. Next,
Tiger fans will hope their wishes of victory
will come true today when they hear the
ever popular "When You Wish Upon A
Star," which was arranged by Larry Ker-
chner. All other selections were arranged
by Les Taylor.
And of course, no halftime would be
complete unless it ended with Tiger Band's
salute to all Tiger fans with "The Song That
Shakes the Southland," TIGER RAG!!
Although many Tiger fans would argue
that the real Magic Kingdom is Death
Valley on a Saturday afternoon, it is actual-
ly in Lake Buena Vista, Florida. Just ask
Band Director Richard Goodstein. Goods-
tein spent last summer at Disney World,
and actually worked!
Goodstein directed the All-American Col-
lege Band in the Magic Kingdom. The
20-member band, consisting of student
musicians from colleges and universities
throughout the United States, performed a
variety of shows throughout the "lands" of
the Magic Kingdom five days a week — flag
retreats in Town Square, concerts in Fan-
tasyland, lively marches through Fron-
tierland and into Adventureland, musical
sets in the courtyard of Cinderella's castle
with the famous Disney characters, and
performances heralding the nightly Main
Street Electrical Parade throughout the
Magic Kingdom.
Members of the band were selected from
more than 800 musicians during a nation-
wide talent search. In addition to perform-
ing for the thousands of summer visitors
to Walt Disney World, the band participated
in rehearsals and workshops with profes-
sional jazz artists.
The University of Georgia Marching
Band will also perform in today's halftime
show. The 'Dawgs will demonstrate a varie-
ty of music arranged by Tom Wallace. They
will open with "Don't Rain on My Parade."
Next, the band will liven things up with two
"Soul Sister Medleys." The medleys in-
clude Janet Jackson's "Control," Whitney
Houston's "How Will I Know," and Aretha
Franklin's "Respect." The show will close
with "New York, New York '87." Georgia's
band is directed by Dwight Satterwhite.
Dr. Richard Goodstein "worked " as director of the Walt Disney College band this past summer.
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I The Last Word
by Bob Bradley
Gen. Sherman came through Georgia in
1864 tal<ing everything in sight. Ninety years
later the Atlantic Coast Conference was form-
ed and Clemson was already sneaking foot-
ball players across the Savannah River to
play for the Tigers. And they've been at it ever
since.
Today when Clemson tees the ball up
against the Bulldogs, no less than 25 native
Georgians will be wearing the wrong color in
the eyes of 'Dog coach Vince Dooley.
While there are some South Carolina prep
players who 'go south' to gain their fame at
Georgia, it seems that more are coming the
other way. In the 35 years since the ACC
came into being, over 200 Georgians have
cast their lot with the Tigers.
Several have made All-American, at least
15 have made the AII-ACC team and some
went into professional ball.
Coach Frank Howard likes to talk about his
players who became doctors, lawyers, cor-
poration presidents, millionaires, and he said,
"Believe it or not, I've had several to become
preachers."
As he was telling this story, Joe Bowen,
who came from Villa Rica and later married
a Clemson girl and went to the Methodist
seminary, walked into the room. Howard call-
ed the Rev. Mr. Bowen over and asked: "Son,
did you ever play football for me?"
Bowen answered: "Hell yes. I heard the
Lord's name used more on the football field
than I ever did in the seminary."
Howard was also proud of some of his early
players who later sent their sons back to play
for him. The first one to do this was Buck
Priester, Sr., who lettered in 1930-31, and his
son. Buck, Jr., (LaGrange) came along in
1953-54-55.
Wingo Avery (Newnan) had to play both
ways the same years as the younger Priester
and holds the school record of blocking two
punts in one ball game (vs. The Citadel,
1954).
Ken Moore, (Calhoun) who later married a
daughter of the late Clemson president. Dr.
R.F. Poole, averaged 30.4 yards rushing on
five attempts in the same Citadel game, and
those two records have stood for 33 years.
Charlie Hope (College Park) was the scout
team quarterback and never got in a game
unless the score was too far ahead or too far
behind to worry about. He had the dubious
distinction of losing a school record after it
had been set in the same game.
The Tigers were playing Presbyterian in
1957 and leading 66-0 and had broken the
school's total offense record when Hope
came into the game. He lost 10 yards on two
running plays and the record was gone.
Bill Mathis (Manchester) probably wore a
football uniform longer than any other Tiger
alumnus. He was one of the original New York
Titans (Jets) and played pro ball 10 years, go-
ing to the Pro Bowl three times.
George Usry (Waycross) made the big play
in maybe the most exciting game ever played
in Memorial Stadium when he brought back
an intercepted pass 73 yards against Wake
Forest in 1959 that set up the winning
touchdown in a 33-31 contest.
One Georgian helped another one out in
1960. Vic Aliffi (Savannah) was already on the
team, but the Tigers were having trouble with
their punting game. Aliffi's father was sheriff
of Chatham County and he told Howard about
a good punter. Howard thought the person
was in high school, but Sheriff Aliffi said the
one he spoke of was a Clemson student.
That's how Eddie Werntz became one of the
Tigers' all-time great punters.
Ricky Johnson began putting Plains on the
map in 1963 — long before Jimmy Carter
thought about becoming the nation's
president.
The late George Burnett came from Atlan-
ta and it was his father who supposedly heard
the telephone conversation between coaches
Wally Butts of Georgia and Paul "Bear"
Jordan is one of many Georgia natives who
have made significant contributions to Clem-
son football.
Bryant of Alabama which later brought on a
much-publicized law suit against The Satur-
day Evening Post.
Jack Cain (Atlanta) was honored by the
ACC in 1980 when he received the Brian Pic-
colo Award as the year's most courageous
athlete.
Probably the biggest play Jeff Bryant
(Atlanta) made in his college career was at
Chapel Hill in 1981 when the Tar Heels were
driving on Clemson late in the game and the
Tigers were trying to protect a 10-8 lead. Scott
Stankavage, UNC quarterback, threw an in-
complete pass which Bryant fell on. It was rul-
ed a lateral, giving Clemson possession to run
out the clock and retain an undefeated record.
And, if a vote were taken today to name
Clemson 's best known football player, William
Perry would probably be the winner. Ray
Brown (Rome) is the one to put that now-
famous moniker on the Chicago Bear star.
Brown was the first to use "The Refrigerator"
to describe his teammate. Some people
across America and in Europe might not
recognize the name of William Perry, but they
can tell you who "The Fridge" is in a second.
Homer Jordan (Athens) led Clemson to its
greatest accomplishment in 1981 when the
Tigers won the national championship with a
12-0 season, ending with a 22-15 victory over
Nebraska in the Orange Bowl. Jordan's
23-yard run to the Cornhusker 40 on a third-
and-four situation let the Tigers keep posses-
sion and the eventual victory. Jordan was so
dehydrated after the game that he was unable
to enjoy the post-game dressing room
celebration.
And, another Athens product, Norman
Haynes, will certainly remember his perfor-
mance last year in Sanford Stadium when he
made a career high 14 tackles against the
Bulldogs in Clemson 's 31-28 victory, the
highest tackle total of the day for Clemson.
Georgia high school players selecting
Clemson (and the same goes for South
Carolina players choosing Georgia) is one
reason the rivalry has become so keen bet-
ween the two schools. And it starts early.
In 1965, when Art Baker was coaching the
Clemson Cubs (freshmen) and getting ready
to face the Georgia Bullpups, he noticed that
Georgia was getting ready to send out all the
South Carolina players for the flip of the coin.
Baker countered by sending out all of the
Georgia players who were on the Clemson
team.
The Cubs outnumbered the Bullpups— but





Fallen leaves, wood smoke in the air and crisp
autumn nights. These are the signs that a new
school year is about to begin.
Keep your school memories alive with a Flame-
gard" fireplace mat and wall plaque, emblazoned
with Clemson's emblem.
Attractive yet durable, this nonskid, reversible
mat is made from 100<7f textured fiberglass and
measures 24x48 inches. Your Flamegard fireplace
mat will prevent spark and ash damage. It is UL
listed and officially licensed to bear the Clemson
emblem. You may want to order a few extras
for your patio, front door, van, or as gifts.
The matching wall plaque makes a handsome
addition for any home or dorm. It is made of the
same fine material and presented in an elegant, all
wood 11x14 inch frame.
Place your Flamegard fireplace mat and wall




mat(s) at $37.95 each
(quantity) wall plaque(s) at $17.95 each
(quantity) FLAMEGARD fireplace mat
and wall plaque set(s) at $49.95 per set
Add $3.00 for shipping and handling. North
Carolina residents add 5*7, sales tax. Please
allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Credit card purchases call toll free 1-800-648-0674
(9AM-4PM EST) or you may order by mail;
C Check or money order made payable to
Southern Collegiate Series



















Generalbns of a Commitment to Bcoellence.
ClemsonandYeargin
y
YEARGIN ENTERPRISES, INC. „. v n
Yeargin Enterprises, lnc.-"The Building TEAM:' Founded by Clemson graduate, R. Lynn Yeargin-Our
company,
an unlimited licensed General Contractor, specializes in custom homes, multi-family, and light
commercial
construction. We operate on the principle of building a team type relationship between the client, architect,
and Yeargin Enterprises, Inc., while simultaneously providing quality craftsmanship and personalized
service
at competitive prices. We would like to fulfill your building needs! So join our team.
YEARGIN FINANCIAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
, ^
YFA staff members, registered with the National Association of Securities Dealers, market through their
broker-dealer (Investacorp, Inc.) limited partnerships in real estate to individuals as well as income
programs
to business and professional retirement plans. Call on our team with offices in Greenville and Spartanburg.
YEARGIN PROPERTIES, INC.
,
YPI, with offices in Greenville and Spartanburg, is a real estate development, investment, and
brokerage firm.
A pioneer in condominium communities in the Carolinas, current projects include Oak Forest in Greenville,
The Somersett in Spartanburg, and Colonial Manor in Hendersonville. Call on us.
115 Edinburgh Court- McAlister Plaza
803-232-1491 Greenville, S.C. 29607
